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WHAT ARE THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITH THIS UNIT: (discuss

the amount of time as well as tha characteristics of the
activities)

A wide variety.

Is there a written description of these activities? yes

WHAT ARE THE TEACHER ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITH CONDUCTING THIS UNIT:

See Materials.

Is there a written description or manual documenting these
activities? _yesz._

WHAT PREPARATION IS REQUIRED OF A TEACHER PRIOR TO UNIT INSTALLATION:

'Orientation, plus the manual.

IS there a written manual of description of the preparation which
could be used by a new teacher using this unit?

HOW MUCH CLASS TIME IS REQUIRED FOR THIS UNIT: (e.g. hours per week.
Be sure to indicate if out-of-school time is required of the
students)

IS THE UNIT BEING USED IN OR DOES IT RELATE TO ANY OF THE FOLLOWING
SUBJECT AREAS:

2c English
Math

, Science
Voc. Ed.

Social Studies
Foreign Lang.
Art
Music

Phys. Ed.
---,Health

Other (specify)

ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL PROBLEMS, LIMITATIONS, OR, GOOD POINTS THAT
YOU FEEL SHOULD BE KNOWN ABOUT THIS UNIT:
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Curr. Unit Inventory

TITLE:

HACKENSACK

Industrial Prep

"13/7/
School(s):: HIGH SCHOOL

Grade(s) : 9 - 12

...4010.
GENERAL PURPOSE: To prepare students to meet all of their societal

.....All. dom MDMI
rolls including work.--------------------- ...... -----------------

SPECIFIC GOALS:

wailINNI. AIMID .0.

The student will apply his total education to.his daily living.
The student will understand himself.
The student will be a multi-faceted, flexible well-educated person.
The student will understand that cooperation is essentially more
important an attribute than competitiveness.
The student will understand thit the total communit7 is his education.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

The student will understand that the interdependence of disciplines
should be an essential appreciation as well as being a truly visable
means of good teaching.

;pecific performance objectives have not been prepare for this unit.

WHAT4MATERIALS ARE REQUIRED FOR USE OF THIS UNIT:

amcItka

The unit as prepared.

WHAT IS THE SOURCE OF THESE MATERIALS: (e.g. teacher constructed,
purchased from a publisher, donated from somewhere, etc.)

Teacher constructed.

WHERE CAN THESE MATERIALS BE SEEN OR OBSERVED: Career Education Center
Hackensack

HOW MANY STUDENTS ARE INVOLVED IN THIS UNIT: 70

HOW MANY TEACHERS ARE INVOLVFD WITH THIS UNIrry--".
HOW MANY COUNSELORS ARE INVOLVED WITH THIS UNIT:

IS THIS A NEW 'UNIT OR HAS IT BEEN USED BEFORE: ( if it is not new
then how many years/months etc. has it already been used and
in how many classrooms )

3 Used for six year.
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Intmduction

Industrial Prep is a prevocational, interdisciplinary prcgram.

It was developed in Hackensack Hiph School because of the need to

provide a curriculum that would be consistent with the demands placed

people entering occupations in the 1970's.

Educators have jumped from one extreme to another during the last

tiro decades. In the 1950's the magic word was 'gifted', and now we

are becoming fully mobilized to meet the problems brought on by the

"disadvantaged." Along the way we have neglected to stop and consider

the majority of Cie population the so-called 'average people, who

are to become the backbone of our nation's work and life forces.

This prograN takes these people into mind as well as the others.

We believe that the development of manhood is more important than

the development of manpower. We also feel that our obligation as

educators is to help people prepare to meet all of their societal roles,

including work. That means that we should be able to help young people

get ready for a personally relevant vocational future. However, at

the same time we expend much effort in seeing that this program

includes materials and experiences that work toward the total development

of the individual.

When consideration and planning for the Industrial Prep Pregram

began, a few guidelines were established. We base,i the program on the

following organizational assumptions:

1. That we would receive no money to help us for either salaries,
materials, or equipment.

2. That our then existing facilities would have to be utilized with
no hope for modification or addition to them.

3. 'That teachers for the program woad be recruited from our
present staff.



Essentially we felt that no windfall would find its way to us and that

we would have to use what we had, but in a different way.

The first year of preparation was devoted to the researching and

the gathering of insights so as to develop a relevant, logical

philosophy. Besides tha reading of books, journals, and periodicals

of all types, we spent a good deal of time in the field. The field being

many of the major and smaller business and industrial concerns in the

metropolitun area. Frequently individual and collective groups of

employers and employees were invited to the school for discussico. The

talk centered primarily on asking these people, "what are the basic

characteristics of a promising employee?' The responses gathered from

these interviews along with the materials read in the research were to

becoTpe the foundations of our program.

Some of the tenets that we adopted because of this preliminary

work are:

1. That a person should be able to apply his total education to
his daily living and in order for him to do so he must be
taught well, with useful materials.

2. That as Donald Super states, 'self-knowledge is prerequisite
to self-determination." Before either vocational or social

decisions are to be carefully made a person must understand
himself.

3. That the technical world calls for a multi-faceted, flexible
well educated person.

4. That cooperation is essentially more important an attribute than

competitiveness.

5. That the total community is the educator of a student, not just

the school.

6. That the interdependence of disciplines should be an essential
appreciation by each student as well as being a truly visable
means of presenting teaching material by the staff.
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Taken one at a time, these are not earth shaking contemporary thoughts,

but, absorbed into a prevocatioral secondary setting, they become a

unique set of premises on which to found a program.

In meetings with the people who work in lind hire for industries,

we did not come across any who held that special skills taught in high

school were absolutely necessary for employment. Nobody told us that a

trade learned in school was the passport to instant industrial success.

In line with this is an article that appeared in the April 4, 1965 issue

of the New York Times. It told of a minority report of an extensive study

by an eleven man vocational education commission in Nassau County, Mew York.

A section of this study rpleaded for recognition that fewer occupations

than is generally believed, accept specific school-acquired skills as a

prerequisite for employment." This 44 page report was never published

due to conservative opposition. What we found requested by employers was

a need for high school graduates who essentially could read, write, and

be able to apply mathematics and scientific fundamentals to work problems.

In developing the program, we bore Dr. Super's consideration in mind.

In the available literature that we were exposed to there was nothing that

corroborated the wisdom and stability of an early career choice. In fact,

everything cautioned against this. Therefore the Industrial Prep Program

offers ample room for the exploration of vocations along with provision

for solf-understanding necessary to make such a decision.

So much has been said for the necessity for man to be educated for

change that to elaborate on this would be presuptvous. However, I think

that Robert Hutchins, formor President of the University of Chicago and

the present Director of The Center For Democratic Institutions advances

3



an observation that we Lnlieve in. 'The 7ost avions fact.ahout society is

that the rors technolozical it is t,.e port: ra?)ii.ly it will chang.e. It

follotm that in an advanced tschnolorical soci:ty futility dogs the

footsteps or- those who try to prepare the child for e::y precise set

of conditions. Fence, the most imnractical education is the one that

looks post practical, ane the one that is most practical in fact is the

one t`tat is commonly recardld as renots from reality, one* dedicat d to

ts corprohnnsior oF theory ane 7.1rinciples. In t112 nresent state of

technology. And evsn or.o certainly in any future state thereof, tht

kind of traininc . ant! inforvation that is central in Americar admation

is obrolescent, if not asolnto. ;:ow, ths only nossihle adjustment

that we can !tivil chW is that which arises through putting him in

cornixte posnession of all his powers.' Our aim is to provide as

cosnm%onsiw. RS po^v1L1., an exposure-to life ane the tools of livinr

and voeciii7. so that the Ireustrial Prep stvdcrt rill bo equipped for

chanr.7..

A Quote from th:: Miser Alminum Yews of :Hevork.sr 1, 1963 illustrates

the point to ho tiade In nropotinr cooperation. 'As the grace system

hes traditimally Y-In used in the past, each stndott is 7itted against

the othnr. Yot in thl 'real world in which he !till live as ar adult.

his most important ability will bn his willinrness and skill in uorkinc

coopnratiwIly othnra. Tbis is particularly trve in the business

world. Ilhich is praeoninantly a cooperative anternrisr. end not

cotpatitivn one. :Jo.autcroobile Pver Rot d,:sirned, cL7inetred, produced

and distributed without tho coonoration of literally thousands of people.

Conetition occurs only in the ultinate markA place.

14



The Industrial
Prep Progran reco!etizes the limits and fallacy of

the school as being the sae educator of a student and at the same time

appreciates tha potential of the commurity at large to take part in

education.
Tappin5:

community resources
in an interral feature in

presenting many parts of the program.

Finally, in reviewing the program
foundations, wa come to the

heart of the means of implementatimv
that being an interdisciplinary

approach to education. Dy correlating the efforts between core areas of'

the program we feel that we are better able to brin significant meaning,

interest, and enjoyment to learning. In retrospect,
this has for the most

part been borne out. To identify the natural relationships
between

disciplines and use ther to enhance a learning,
situation is the key to

the plan.

nat we in Industrial Prep are trying to do is to present what

Robert !Teitchins
maintains is a liberal education but with a flair

toward tlee occupational.
Pe says, "eliminate neither training nor the

imparting of inforration,
but use tisem in a different fashion." This

we try to do.

The approach to the interdisciplinary
scheme is similar to the

Richmond Plan, but includes a different series of teaching units for

different paonle. The interdisciplinary
team that we use is made up of

people from the mathematics, science, English, and industrial arts

departments. Resource peonle from within the school that are inte7ral

parts of tbe program como from the social science, guidance, and special

services areas.
Our use of resource people from without the school

includns men and women from nunerous specialities ane fields.



The method of correlation focuses on centrel problems. rach year

of the three year progrme contains units that have e commonality of basic

properties that are relevant to the participating teachinr., units. For

instance in tha first year (the sonhonore year) the basic theme is

measurement and the guiding subject is natharatics.
In each of the years

there is a different guiding subject. ono which sets the pace of

correlation by the depth and amount of work covered in that class.

Correlation in not done on a daily basis nor ever forced. If a natural

relationship
exists between

instructional areas in particular
units it

is capitalized on to reinforce learnine and to make it commonly relevant

to the total learning going on in the propram.

For the measurement there there are four projects that are used

to explicity bring the toachinp areas together. They include such

disparate names as duct work, geometric patterns, properties of retals,

and packaging.

The first project of duct work is an effective opener for us. It

works out to be a sealed down air conditioning
duct system made out of

a few naterials. We like it because it does a good job of introducing

the interdisciplinary
approach to the students, it's good for the

developrent of mathematical fundamentals, it enables the youngsters to

achieve positive tangible
results from their theornticel learning. it

introduces the concept of cooperative work, and it pernits the

development of an.occuoational
plan. This is how it works.

The mathematics instructor brings the boys to a point where they

can Aay out a duct section using basic arithmetic. He has then fabricate

this with caraboard in his classroom,
giving them an opportunity to engage

6



in nanipulativ::
work is an academic settinr. This is done on a group

effort with students of varyinft: abilities intermingled.
Mat happens in

that simpler pieces of the system are made by slower students and more

complicated
parts, such as a transition.

piece, is constructed by a

.noro able person. The boys in the group must have their pieces fit

together and this affects characteristics of individual responsibility

as well as all-out cooperation.

In tha drafting room the unit is simply drawn giving the students

the opportunity to become attentive to precision as well as introducing

basic drafting techniques.

Besides developing a related technical vocabulary
with the boys, which

is a common enough approach to interdiscinlinary
work and certainly

not an exciting part of it, the 1:nglish teacher
creates an inter-personal

work atmosphere by utilizing a Tele-Trainer borrowed from the Bell System.

This device is used to role-play a problem condition set-up
between a

custorer and an
employee of a heating and ventilating company.

Students

prepare and act-out a situation that Tilight sound like this 1. the customer

calls to complain about lact of heat in a house, 2. complaint is accepted by

employee with tact and nnderstanding,
3. employee tries to troubelshoot

over the phone: i.e., did you check emergency switch?, 4. employee

then evaluates
and acts on disposition of compaint. All of this is

dramatized with much side-play of conversation
and is recorded and

played hack for student
analysis as to not only diplomacy, effect of

communication,
but also for speech and style of delivery.

Biology is a school required subject in the sophomore year. It

lends itself to this unit by providinr; the students with an exploratory

7



series of exp:ariel,ces
witli the human circulatory system.

l!othirp in

depth; but just an overview is offered.
Alow; with this, a tree's

duct systen is also discussed.

The metal shop is reserved for these students so that they will have

some opportunity to fabricate the group duct systems in a shop. All

of the boys do not take metal shop at one time, they may elect other

industrial arts areas so other arrangements
must be rad. For instance,

the metal and drafting classes might exchange periods and thus give the

Industrial Prep students a chance to occupy the shop torether.

industrial arts instructors., that can be spared at that time, join

forces to give as much concentrated
assistance as possible for the

project.

A resource person from the social science department
Presents a

prof:rem on the ways people heat and cool their buildings
around the

world. This is done with a profusion of visual aids and delivered in

a relaxed
atrosOere as a general interest prograr.

An occupations
unit or. sheet metal, air conditioning,

and heating

trades is correlated to the mojor project. Representatives
from

occupations in t!,ese fields are
invited in to be interviewed by the boys.

Ho speeches are given but rather tbs students ask objective and subjective

questions of the visitors so as to obtain a comprehensive
backfmound

about each of the job areas.

To further rake the total project more relevant, short, period

long field trips are taken to local business and shops that engage in

related tasks to the units covered.

This type of correlation is not forced nor
scheduled so as to prove
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inconvenivat to tl:a. participating ttiA.chers. If an instructor in a

particular discipline
feels that he needs :Jere tire to develop some

teaching. material and that this might hamper tie correlation schedule,

thon at the weekly meetings other arranremnt are Trade. What we have

found is that t'-e..re have been very few occasions where total involvement

was not possible. The extent of the interrelation of subjects in

any unit is dependent upon the imagination and creativity of the team.

At weekly reetinp,s the instructors themselves
receive a broadened

education because of the necessity of each of ther knowinl what is going

on in the other guy's class. In order for a person to present a

correlated unit he rust have an idea of not only what is scheduled in.

thc other classes but should have a working understanding of the

instructional matter.

To further demonstrate the methods used in relating all of the

areas we can summarize the next sophomore year units that of geometric

patterns. In this section the mathematics teacher develops, what the teachers

feel is the fo.undations for building the academic proficiencies and

methods of attach for further lcarning. I:ere the math man carbines the

abstract with the connitive in having ths boys sharpen their arithmetic

tools. The .11ng1ish instructor, with the assistance of both the drafting

and matheratic's people takes the students on a world tOur, using elides

and narration to see the designs and pattt.rns of nature and thme

developed by man in interiestinr settings. At the serve time the free

reading library in his classroom features books and Tr.agazines that

reinforce this unit, rhile a field trip to the :fiitney ruseum in New York

is arranged with a guide to aow the boys ths geometric designs in art.

9
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Occupationally,
the field of araitf,cture fits very %.11 into this unit.

Inter-class
correlation is easily woven into a unity like this because

the technical nature of thit matsrial plus the abundant availibility of

similar subject matter in various settings blend well topether.

'The junior year.of the propxam
featurns Physics as tha guiding

subject. This is an applied physics class. More work time is spent in

the laboratory
than in a lecture room. The instructor of this class

has developed a detailed program gui4e for tha applied physics work

that is especially geared to capitalize on the mathematical fotmdations

acquired by the boys during ths sophomore year as well as their

increased abilities in problem solving situations. The physics class is

a practical, exoloratory experience for Industrial Prep students. Many

of Cps projects worked on in the labs have been designedby en= instructor.

His rsthods of teaching mechanical advantage and other areas of physics

are rost unique. Ha uses everything from surf casting rods to bottle

openers to get the youngsters to discover the basic, workinE theories

in physiCs.

We tie in second year mathematics very closely with physics and

also include directly related En3lish units on the senses, critical

thinking, hou to describe.and define, and science fiction.

In the senior year,
chemistry is the key subject. Again this is

an applied lab science with yery relevant units on foods and their

additives and applied, evsryday chemical exploratory experiences.

We have found that because of applying theory to practical, relevant

experiences, both in physics and chemistry, that the students come away

from these classes with sound, fundamental science backgrounds. The

10
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:hairman of the department tak.s a "Cop sense of !wide in the Industrial

Prep science students and often speaks of tl.eri as being better equipped

than an averare
colleLTe mop person in truly understanding science. Our

students are not re...Yarded for memorization, but receive their satisfactions

in learning how to apply their knowledge.

Many of th Industrial Prep students enroll in a cooperative work

program in their senior ycar. These youngsters redeive an opportunity

to engage in on-the-job training
experiences in an occupational area

of their choice. The cooperative progxan provides their with one half

day in school and on o. half on tha job. Beside the specific work training

function of the program it also enables students the chance to become

part of an adult occunational
environment and to try out their various

stren;ths and
characteristics in a new social situation.

I think that a glimpse into the teachin g. materials used by some of

our teachers would offer more insights into what makes this program a

little different.

An interesting paragraph heading of the introduction for our

second year English guide state that "The Automobile and Television Set

Probably Teach the Student Nore Than the School Teacher," Based on the

observations and experience that our instructors have had with the boys

in the proveun they realized that an entirely different set of educational

experience were going to have to be steadily developed so as to capitalize

on every changing student interests. I.!orking toward student interests

does not preclude teachers helping boys read, write, speak, listen, and

think with as much discernment and sensitivity as possible.

11
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A unit approach tliat is developed for tlIr junior year includes !

work preparation
tAlevision, physics, economics: am! Prejudice.

A feature of the first unit (work nreparation) is a boy spending

school tine outside of the building with a
representative of an

occupation of his choice. He abnost literally becomes a shadow to

the person for a working day and in so doing gets to feel what the job

is all about.

Reading materials for our English classes include such items as

Consumer Reports, Voter Trend. newspapers, and contemporary novels. We

have found the magazine's tests and surveys are of considerable interest

to youngsters and stimulate good reading habits as well as develop

critical think patterns.

The work of the Langston Hughes is used, among other sources,

as material for the unit on prejudice. He is simple erough to read and

yet the boys can be touched by the sad, bitter-sweet humor of his

writing and can be introduced to nore such work by this material.

A fellow-up on this unit is offered in the senior year by a

series of small groun sessions on occupational relations. These

sessions were developed by an English and foreigh language teacher to

deal with possible sensitive inter-personal
situations a young

erployee night face in a work environment. The two teachers 'spent a

summer collecting hard-to-find factual materials about Lthnic and racial

minorities and came up with a series of guides to the presentation of

modified T-sessions. A major part of the teachers' research and

planning time was spent with people affected by such confrontation.

situations.

12
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The senior year's Enelish prorrar has units based on work entrance,

the film eeristry. was and peace. and lnisura time activities.

Vasine a philosophy on C.o. suppositior that tte ineere is more

fifldflelamt to the student raised :n the electronic age, than the pritted

word. the instructor brings into the prop:ram a study of filn after the

junior yearIs uork in televlsion. For this school year the class produced

a short film study on the pollution of our environment. Mat is intorestine

aLout this is that these are supposedly limited, non-college bound

younpsters who are considered to have such limited ability.

The war and peace seetioa capitalized on a maturing boy's broader

interests. The titles of parts of this unit are: The Nany Faces of ?ar.

Ideas From th6 Great Books, Film Shorts, Full-Length.Filme, Short'Stories

and neeards, iiovels, and Poetry.. Sounds very acadevic, but what the

teacher does is to explore with the boys insights into why people

fight, through a sirele survey of the preeding media. If this plus

the directly related material is presented, as Bruner says, on a level

that speaks the language to the individual it can be lamdled and understood.

Should you won4er about a unit on leisure tine as heing relevant

subject for a pre-vocational propram I would like to quote the following

from the Februaryrareh 1969 issue of Steel Facts. "During. the next.

"aye years, each employee havine contirous service or January 1, 1069,

in the lower half of his company's seniority list will, for the first

time, be eligible for one extended vacation consistine of his regular

vacation plus three extra weeks. Ernloyees in thu top half of their

companies' seniority lists will, as they have Leen in the past, ba eligible

for one extendud vacaticn of 13 weeks, including their reeular vacations,

13
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durin? the, fiveyear period.'

The University of Redlands in California did a study on the senior

group of steelworkers who w.lre on sue. an eetenecd vacation. They found

that for the rost part tha nen did not travel, did not enrage in any

civic activities, nor read or go to the theatre. Mat they found was

that rost of the time was spent in sitting in the yard drinking beer.

This is not an entire waste of titpe, hut for thirteen weeks plus about

three or four for the normal vacation (which is something like four montha)

this can be a grossly unproductive period of a person's life, both as

a contributor and as an ever developing. individual. /t seems as if

schools have to do sorething about education for leisure time. The

=nit developed by our nen hes sections that include comrunity involvement

as weLl as introductory exreriences for individual enjoyment.

There is a sophomore year unit on simple psychology that combines

the efforts of the English, shop, and biology teachers as well as that

of one of the school psychologists. Students build razes, buy mica, run

them through under test conditions and then engage in informal,

exploratory discussions on behavior conditioning. Yothing elaborate,

but tle unit is presented sirnly to the youngsters and it is vry

well received. 7e have found that t)ley are quite interested in human

behavior and have a thrist for krowledg.e iu this area.

A problem that wo are starting to face is the fact that many of the

students have had a reawakening of academic stimulation because of the

way that they have been treated in the program. They have beer provided

with opportunities to succeed in the sere areas that they had previsously

been less -then successful in. Some have exprassed interest in college

and must, although they can connate with rany colleee prep students on

applying tIte knowledge that they have acquired in high school, pay a

14
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n'Aielty beca.usa t:;eir clssns hea nr,rias cotuotld industrial or

rractical work. rowavai, with th.L opening of a couLity collern in

our county this nrollIr row can e23lt wit !. ox, a rositiv; basis.

Th prorrar is on!:. even thouth it Las 1..cr. saie thlt it

was dsifTed for a 1.trr,s nopulation. Th::re am a rurber of masons

why it is srall. Li1c rost se,00ls in tho mtronolitan ar:la we Lave

mrents and children le:o think that tIlare is nothirp rally worthwhile

enant a coll,_;:a eercation. re are still battlin7 thot concant. I

think that ara new in a rosition to grow becaus wore of nouth

has spread ane rr :In:: vary more peorla interested all of th.!

tine. Another reason that v: are small in number ii that because of

tha nature of tc interdisciplinary approach thcre is a dual

rasoonsibility on vachers. They still belong to a parent department

and yet rust belong in effet to another denartmsat. Tlot all teachers

would like tl;at typa of arratwement erd we would rlt like all teadhers

to be in the prorrat. Those that feel coll.Te nain orientid and find

little satisfaction in wcrkins with our siueaxts would not fit into the

plans that we love.

Vhat ve ara tryinr to do is to look at tomorrow as Lest we can

atd to rat students ready for it. as occunatioral qducators must

consiOnr soPethin:; that Dr. Sullivan, the Comissiorsir of

Education of 'iassacbusetts mcently said, "'.7e arc in ar ar:a w7:tvre wa

can no lonrer bury our ristakes in thc labor rarket." They just won't

accept then:

15
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Technical Mathematics I: Introduction

The Technical Mathematics course, as part of the Industrial
Prep prcgram, is geared to teach the basic concepts of measurement,
their applications, and the related mathematical concepts and
skins. Basic topics from arithmetic, algebra, plane and solid
geometry, and trigonometry are taught as they are related to
measurement. The full year is devoted to measurement as prep-
aration for further study in this three year technical program.
A strong understanding of measurement will be necessary for the
students when they study the more abstract concepts of units of
measurement in the eleventh grade physics course.

During the year the teacher develops the concepts of units
of measure for length, angle, area, volume, and weight. Each
of these concepts is developed as concretely as possible with
great rtress placed upon students making their own constructions
to illustrate the properties and function cf each unit of measure.
The students experience the use of an arbitrary unit for each
type of measurement. The teacher helps develop appreciation
for the controversy caused when two groups cf people do not
accept the same standard units.

The heart of the course lies in the development of four
projects which delve into the various aspects of measurement.
The projects are: models of ductwork, geor--:ric solids, densities
of metals, and paper box fabrication. Eae. of these projects has
been adopted because it provides a means of teaching the important
mathematical concepts which are related to measurement. Each
project can be readily adapted to the employment of manipulative
skills which have an innate interest to the type of student in
the course. The teacher creates a training atmosphere similar
to that in a shop-training program in which each apprentice is
expected to produce as he learns. In the situation the teachei,
can adupt to individual dillerences depending upon the level of
competence of each student and, hopefully, help each student
develop to his potential. The projects lend themselves to both
individual and gvoup contributions in such a way that each
student can meet success.

How will it be taught?

Each project will be preceded by several topics which contain
background knowledge for the completion of the project. Great
stress is placed, throughout the course, upon physical construction
crf measurig tools and projects by each student. Each construaion

1



How it will be taught (cont.)

is used as a basis for further learning. The basic theorems of

geometry pertaining to the prlject are taught using a laboratory

approach, in which construction are made by teacher and class

together. When developing a geometric construction, the students

use their tools of construction in applying their knowledge of

measurement. The Geometric theorems related to the construction

are learned through the experiences of the students.

The teacher anticipates that the first attempts at construction

will be unsatisfactory. He uses the first attempts to help stu-

dents analyze the basic mathematical relationships which affected

the construction. In abstract mathematical properties they had

studied to produce successively better manually-constructed projects.

al
The teacher introduces each topic by using very concrete,

explanations. The instructor relates the topic to practical

industrial applications, indicatlng some ramifications of the

concepts involved. The introductory terminology is elementary;

the teacher avoids the use of definitions until the class has had

sufficient experience with the concepts under consideration.

Then, with the help of the English teacher of the program, the

mathematics teacher delves into the significance of the parts of

each definition.
..J

'1
As the topic is developed, the teacher builds the terminol-

ogy and the sophistication of his approach. At the same time, he

helps the students develop their level of understanding and

ability to analyze their mista:fes. An atmog)here is created in

which the students use new vocabulary and concepts in their dis-

cussion. They are expected to keep notes in an organized manner

and from there on they are expected to apply their knowledge to

later projects.

The Technical Mathematics I nurse is developmental in format

and follows a "spiral" presentation of topics and review. Through.

a laboratory approach, students gain experience in applying a

variety of basic mathematical concepts related to the applications

of measurement.



Linear Units of Measure

The presentation of each topic dealing with measurement in
Technical Mathematics I follows a "spiral" format. In developing
the concept of linear measurement, the teacher first develops the
process of comparing line segments by superposition and then by
copying one distance with a compass and comparing the compass
setting with the other line segment. The students gain experience
in the techniques of comparing line segments under the guidance
of the teacher.

Next, the instructor chooses an arbitrary line segment as a
unit of length and uses this as a means of comparison. For

example, one line segment is considered longer than another if more
units fit end to end in the first line segment than in the second.
The students take this unit and construct their own number scales,
including fractional parts, and then use the scales to measure
line segments.

The instructor then points out that standard units of length
have already been accepted by whole nations of people. He

"introduces" the units of the English system and pays special
attention to the inch and the fractional parts of the inch. He
again has students measure with the English units and helps them
amlkyze situations in which the various units would be most con-
veniently used.

Following this spiral procedure, the teacher introduces the
units of the metric system and has his students use these units
tomeasure line segments. Finally, the students measure the same
line segments in the English system in order to establish the basic
ratios between the units of The two systems.

The basic concepts of linear measurement are applied to the
construction of plane geometric figures and to the inductive
development of basic geometric theorems. The relationships between
various parts of constructed figures are checked by measurement to
be certain that the constructions have been done correctly. In
this way, the students experience the various functions of measure-
ment as they apply to basic geometric theorems.
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UNIT I

Lesson 1.

I. General discussion for need of mathematics.

A. Mathematics used at home and in play.

1. By parents.

2. In summer jobs.
3. In industry.

B. Discuss correlation of Industrial Prep program with other

departments.
1. Mathematics, drafting, science, and English.

II. Introduction to projects.

A. Ducts
1. Discusa individual'cohtributions.
2. Discuss cooperative contributions.

a. Relate to industrial methods, i.e., need for

individual and group contributions:

C. Paper boxes or containers.
1. Made of box board.
2. Made of corrugated.

a. Precision of fabrication.

D. Weights and volumes.
1. Display project shoving pieces of bar stock which had

been cut to desired weight.
2. Display raw materials used in making project.

a. D:scuos involvement of mathematics in project.

E. Drawings and layouts from drafting classes to be on display
on bulletin board.

27
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Lesson 1 (cont.)

III. Tools required for the year.

A. Straight edge, pen, pencil, compass, protractor.

B. Notebook..

Assignment: Procure tools, notebook, and cover textbooks.

Lesson 2.

I. Requirements of course.

A. Completion of assignments.
1. Course is based on premise that assignments are products

of our industry.

II. Notebook requirements.

A. Most classwork cannot be found in our textbook. Thus it

is necessary to keep a complete notebook.
1. Pages must be numbered and dated.
2. Homework secticn separate from note section.
3. Notebook counted as part cf grade.

a. Notebooks checked periodically, usually during
tests.

b. Vocabulary (special section).

III. Basic geometric symbols and terms.

A. Understanding basic linear symbols.
1. Point
2. Line
3. Half-line . -)

5. Line segment
6. Open line segment!?.-----------f
7. Half-open line segment

B. Vocabulary
1. Write definitions for above terms using concepts of

modern terminology.

3
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Lesson 2 (cont.)

a. A point is an exact location in space.
b. A straight line is the set of points determined as

the path of a point which moves in one fixed direction.

c. Two half-lines are created by removing one point
from a line. Each half-line extends indefinitely
in one direction only and does not include the
point that separates the line into two-half lines.

d. A geometric plane is a set of points which form a
flat surface:A.-Tame has length and width, but no
thickness.

e. A ray is half-line with the point of separation as an
enaToint.

f. A line segment is a definite part of a line, including
two endpoints.

g. An open line segment is the figure formed by
remoirEg the endpiiits of a line segment.

h. A half-open line segment is the figure formed by
rerraliang only one endpoint of a line-segment.

Assignment: Study and memorize the new terms, symbols, and
definitions.

Lesson 3.

I. Basic geometric figures.

A. Quiz
1. Identify the following symbols.

a . ;)
2. Define:

a. line, half-line, ray, line segment.

B. Review
1. Geometric terms and symbols.
2. Definitions.
3. Keep notebooks up-to-date.

C. Linear geometric figures and their properties.

1. Point - has no measure, no thickness.

2. Line - infinitely long, cannot be measured, no
thickness.

01.



Lesson 3 (cont.)

3. Half-line - relate to lino.
4. Ray - walate to line =Id half-line.

5. Line segmeat. - a definite part of a line, has a

given length, has endpoints.

II. Identification of linear geometric figures and use of symbols.

A. Ftint

1. Labeled with a capital letter.

B. Line

1. Labeled with one small letter or two capital letters.

a
P

-A read "line L".

b. read "line AB" or "line BA".

i. Using symbols: g or Ve

ii. Note two names for the same line segment:

AB- =

C. Line segment
1. Label endpoints with capital letters.

a. _EL.read "line segment AB" or

"line segment BA". Using symbols: "At: or MP'

b. A line segment can be named in two ways:

Ait = "tek

III. Relationship between two linear geometric figures.

A. Points
1. No dimensions.
2. Used only to indicate location.

B. Lines
1. Infinitely long.
2. Infinite set of points as the path of one point

which goes in specific direction.

5
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Name Date

Quiz (Lesson 3)

2.

For each problem, identify the symbol given.

,

For each problem explain the meaning of the terms.

5. Ray

6. Point

7. Half-open line segment.

31



Name Date

Assignment (Lesson 3)

ror each exercise construct a line segment equal to the
given line segment on the given line. Use a compass. Show

your markings

2.

3.

4.

i;

1.- em

w.

Iri

kz,



Losson 3 (conL.)

C. Line segrents
1. Each is part of a line, but has endpoints.

IV. In what ways can two line segments be compared?

A. Line segment is part of a line, but has endpoints.

B. 71f =UF if, without stretching ATI, it is possible to
make point A coincide with point C, points of 1113 can
be made to coincide with CD and, as a result, point
B coincides with point D.

1. Demonstrate using a tracing of one line segment.

C. To compare in an easier manner, set the points of a
compass on the endpoints of AB: then, with the same
setting, place one point of the compass on C and observe
whether the other compass point will coincide with
point D.

1. To compare two line segments to tell if they match,
use compe--s as follows:
a. On 114.ackboard, construct three or more line

segments, and label them. Then construct
equal number of lines, label with small letters.
Have students come to the board and reproduce
given line segments on each line.

b. Speak of a 1-1 correspondence between the
line segment and the line segment constructed,
and the line segment determined by the points
of the compass.

D. Discussion! In how many ways can two line segments be
compared for matching?

1. By the method of matching up endpoints and
comparing the location of the other endpoints.

2. By using a compass setting or third line segment.
3. By comparing each line segment with a standard

scale, or markings on a ruler.

E. What do we mean when we say "measure the line serment
AB"? . .

1. We compare the line segment AR with a standard
number scale.
a. We shall discuss this later.

6
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Lesson 3 (cout.)

Assignment: Study new Goneeptb and terminology in notes. On
hectograph pape.:r coustruct three line segments
which arc equil to ea,:h of the three given line
segments on the hectograph paper.

Lesson 4

I. The number line
A. Quiz

1. Identify the following geometric terms with their
appropriate 6!7:bols.

2. Reproduce line segment AB on line m .

B. Review to date.
1. Geometric terms and symbols, definitions.
2. Reproducing line segment.
3. Equality of line segments.

C. Introduction of a unit of w-acure and the number line.
1. Given line segment AL, and line m .

a. Choose an appropriate point on the line m and
call. it 4Zero", 0.

b. Mark off to the right of 0 a line segment
equal in length equal to AL Call the other
endpoint '1".

c. Continue placing the unit end-to-end and
locate new endpoints, calling them 2, 3,
4, . .

d. /f a student has not submitted the remark that
"could we make the number line to the left of
zero , encourage them to observe same.

Construct number line to the left of
zero and decide on negative symbol for
numerals.

2. Class discussilm on th.) distance between any twoconsecutive points on the constructed number line.
a. This distance ir call.Jd a unit distance.

D. Pass tent assignment sheet containing unit distance lar
and 3ine L with point 0 marked on line L.

7
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Name Date

Quiz (Lesson 4)

For each problem write the symbol which represents the
given geometric term.

1. "Line segment KL".

2. "Half-open line segment NM".

3. -Ray TU' .

For each problem name the geometric term represented by thegiven symbol

4. <

5. \
I);

Reproduce the given line segment AB' on line TR

6.
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Name

Classwork Assignment (LeJa 4)

Date

For each exercise construct a number line on the given
line using the given line segment as a unit distance. Begin
at point 0" as the zero point.

2.
-
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Name_

AJsignment (Les:Am 4;

OM AD. .0 a. OM
Date

For each enercisa corxtruct a number line on the given line
using my as a unt distance. Eaten at point "0" as the zeallo
point.

C D

1. Develop a number line in unit lengths.

2. Devellp a number line in half-unit lengths.

3. Devalop a nalmber line in agartar-unit lengths.

ali1111001.1...111101110

4. nevolop a numNer line in eighth-unft lengths.

000.1111.110.0011Sra.00AMIor.~.~1111011111111UNINWOMPIIIIMOINeamaboa....

14,)
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Lessoa 4 (cont.)

1. Etvdents comt-act :lumber lin4.

II. Bisect a line Segment.

A. Compss and straight edge.
1. Classwork and demonstration.

B. Application to number line.
1. Construct number line using given unit, then

bisect each unit length.
2. Repeat to form quarter units.
3. Repeat to form eighth units.
4. Discuss need for accuracy and neatness to obtain

good result.

Assignment: On new assignment sheet, folio,' steps of part II
above.

Lesson 5

I. Usinp a roymber line.
A. Review of bisection of line segments.

B. Construction of number line, given arbitrary unit of
length.
1. Constvuct scale using units end-to-end, then

bisect each segment.
2. Bisect the given unit first, then mark off each

half-unit on the given line.

C. Ordering of numbers on a nulYber line; class work.
1. Approximate the position of points on a given

'unbar line which correspond to each of the
follcming numbers.

a. 5 , 1/2 , 0 , 2, 13/4 31/4, 32/8

b. 3/8 ,2 3/4 ,2 1/4,2 2/8 ,3 3/8 ,1-6/8

i. Note that 2 1/4 and 2 2/8 are names for the
same point on the number line.

D. Introduce the unit of measure "I inch".

8

ZS
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1. Classwork IlsE grn lant sheet .



;lame

Assignment (Lesson 5)

Date

For each exercise, fill in the table at the bottom of
this page.

its
1. Construct a number line on line L using one inch

as the unit. Use point "0" as the zero point.
Refer to the line segments through F Estimate
the length of each line segment to the nearest
inch. Record your estimates in the first row of
the table.

/I. Measure each of these line segments to the nearest inch.
Record the results in the second row of the table.

III. Construct a number line in half-
unit parts on line M using one
inch as the unit. Use point "V

' as the zero point.

Now estimate the length of each
line segment above to the nearest
half-inch. Record your estimates
in the third row of the table.

0

IV. Heasure each of the line segments to the nearest half-inch. Record the results in the fourth row of the table.

1
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Lesson 5 continued

. &OE, e... do am.

Technique of measurement

Estimate: nearest inch

Measure: nearest inch

Estimate: nearest half inch

00. . ammo.. . a.m..

1

:
A -I ; i

( 11

1 N I
.a. i ....LI

;
1 i

..- - t- .4.

i

:

i
l

1

.... .i_........f.................1 .... ...... . I
i

i
i

1

1
i

1
II...........2 - 1
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Lesson 5 (cont.)

a. Unit rf mla6uve given, line L construct number
line.

b. Measure 1:ne segmen.;:s on assignment sheet to
nearest inch.

c. Measure same line segments to nearest half inch.

Assignment: Repeat steps in part D on new assignment sheet.

Lesson 6

I. Introduction to the English system.

A. Quiz
1. Order the following numbers on a sketch of a

number line.
2. Given Ilrequal to one inch. Using compass,

determine the length of the following line seg-
ments to the nearest 1/4 inch.

B. Review homework

C. Introduce English system of measurement.
1. Identify the different units of measure

a. Inch (standard unit of measure)
b. Foot = 12 inches
c. Yard = 3 feet = 36 inches
d. Mile = 5,200 feet

2. Each of the above may
of measure.

3. Discuss situations in
a. Which unit should

be considered as a unit

which these units are used.
be used to measure:

i. the lemth of my shoo.
ii. the height of the room.

iii. the distance fl.om here to New York.
iv. the length of a street.
v. the length of a pencil.
vi. the width of a pencil.

vii. the distance to the moon.
viii. the thickness of a fingernail.

9
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ilame

Quiz; Lesson 6

Date

1. Locate the following numbers on the given sketch of a
number line.

2 1/4, 0, 1/8, 1 3/8, 3 7/8, 1 5/8, 4 1/4

2. Given AB equal to one inch. Using compass, determine
the length of the following line segments to the nearest 1/4 inch.

A
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Name

Classwork assignment: Lesson 6

Date

"

Construct a 12" ruler on cardboard.
For each exercise "guesstimate" the

Then measure with your scale.
List measures to the
right

410

Make the scale to 1/4".
line segment.

1...1111011111110

h'"
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Name Date

Assignment: Lesson 6 1"
A

For each exercise "guesstimate" the line segment to nearest 1/8".
Then measure with your scale. List measures to the right.

"...."..

alms 0o OP../

a

=f0...ao.

o 10 *0 0.110000. 0110 Nor as.,

,

.

45
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Lesson 6 (cont.)

b. Discuss advantages of larger units of measure
and smaller units of measure.

i. Size of numeral used, convenience of
measurement, convenience in calculating.

U. Convenience in using integral measures.

Z. Classwork on estimating lengths of line segments
using inch as the unit.

a. Meaning and purpose of estimating.

i. To approximate the length of the object.
U. To check the result of an actual maasurement.

iii. To develop a better understanding of
iNNUMWOMOUt.

Assignment: Hectographed page, estimating and measuring line
segments using a 12" ruler containing Vie scale
on cardboard.

Lesson 7

I. introduction to the metric system.

A. Review different units of measure in English system.
1. Uses of each unit in two or three examoles.

a. Discuss measurement of desk top in three
different units of measure: inch, foot, yard.

b. Measure length of desk top in miles.

D. Introduce centineter as unit of measure.
1. Construct ruler (12 inches long) using cm. as

unit.
2. Coipare number of cm. in ruler to 12 inches and

number of centimeters.

C. oevelop concept of cm. as compared to inch.
1. Assignment sheet containinp various line

segments. (in integral multiples of an inch).

46
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Lesson 7 (cont.)

. Measure each line sessent to nearest inch.

b. !Mauro each line serpent to neamst half-cs.

o. Compare corresponding measurements.

Assignment: On hectormphed page, repeat part C above.

Lesson 8

I. The metric system

A. Quiz
1. Measure given line segments in cm., using raw

own cm. scale:
2. Approximate each line segment for lenrh in inches

using results in step 1 as an aid.

B. Manley homework.
1. Stres comparison of line segments in inches and cm.
2. Number of cul. in one foot (ammmximate).
3. Number of cm. in one inch (approxinate).

C. Conversion: inches to cm., ca tcto filches (use 1 inch =
2.5 ca.).

1. Using scale on overhead projector:
A. Convert 3 inches to cm.
b. Nave class convert following to cm. :

1. 8 , 25", 17', 6 1/2", 140 inches.
if. Mote that number of cm. exceeds number of

inches in each measuresmt.

2. Using scale on overhead projector!
a. Convert ca. to inches (nearest inch).

1. 25 en.. 60 cm., 900 en. ,
35 ca., 165 cm.

H. ;!ote that number of inches is less than number of
ca.

11
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Naze Date

Classwork Aidignment: Lesson 7

a) Measure each line segment to the nearest inch.
b) Heaswe each line segment to the nearest 1/2 cm.
c) What generalization can you make showing the relation between

the numbez. measure in inches and in cent:maters?

Neuure
Inches 1 Centimsters

ds

3
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a

Name

Classwork Assignment Lesson 7

Date

a) Heasure each line senment to the nearest inch.
b) Heas.;,e ecc*-1 lire segment to the nearest 1/2 cm.
c) !fhat t7enemlizat!ral can you make showing the relation

between the n.-.1ber rcasure in inches and in centimeters?

Measure
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a

'1

Date

Quiz. Lesson 8

Using you- own r.cale, leasure the given line segments in
'.'nen a: oron;mf..te each line segmr.t for length in

inches usinc tho recitIts your reasur4 in centime; .2rs.
Measure

Centimeters Inches

C.

a

111.

OINIMMINNIPMEM, 111111



Name Date

Assignment: Lesson 8

eaCe. f:r.: the reqtred conve:sion.

1. Change 25 en. to the nearest inch.

2. Change 2 inches to the nearest an.

3. Change 35 al. to the nrest 1/2 inch.

4. Change 5 irches to the neare:,:: 1/2 cm.

5. Chanye 3 1n inches ta the nearest 1/2 an.

6. Change 2 3/4 inches to the nearest 1/2 cm.

7. Change 60 mm. to cm.

8. Change 24 cm. to mm.

9. Change 95 zn. tG am.

10. Change £5 cn. to mm.



9.4

Lesson 8 (cont.)

3. Introece nm. as a unit.
1. '1,-. 1f-)ot ruler with metric scale

=4.1.

by dividing 1 cr. intc 10 equal

c. If 1 cm. L divided in half, each Idlf is
nm.?

d. How many an. are contained in one rms.?
e. How many en. are contained in one rm.?
r. Of the fol1winq units of measure, which is the

lagt:st in lenEtb? cm.. mm., inch.
g. Of tne fo..17wing unit:, of measure, which is the

smallest 1-.1 lenath? er!, foe:, mm., inch.
h. Spell wori: represented by followinr symbols:

cm., am.
I. Whera is tt practical to use mm. as a unit:

when is it not practical?

AssiEnnent: Convert renzures:
Inches to cn. cm. to mm., mm. vo cm., cm. to inches.

Lesson S

I. Corparison of metric units.

A. Quiz
1. Change measures in metric to Enr7ish system.
2. Change leasures in 4:11g1ish to mer:ic system.

B. %wilt/ of relationship of mm. to cm.
1. cm. is 10 tines larPter than 1 nm.
2. min. is 1/10 es large as one cm.

C. Introduce meter, aud relation to other units.
1. 100 cm. = 1 1.:cter.
2. r mr. = 1 meter.
3. Use meter stick as model: inches = 1 meter.

12
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Date

Assignment: Lesson 9

For each exercise find the required conversion.

1. Change 38 mm. to the nearest cm.

2. Chance 2 1/2 meters to cm.

3. Change 2 1/2 meters to mm.

4. How many meters are there in 68 cm.?

5. How many meters are there in 68 cm.?

6. A meter is

7. A meter is

8. A kilometer is

times as large as one cm.

times as large as one mm.

times as large as one meter.

9. Tne kilometer is equal to meters.

10. Ten kilometers is equal to II1M.

53



Lesson 9 (cont.)

D. Kiloneter, and relation to other units.
1. km. = 1,000 m.
2. km. = cm.
3. km. = mm.
4. note: relation in multiples of 10.

E. Conversions (classwork): change:
1. one km. to meters.
2. 10 km, to meters.
3. 35 km. to meters.
4. 35 km. to mm.
5. 350 cm. to meters (nearest half-meter).
6. 2,500 cm. to nearest half-meter.
7. 2,500 cm. to mm.
8. 2,500 meters to mm.
9. 2,500 meters to cm.

F. Reorder from largest unit to smallest.
1. meter, kilometer, centimeter, millimeter, inch.

Aisignmeni: Study todayts notes. Review for test tOmerrow.
Do set of conversion problems.

Lesson 10

I. Comparison of English and metric units.

A. Quiz
1. Comversion of measures in metric system.

B. Review km., m., cm., and mm.
1. LarTest to srallest in unit lenFth.
2. Fultiples of 10.
3. Use reter stick for comparisons.

C. Comparison of Enllish and metric system.
1. 1 inch is approximately 2.54 cm.
2. 1 inch is approximately 25.4 nm.
3. One meter f.s approximately 39.4 inches.

D. Class problems:
1. How many feet in one mile?

13
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Lesson 10 (cont.)

2. How many meters in one mile?
3. Which is larger, a yard or a meter?
4. Pow many yards in one mile?
5. How many meters in one kilometer?
6. Which is a larper unit of measure, 1 mile

or 1 kilometer?
7. A kilometer is approximately what part of a mile?

Assignment:

1. A line segment is 15 cm. long. How long is it
to the nearest 1/8 inch?

2. A line segment is 10 1/4 inches long.
How long is it to the nearest cm.?
To the nearest am.?

3. Add 15 mm. to 65mm. How many cm. is their sum?
4. Approximately how many feet are there in one

kilometer?
5. John walked 350 meters. How many yards did he

walk?
6. How many feet are equivalent to 100 meters?

Lesson 11

I. Half-period test.

II. Review test and homework.

Lesson 12.

I. Review test

II. Angli2m, Identification of parts.

A. Definition: an angle is a geometric fiqure formed by
two distinct rays having a common endpoint.

1. Review iefinition of ray and identification of a ray.

14
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Lesson 12 (cont.)

B. Demonstrate how an angle is drawn and identified.
1. Draw one ray, called the initial ray.
2. Draw second ray having same endpoint, call it

termin31 rav.
3. Show direction from initial ray to terminal ray

by

C. Class constructs angles, following above instructions.

D. Symbol for angle is

E. Classwork: Construct an angle.
1. Draw AD, call it initial ray.
2. Draw AC, call it terminal ray.

F. Question: do the lengths of the rays affect the angle?
1. No, since rays are infinitely long, any representation

of a ray may be extended indefinitely.

G. identification of parts of an angle.
1. Interior, angle (rays), exterior, vertex--

(common endpoint).

H. Reproduce a given anple.
1. Straight edge and compass.
2. Have class draw any angle.
3. Repeat construction of a given angle,

teacher demonstrating on board.
4. Have students repeat on own, teacher circulate around

class, helping those having difficulties.

Assignnent: Reproduce anples given on hectograph paper.

Lesson 13.

I. Measurement of aneles.

A. Review of parts of an angle.
1 Vertex. rays, interior, exterior.



Name Date

Quiz: Lesson 13 For each problems reproduce the
given angle.

2.

r.
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Name Date

Assignment: Lesson 13

1. Reproduce this angle on the ray to the right.

Name each angle.

2. 3. 4.

For each exercise, name the pairs of adjacent angles.

7.

8.
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Lesson 13 (cont.)

B. Review method of reproducing an angle with straight-
edge and compass.
1. Choose one ray as the initial ray.
2. Then second ray is the terminal ray.
3. Draw a curved (circular) arrow showing the

interior of the angle from the initial ray to the
terminal ray.

4. Have class reproduce two angles on hectograph
paper.

C. Review method of naming angles and parts of angles.
1. In naming angles the name of the vertex must

be written between the names of the
other two points.

a. Example: angle BAC:--4,BAC
or angle CAB: cl CAB
or angle A : 1;;,. A 1,

2. Thus, an angle may be named by the name of
its vertex.

3. An angle can also be named by Placing a small
letter or a small numeral in its interior.

a. Exanple:

D. Class participation on board.
1. Draw an angle, name all its parts.
2. How many ways can the angle be named?
3. List the names (use the symbol for angle).

E. Adjacent anpJes.
1. Illustrate on board.
2. How many angles are in the figure?
3. Name the angles. (note that "A" is always

written in the center).
4. Can we nare any of these angles

4. A?A

a. Discuss. Note ambiguity.

16
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Lesson 13 (cont.)

5.0;HAC and ',CAD are called adjacent angles.
6.§,DAD and /.BAC are not adjacent angles.

F. Definition of adjacent angles.
1. Two angles with a common vertex and a common

side between them.

G. Examples:

1. < 1 and 2 are adjacent angles.
2.<, a and b are not adjacent angles. Why?

N\i

3. Name the adjacent angles in the above figure.

a. How many angles are in the figure?
i. At this time, we are only considering

acute angles.

Assignment:

1. Reproduce the given angle.
2. Given sets of angles, name each angle, name

the pairs of adjacent angles.

17



Lesson 14

I. Introduction to angle measurement.

A. Quiz
1. Reproduce the given angles.
2. Name the angle in the figure in two different

ways.
3. Define adjacent angles.
4. Name two pairs of adjacent angles in the given

figure.

B. Review of adjacent angles.

C. Bisecting an angle.
1. By straightedge and compass.

a. Relate to reproducing an angle.

i. For bisecting
ii. Check. for equal angles.

D. Repeat part C as classwork, using hectographed page.
1. Follow directions of teacher.

E. Angle measurement
1. Meaning of a unit angle to measure other angles.

a. Relation to unit of length, unit of time.
2. Use an arbitrary unit of anele measure.

a. Use hectograph page containing 10 or more
angles and an arbitrary unit of measure for
angles.

b. Cut out unit angle from hectographed page
and measure angles to the nea rest unit.

c. Discuss this unit angle as an arbitrary
unit: similar to the inch and cm.

d. Indicate that there is an accepted unit
of measure for determining the size of angles.

F. Note: the length of the rays do not affect the size
of the angle.

1. On hectographed page, have each student extend
rays of an angle to the edge of paper and then
meaaure the angle a second time.

18



Name Date

Quiz: Lesson 14

1. Reproduce the angle at the right.

A

2. Name the aagle in problem 1 in two different ways.

3. Define adjacent angles.

4. Name two pairs of adjacent angles in the following figure.
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Lesson 14 (cont.)

a. How does the second measure
compare to the first measure?

b. Conclusion: the length of the
ray does not affect the
size of the angle.

G. Introduce the basic properties of a circle. Demonstrate
on board.
1. Definition: the set of points which are

equidistant from a given point.
a. A circle is a closed curved line.

Tha given point is called tlie cente.., of
1:he erce.e.

2. A circle cuts a plane into three regions.
a. Inc;:.rior of a circle (contains the center)

called a disk.
b. The circ.IT(i closed curved line).
c. The exterior of the circle.

3. Special linear measures of the circle.
a. Radius: the distance from any point to the

center of the circle.(define distance)

i. Students draw a straight line
segment from a point, K, on
the circle TO the center, P.

ii. Shortest distance between these
two points is the straight line segment
PK.

b. The line segment drawn in (i) is also called
a radius.

i. An infinite number of such line segments
can be drawn in a circle.

ii. Conclusion: Every circle
has infinitely
many radii.

c. Diameter: :he distance from any point on
the circle along a straight
line through the center of the
circle to the point where the
line meets the circle.

19
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Lesson 14 (cont.)

i. Students draw a line segment through the
center terminated by the circle at both ends.

ii. The line drawn in (i) is also called a diameter.
iii. An infinite number of such line segments

can be drawn.

d. Every diameter is made of two radii.
e. Have students choose any point on the

circle, named point M. Trace a pencil point
abput the circle, (on the line) in a clockwise
direction until the pencil point returns to
7,oint 1. the distance traveled the Circumference

circ:.s.

f. Review conscruction of a circle given center
and v7dIms,

Assignment:

1. Study Ylotes (quiz tomorryw, Students are
respca,ible for snelline.

2. On carcboard (8" x 8") construct a cincle with
a 7" diameter. Draw a line segment 7" long
on papsr and mark it in inches. Cut out
circle and 1..,1..ing it to class.

Lesson 15

I. Circumference of a circle.
A. Quiz

1. Define adjacent angles.
2. Na-:e a pcir of adjacent angles in the figure.
3. Name the parts of a given circle and-related parts.

B. Review parts of a circle.
1. Stress interior and exterior radius and circumference.

20
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Leston 15 (cont.)

C. aefer to ho-leworle assi-nment. Every student exmected to
hold up the disk which he hat-Lcut out.
1. Cl.:Isswork- teacher draws a line on board

about one reter lone-. Ask
for student to brill,* his disk ,

to board.
a. Two students hold meter stick afTlinst

line dravn.
b. First student places his disk on

arbitrary moint on line and rlrks
Point where disk touches linn.

c. Roll disk on meter dtick until point
on disk has arain touched line (one
complete revolution).

d. Mark new point on line.
e. Remove meter stick and count number of

diameters in the newly formed
strotchout of the circle.

f. This measure is the circumference
of tlie circle.

i. The unit is the diameter of the circle.
ii. Circumference = 3 diameters + 1/7

diameter.

2. Check to see that this works for other circles.
a. After more classwork condlusion (above)

should be acceptable.
b. Students will emphasize that is the

symbol for this factor 3 1/7 is a
usable approximation.

3. Classwork: find the circumference of each circle
for which the followirr measures are
c!iven.

a. 7 radius, 28- diameter, 50 radius
20 diameter.

4. Standard unit of measure for an aniTle.
a. The decave is the standarl.
b. Arbitrlry division of a circlP into

360 equal arcs.

i. A small angle formed by drawinn
radii from each endpoint of an
arc to the center is called a degree.

21
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Name Date

Quiz: Lesson 15

1. Define: adjacent anples

2. Name a pair of adjacent angles in the figure below.

3. Name the parts in the figure:

a) Point P is'
b) PB is
c) YZ is
d) The length of the circle

is called



Lesson 15 (cont.)

c. Have students refer to the disks which they
made.

i. Fold the circle along a diameter.
ii. How many degrees in hale a circle?

d. Introduce symbol for degree (0).
e. Open the disk again.

Assignment:

1.

2.

Lesson 16

i. Construct the bisector of the diameter
and cut the disk along the bisector creating
two semicircles.

ii. Fold each semicircle along the original
fold, creating one-quarter of a circle.

iii. How many degrees in a cluarter-circle?

Find the circumference
following:
a. radius = 56 miles,

diam. = 63 miles.
Study notes.

I. The degree

of circles, given the

radius = 63 miles,

A. Review
1. Circle, parts of a circle, and related measures.
2. Angle measure4 arbitrary units, and standard

unit-the degree.

B. Develop concept of approximate size of one degree.
1. Using the quarter-circle constructed yesterday,

repeatedly bisect the angles down to 11 1/4
degree angles.

2. On another quarter-circle, estimate 1/90th of
a quarter-circle.

22
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Lesson 16 (cont.)

3. Student reaction: a degree is very small.
This is not so. Discuss.

. 4. Demonstrate, by showing a small angle constructed
in two concentric circles.
a. Emphasize that the arc cut by the rays on

the larger circle is longer than the comes-
riding arc on the smaller circle.

b. Mdicate that the further the rays are
extended, the further apart they become.
Illustrate at board.

I. Thus, a degree could mean a long
distance of arc between them as we
travel mile.; from the vertex.

ii. This could make a big difference on a
moon shot, or some related situation.

C. Introduce the protractor.
1. Demonstrate different sizes. Use overhead

projector.
a. Show circular protractor.

i. Show two directions of measurement of
angles.

ii. Clockwise
iii. Counterclockwise

2. Use of protractor.
a. Draw angle, label initial side and terminal

side, show direction in which you will
measure.
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flAssignment: Lesson 16

a

I. Label the initial side and the terminal side of each angle.
Then meastax each angls and record the measure.

wevaro,"S.

angle
I

i i,
i I.;

...;.

,...

measure

II. Label. the right side and the left side of each angle.
Than measure each angle and record the measure.

III. Measure each angle and record the measur

E +4 6

e...

rn
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Lesson 16 (cont.)

3.

a. A:ways meFsure from initial sici 4 4.:0

t 1r7.15 nr?. s5.de.

b. WP clockwise or counter-
exa.-.21es.

c. sides of arp,le as right side
si F.

1. Denicn3trate: Appraach vertex
from exterior Dart
of name vigIst left

side.

D. On brIctor...v.plied "r.,...Ing various angl's drawn.

shov, initial side and terminal side on s.ach angle
and draw arrow to indicate direction in which to
measure.
1. !lam students that terminal side mu:It be

drawn long enough so that it will 1-atersect
the d..:.Tee scale of the protractor.

2. Name right side and left side in first five
angles.

Assignment: Complete classwork assignment (part D) for homework.

24
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Name

Assignment: Lesson 17

Lesson

I. Measure each of the following angles. Indicate your

measure on the inside of each angle.

II. Construct one line for each exercise which will be
parallel to the given line.

Lf;14:
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Lesson 17

I. Angle measurement

A. Review measuring angles.
1. Use overhead projector and clear plastic protractor.

a. Indicate two scales on protractor.

i. Clockwise and counterclockwise.
ii. Scale used depends upon choice

of initial and terminal rays.

2. Compare markings on a circular protractor and

180-degree protractor.

B. Review homework.

C. Classification of angles.
1. Demonstrate 'on overhead projector with classwork.

a. Zero degree angle.
b. 90 degree angle - right anclle.

c. 180 degree angle - straight angle.
d. Acute angle

i. An angle whose measure lies between zero
and 90 degrees.

e. Obtuse angle

i. An angle whose measure lies between
ninety and 180 degrees.

f. 360 degree angle.

D. Measure of angles between 180 and 360 degrees.

1. Compare methods of measuring these angles using

a circular protractor and a 180 degree protractor.

2. If such an angle is of interest, an arrow will in-

dicate such.

E. Parallel lines.
1. Definition: two lines in the same plane which

do not meet no matter how far they

may be extended.
2. Demcmstrate construction of two parallel lines.

i. Use the theorem that if two
lines are perpendicualr to the
same line, then they are parallel.

25
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Lesson 17 (cont.)

Assignment:

1. Measure the following angles.
(Angles given vary from zero to 360 degrees).

2. Construct lines parallel to the given lines.

Lesson 18

I. Angle measurement and terminology of triangles.

A. Quiz on terminology of angles.

B. Review quiz.

C. Review of homework
1. Measurement of angles.
2. Construction of parallel lines.

D. Terminology of triangles.
1. Definition: a triangle is aaclosed plane

figure formed by three line segments.
2. Demonstrate 1,,5:h a figure the names of the

parts of a tr.iangle.
a. Three sides.
b. Three interior angles.

i. At this time, omit exterior angles.

c. Vertices (named with capital letters).

1. When naming the triangle, one must always
give the names of the vertices in
clockwise or counterclockwise order.

d. Sides: demonstrate names on diapram.

I. Named as line segments with vertices
as endpoints.

ii. May be named with small letters corresponding
to the names of the opposite vertices.

26
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Lesson 18 (cont.)

E. Property
1. Demonstration to class

a. Draw an acute trianole.
b. Construct a perpendicu:ar from any vertex

to the opposite side.
C. Cut out the triangle.
d. Fold triangle so that the three

vertices.are concurrent with the foot of
the altitude which you constructed.

e. Notice that the three angles fit in a
straight angle.

2. Other demonstrations to class.
a. Perform same work with obtuse and right

triangles.

i. Draw perpendiculars from the vertex
which locates the obtuse angle or right
angle.

b. Observe same result as above.
3. Concl%sion: the sum of the interior angles of

:my triangle is 180 degrees.
4. Classwork, with aid of overhead projtxtor.

a. Given the measure of two angles, find the
measure of the third angle of a triangle.

i. A = 60°, B = 500, find angle C.
. = 60°

'
sit = 30g, find angle C.

= 45
o

= 45 , find C.
iv. B = 20°,05 C is a right angle,

/ find A.

v. A = 60. C = 60°, find angle B.
vi . C = 25° 2 = 25°, find angle A.

vii. If two angles of a triangle are equal
and the third angle measures 80 degrees,
what is the measure of one of the equal
angles? How do I go about solving this
problem?

27
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Lesson 18 (cont.)

F. Methods of solving problems involving geometric

concepts.
1. Draw a picture or sketch showing the conditions

. given in the problem. Thus:

i. Draw a triangle and label the

parts given. Try to have given
parts of the figure appear in

proportionate sizes.

ii. Example:
Given: Triangle Agc with

C = 80
A = B

Problem: Find /A =

11111IMMINMIM111111.

iii. Having listed the information, a sketch, and

the desired measures, then analyze the problem.

Assignment: On hectograph pages.

1. If two angles of a triangle are equal and the third angle

measures 1200, what is the measure of the other two angles?

2. If two angles of a triangle are equal and the third angle

measures 300, what is the measure of the other two angles?

3. If the angles of a triangle are related such that the

second angle is twice as large as the first and the third

is three times the size of the first, find the measure of

each of the three angles. (Do not put too much emphasis

on this problem).

Lesson 19

I. Construction of triangles using compass and straightedge.

A. Quiz
1. The sum of two angles of a triangle is

is the third angle? Show your work.

2. A triangleohas two equal angles. The

measures 40 How large is one of the

Show your work.

28
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Name

Quizt Lesson 19

Date

For each problem write the correct name which will complete
the statement. Credit will be given for spelling.

1. A ninety degree anele is called (a, an) . angle.

2. An angle whose measure is 180 demrees is called (a, an)

3. An angle whose measure is between zero degrees and ninety
degrees is called (a, an ) angle.

4. An angle whose measure is between ninety and 180 derrees is
called (a, an) anale.
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Lesson 19 (cont.)

B. Review homework

C. Classification of triangles.

1. Scalene: a triangle in which no two sides have the
same measure.

a. Give examples.

2. Obtuse: a triangle in which one angle is an
obtuse angle.

3. Acute: a triangle in which all angles are acute
anrles.

4. Right: a triangle in which one angle is a right
angle.

5. Equilateral: a triangle in which all sides are equal.
a. Note that all angles are also equal.

Specifically 600,

6. Isosceles triangle: a triangle in which two sides
are equal.

a. Note that the two angles opposite the equal
sides are also equal in degree measure.

b. Note special isosceles right triangle.
Remind them of the special plastiz triangle
used in Mechanical Drawing.

7. Note special right trianale 30 - 60 - 90 degree
right triangle also used in Mechanical Drawina.

D. Demonstration and classwork on
using compass and straightedg
1. Draw a scalene triangle on

the triangle using compass
as a demonstration.

construction of triangles
e.

board, and reproduce
and straightedge

2. Repeat construction of another scalene triangle
with each student participating step by step.

3. Repeat construction by students as classwork.
a. Teacher helps students at their seats.

29
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Name

Assignment: Lesson 19

Date

For each exercise reproduce the given triangle using
compass and straightedge. Begin construction on the given line.

2.

14.
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Lesson 19 (cont.)

4. Construct an equilateral trianvle, given one side.
a. Discuss, what is meant by being given

one side.

i. Since all sides are equal, we are
really given 3 sides.

b. Complete the construction as classwork.

Assignment: Study definitions and spelling (quiz tomorrow).
On hectograph page, reproduce equilateral
triangle, and acute triangle, an obtuse triangle,
and a right triangle.

Lesson 20

I. Altitudes of a triangle

A. Quiz: definitions of terms pertaining to types of triangles

B. Altitudes and bases of a triangle.
1. Identification of parts.

a. Every trianPle has three altitudes and
three corresponding bases.

i. Note general meaning of "base'.

b. Demonstrate at blackboard starting with an
acute triangle.

I. Label sides a, b, e.

ii. Label corresponding altitudes
h , h , h .

a

iii. Explain use of subscripts.

iv. Explain use of h representing height,
or altitude.

c. Have students practice naming sides and
altitudes of triangles, using examples on overhead
projector.

3.0
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NameName

Quiz: Lesson 20

1. Define: scalene triangle

2. How can I identify an obtuse triangle?

3. Define: right triangle

Define: acute triangle

Date

5. A triangle with three equal sides is called (an, a)
triangle.

6. A triangle with two equal sides is called (an, a)
triangle.

7. Define: obtuse triangle
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Name Date

Assignment: Lesson 20

For each
Label all vertices
each triangle

1. Given:

exercise construct a triangle having the parts given.
appropriately. Then measure the angles of

and find the sum of the angles.

a

2. Given: B = 65°
= 3.2 cm.

3. Given: a = 1 1/2 inches

b = 5 inches

c = 3 inches

4. Given: a = 400

5. Given: a = 34
0

B = 60
o

a = 2 1/2 inches
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Lesson 20 (cont.)

2. Classwork
a. Construct the three altitudes for each given

triangle.

b. Begin with obtuse triangle, in whiclh base must

be extended.

Homework: Continue work assigned in class.
Include obtuse triangles, equilateral triangle and

right triangle.

Lesson 21

I. Ccnstruction olf triangles.

A. Quiz- Construct ell altitudes for the given triangles

and label each side and each altitude.

B. Review quiz and homework

1. Does the altitude always fall inside the triangle?

2. Do the althudes meet at a common point?

3. What is the sum of tha angles of each triangle?

C. Review construction of a trian7le given three sides.

1. Scalene with acute angles.
2. Scalene with obtuse angle.

3. Equilateral ^iven one side.

a. In this case what is implied when

one side is given?
4. Discuss how many parts (sides) must be given

so that we can construct an isosceles

triangle?

5. Construct an isosceles triangle given

base and one of the equal sides.

D. Review met!lod of labelin7 vertices and sides of trianples.

1. Use the drawirm male (above) to nractice this.

E. Classwork assignment
1. Construct tria::gles given certain parts.

Assignment. Continue classwork and complete hectoFranhed nage.

31
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Name Date

Quiz: Lesson 21

For.each problem construct all altitudes for the given triangle.
Then label each side and each correspondinc, altitude.

1. 2.
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Name Date

Classwork and assitmment: Lesson 21

For each exercise construct the required trianple using the aiven
Parts. LEillel the sides ant] vertices of the comnleted trianrles.

1. Construct an isosceles right 2. Construct an equilateral
triargle given lea a. triangle given side c.
Refer to notes for parts of a right
trianales. a

3. Construct an isosceles triana,le 4 Construct an isosceles
given the side b and the altitiide triangle given side b as base
to side b. and the sum of the two equal

sides (a + c).

5. Construct a right triangle Fiven 6. Construct trianple ABC
leg a and hypotenuse c. q.iven a, b, and c. Measure

the anales of trianTle ABC
a and classify the triangle.
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Lesson 22

I. Tleproducing trian7les

A. Review homework
1. In problem six, what is the sur of the wles of

the trian,710

1.

B. Quick review of reproducing, triangles given three sides.

C. Introduce method of reproducing a trianFle given two sides
and the included angle.
1. Use two scalene triengles, one of which has

been traced cron the other.
a. Compa:e sizes of correspondinr ang:Ies.
b. Ueasura two angles ask for nrediction

of the size of the third an7le.

i. Use intuitive concept that the
sum of the angles of a triangle
must he leo deFrees.

2. Class;:.2!: and e.amonstration: riven si:!es b and c
and an17.n A of triangle AK, conszruct triang-le
with same sha2e and sie.
a. Cow^are the trianFles ustn- tracing naner.
b. i:ote that the tvo Fiver. sides must he

sides of the river an7,1a.
3. Classwork construct trianc:le -iven.

= ;.30, b = 2", and c = 2 3/4".

D. Demonstra4.5.on and clasprork construct a triangle given
two angles and their common side (A.S.A.)

1. Given. /A = 30°, c = 2'. and 4(11 = 700.

2. Comnare the finished triangle with the original
by usinl tracing paper or by cutting one of the
triangles out.
a. Label corresponding vertices

nrime narYs.
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Lesson 22 (cont.)

E. Introduce term congruent figures and a,)ply to the
concept of conarucnt triangles which were constructed .

given certain ?arts of the trio:10.e.
1. Cen-ruent: a term referrin- to the nronerty of

two figures which have exe,ctly the
same she7e and size.

Assignment. Construct triangles having the parts given. Label
the vertices anr,ropriatelv. Then treasure the angles
of each triangle and find the sum of the orioles.
Review for test.

Lesson 23

I. Constructing trianoles

A. Quiz
1. Construct a triangle given an angle and the sides

of the angle ici the triangle.
2. "easure the size of the angles of the triangle.

B. Refer to homework problem number 3.
1. Hcw many were able to construct the triangle?

a. Try the construction on the board.
b. Show that the sum of any two sides of a

triarrle must be grPater than the third side.
c, lelate this concept to practical situations.

i. Cutting across a lot to
make walkin,2. distance shorter.

C. Review other homework: nroblems on board.
1. Have trianales drawn for honework cut out and compared

for congruency.

D. Review for test
1. Vocabulary: Isosceles triangle symbolism used to

mark equal parts of triangle, definitions,
etc.

Assignment. Study and review for test.
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Quiz. Lesson 23

1. Construct a triar,q.a having the given parts: Label the

vertices annropriately.

Given: a = 3.7 cm.

e = 43°

b = 4.2 cu.

2. neasur2 the size of each angle constructed in

problem I. Name them here.
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Lesson 24

I. Test on topics to date.

Lesson 25

I. Special angles.

A. Review test.

B. Introduce complementary angles.
1. Definition: two anFles are complementary if their

sum is ninety degrees.
2. Give examples:

a. Separate anFles whose sum is 900.
b. Adjacent anFles whose outer rays

form a ripht anple.
c. Indicate that conplementary refers to a

relationship between two an3les.
3. Question: what type oq triangle always contains a

pair of comnlementary anFles (a right
triangle).

4. Refer to figure at right.
Lines L ane M arc pernendicular.
Lines a and b are pernendicularc

a. lame six pairs of
complementary al4acent
anFles.

b. lane a pair of complementary
ang,les which are not adja

c. Note that if two anples
are complementary then each
angle must be acute.

C. Supplementary anFles
1. Definition: Two angles are

supplementary if their sum is 1800.
a. If two anples are supplementary,

then one of the angles is called
the stmlement of the other;

88



Lesson 25 (cont.)

b. Three angles whose sun is 180° are

not supplementary betause this term

refers to a relation between only two angles.

2. Give examples.
a. Two separate surplepentary angles.

b. Two adjacent sunnlerentary angles.

3. Qu stion. are the angles of a trianvle sunnlementary?

(no). itn

4. Reer to the figure at the right.

a. What kind of line is line L?

b What kind oF line is line M?

c. Naroe the pairs of adjacent

angles in the figure.

d. lame all pairs of complementary angles

in the figure. (none).

5. Name all the pairs of sunnlementary angles.

a. Discuss how it is innossible for a pair of

adjacent supplementary angles to be acute.

b. Two Possible sets of angles.

I. Two right anrles.

ii. One obtuse and one acute angle.

Assignment: On hectograph pane, egive diagram of intersecting

lines (two Perpendicular) and ask students to name

all cormlementary angles and supplementary angles.

Lesson 26

I. Special angles.

A. Quiz
1. Define domnlenentary an7les.

2. Define sunplenentary angles.

3. Define adjacent angles.
L. Two adjacent anrles are supplementary. The

acute angles measures 88? How much does the

obtuse an7le measure?
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Lesson 26 (cont.)

B. Review quiz
1. Discuss problem #4 in detail.

a. Stress meaning of the term sunplementary.

C. Review homework
1. Refer to 14 and #5 Are three anples supplementary?

Why?
a. Refer to definition of supplementary.

2. Explain #6 by assining numerical values to the angles.

D. Vertical angles
1. Definition: Vertical angles are two anpled formed

by a nair of lines in a plane and whose
sides are opposite half-lines having
the same vertex.

2. Demonstrate the definition with diagrams.

0

4
E. Refer to the diagram above.

1. What relationship do the angles
1 and 2 have?

2. What relationship do angles 2 ana
3 have?

3. What relationship do angles 1 and 3 have?

4. Suppose 2 = 1600
a. Findihe measure of 11 and 3[3.

5. What relationship do the angles 1 and 3 have?
a. Conclusion: vertical angles are equal.

6. Repeat the steps 2 through 5 to develop concept again.

Assignment: On hectograph page, present diagram of intersecting
lines, some at right angles, and ask students to
identify relationship between certain angles.
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Lesson 27

I. Construction of rectangles.

A. Review homework.

B. Review types of and relationships between angles.

I. Acute. obtuse ri7ht.

2. Adjacent, suPplementary, connlementary
3. Supplementary, cornlementary.
4. Vertical

C. Review types of triangles.
I. Scalene, obtuse. acute, right, equilateral, isosceles.
2. Special right triangles

a. Scalene: 30-60-90
b. Isosceles: 45-45-90
c. Other

D. Rectangles.
I. Definition: A rectanrle is a four-sided polyFon

whose onposite sides are equal and whose
adjacent sides are perpendicular.

2. Demonstration and classwork on construction of a
rectangle.
a. Starting with convenient line construct

a line pernendicular to it at a convenient
point.

b. mark off 5" base from foot of rerrendicular.
c. Construct nernendicular to base at endpoint

of 5 base.
d. Nark off 3 or each perpendicular from .`oot of

perpendicular.
e. Connect endnoints on nernendiculars, label all

vertices.
3. Class repeat construction with 1 = 4 , w = 2 .

E. Introduce property of the dial.onals of a rectangle,
usinr rectangles already drawn.

Assignment: On hecto,mirh, have students construct rectangle
and answer questions concerninr it.

Lesson 28

I. Construction of the stretchout for a rectargular section of
duct.
A. Review homework.
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Lesson 28 (cont.)

B. Diagonals of a quadrilateral.
1. Definiticm: Diagonal of a quadrilateral is a line

segment joining vertices which are
not endpoints of the same side of the
quadrilateral.

a. Illustrate with diagrams.
2. Diagonals of a rectangle.

a. Refer to homework problems 43 and #4.
b. Diagonals of a rectangle are equal.

3. Diagonals of a square.
a. A square is a rectangle in which the

adjacent sides are equal.
b. Diagcmals of a square are equal and

perpendicular.
4. Use this property for the diannals of rectangles

to see that a rectangle has been constructed correctly.

C. Rectangular duct
1. Definition: The models we shall construci are

similar to the rectanpular ducts used
for heating and air conditioning in
large buildings.

a. .Ducts are used to transport air to
different parts of a building.

b. Other types of ducts are used to control or
direct water or fluids.

c. Relate to field trip taken by members of
class.

2. Properties of rectangular ducts.
a. Parallel faces or planes.
b. Perpendicular faces or planes.
c. Parallel edged.
d. Perpendicular edges
e. Faces are a set of rectangles satisfying

given measurements.

D. ConvtructionFof duct
1. Laboratory approach for construction of rectangular

duct.
a. Analysis of models previously constructed'.
b. Sketch isometric view of

duct.
c. Label dimensions
d. Examine stretchout of model.

i. series of rectangles
blaming common sides.

ii. check overall measurements
iii. check diagonals for equality.
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Lesson 28 (cont.)

E. Example of stretchout
1. Check diagonal of each rectangle.
2. Check diagonal of stretchout.
3. Check lengths of all parts.

a. Note equal lengths.

C.

L. ---
. \

0
F. mpilea layout should be constructed on blackboard

as students construct at desks.
1. Check all diagonals for equality.
2. Check overall measurements and diagonals AF and GE

for equality.
3. Note the names even to the dimensions of the duct.

a. Base and height are interchangeable.
b. Length of d1xt is a standard notation.

G. Repeat layout of duct by class.
1. Display model, a oblique view of board.
2. Give and label dimensions of oblique view.

a. Base = 3, eight = 2' , lenght of duct = 4".
11111111111111104/11111110111.111111111110114.

3. Have class lay out duct on unlined paper.
4. Cut out duct
5. Teach scoring and folding of duct.

i. Ideal to have scoring dies from
paper box pdant.

ii. Use quarter to score.
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Lesson 28 (cont.)

6. Discuss need for flap for gluing or stapling.

a. Make sketch on board showing flap.

Assignment: Construct ducts given following dimensions:

1. Base = 2 1/2'

h = 1"

1 = 3"

Lesson 29

I. Construction of rectangular duct.

2. Base = 4 cm.

h = 3 cm.

1 = 8 cm.

A. Review layout of duct constructed for homewurk.

1. Review notation: ase, height, length.

2. Use of flap.

B. Cut out ducts from paper.
1. Fold and glue.
2. Discuss need for patience to do neat and accurate job.

C. Connecting ducts (new project).
1. Discuss ways to connect ducts, lany ways can be

employed.
a. Decide on location of flaps.

2. Sketch layout of duct with connecting flaps.

a. Example

D. Classwork: on cardboard layout, then cut and form a

duct including connecting flaps.
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Lesson 29 (cont.)

1. Dimensions: base = 6 cm., h = 4 cm., length = 10 cm.
2. Have students print their names on all fabricated

ducts or layouts.

Assignment: Complete classwork.
Repeat classwork as assignment with given dimensions.

Base = 4, height = 3 1/2", length = 6".

Lesson 30

I. Connecting completed ducts: group project.

A. Glue ducts formed for yesterday's classwork and homework.
1. Examine ducts for neatness and accuracy in

measurement

a. Place several ducts next to each other
to spot inaccuracies.

2. Check ducts for parallel faces and perpendicularity.
a. Does the duct lie flat on a desk

when placed on any face or end?

B. Check dimensions of connected ducts.

1. Assign (3 or 4) students as groups
and instruct them on connecting their
ducts by gluing to create one long rectangular
duct.

2. Check connected ducts for dimensions and joints.
a. Duct connections should be smooth, not in

"steps' or open joints.
b. Surfaces of connected ducts must lie on

the same plane.

i. Use flat surface to check to see that
each side of the connected duct lies in a
single plane.

ii. Stand the connected duct on end to
check construction.

iii. Stand several of the ducts next to

each other to check overall
lengths. All should be approximately
the same length.

c. If an individual's piece is unsatisfactory,
his partners are exnected to help him construct a
new piece in order to complete the project.
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Lesson 30 (cont.)

II. Introduction to area measure.

A. Review of the development of measurement in earlier lessons.

1. Ask students to compare the length of a set

of line segments.

2. Remind them of the use of an arbitrary unit

of length to compare line segments.

3. Remind them of the benefits of using a

standard unit of measure.

B. Draw a set of closed plane figures on the overhead projector.

1. Ask the students to compare these geometric

figures by imagining placing one upon the

other.
a. Indicate the difficulty of finding

whether one figure is larger than

another when they overlap in different

places.

2. Remind students of the feasibility of using

an arbitrary unit of measure.

C. The teacher presents the use of a 'Aiskt* the size of a

penny for an arbitrary unit of measure for plane closed

geometric surfaces.
1. For any of the figures on the overhead projector,

how many pennies will fit, without overlapping

each or the edges of the figure, inside

each figure?
a. Note that we cannot completely cover

the inside of the figure.

b. Note that a pocket full of pennies may

be necessary for demonstration.

D. Using a disk the size of a penny as a unit of measure,

students are to measure the size of each of a set of

plane figures. (Constructions should not create the problem

of fitting parts of units).

Assignment: Complete assignment started in class dealing with

step 4 above.
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Lesson 31

I. Area measurement

A. Review homework
1. Stress problem 47 for development of concept of

multiplication as a shortcut for repeated addition.

a. This is the basis for the area formula: A=lw.

B. Irdicate the dissatisfaction with the coin as a unit

of measure because it leaves much of the closed surface

'unused'.

1. Discuss or demonstrate the possibility of using more

of the surface as a baker would, by kneeding the

unused dough, rolling it out to the same thickness

and cutting more disks from it.

a. The teacher could demonstrate this with play

dough.

C. Define area: "the number of units of a fixed shape and

size which fit into a given closed plane

figure".

1. Refer to the homework assignment and tell the

area of each figure.

D. As in the unit of linear measure we can have an arbitrary

unit of measure for area.
1. The sole of a shoe.

2. Washers stamped out of metal.

3. Many other industrial examples which students should

be able to recognize.

E. The square as a unit of measure.

1. Minimize the problem of using all the surface

of the figure.
2. The inch square, or square inch as a unit.

3. The square centimeter cm. by cm. in linear measure.

F. Discuss problem ?/7 from homework again and summarize the

process of finding area without counting all the units:

1. Find the number of coins which fit in one row.

2. Find the number of rows which will fit in the figure.

3. Find the area by repeated addition.

4. Apply this to any rectangular figure.

G. Classwork and assignment: Determine the number of inch

squares which will fit inside each given figure without

overlapping each other or the edges of the figures.
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Lesson 31 (cont.)

G4 Classwork and assignment:
1. Find the number of disks the size of a penny which

will fit in each rectangle. Do this without drawing
all the disks.

2. Determine the number of inch squares which will fit
inside each given figure without overlapping each
other or the edres of the figures.

Lesson 32

I. Area measurement

A. Quiz
1. Define: area

2. Find the number of inch squares which will fit in
this figure. (4' x 6.)

3. Find the number of centimeter squares which will fit in
the following figure.

B. Review homework
1. Stress the process of repeated addition to shortcut

the process of counting the number of units.

C. Classwork: On hectographed Page. Using the unit of
measure [7iven, determine the area of each
polygon. Print on_graph paper having
1/2' squares. Use 1 squares as the unit
of area drawn on graph paper. Stress
16 small 1/4" squares form unit.

1. One problem involves the area of a triancTle.
a. Have students cut out the triangle.

Then cut alona the altitude of the
isosceles trianrAe, put the parts
together to form a rectangle, and
calculate the area.
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Lesson 32 (cont.)

b. A second figure will he a trapezoid as the
comnosite of a square and a right triangle.

i. Find area of parts separately.

c. Stress 1-1 correspondence between!
1. length and squares in a row.

2. width and I! rows in rectangle.

Assignment. Hectogranhed page printed on graph paper having

1/4" squares. Determine the number of inch squares

and/or fractional parts of an inch square which

will fit in each closed figure.

Use the technique of judiciously cutting up each
figure and rearranging the parts to form recti-
linear figures - thus making it easy to count
the number of squares which will fit in each
figure.

Lesson 33

I. Developing formula for the area of a triangle.

A. Review homework
1. Stress technique of cutting each figure in such a

manner that the parts can be arranged to form

rectilinear figures.

B. Area of rectangle represented by a formula develop

formula for area of a triangle.
1. Draw the diagonal of a rectangle end observe the

creation of two right triangles.
a. The area of each triangle is half that

of the triangle.

b. Give particular examples and determine the
area of both rectangle and resultin7 triangle.

C. Given a parallelogram, find its area based upon the area

of a rectangle.
1. Draw a line from one vertex perpendicular to and cutting

the opposite base. Thus a right triangle is formed.
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Lesson 33 (cont.)

2. Cut off this right triangle and place it
next to the other side of the parallelogram
so that the hypotenuse of the right trianvle
lies on the other side of the parallelogram
forming a rectanmle.Iia. The area of the rectangle can he

determined from the length of the
parallelogram and its height.

Thus A=bh for parallelorram.
ii. Stress 1-1 correspondence

length to 4 squares per row

LI width to f rows.

D. Classwork!
1. On hectogyaph page give the basic formulas

for area and have students find the area
by calculation of several polygons. Show
your calculations.

3

Lesson 34

I. Area of basic geometric figures.

A. Review homework
1. Students should indicate the process of finding

areas of compound figures.
2. Review calculations.

B. Finding the length of a rectangle when given the area
and the width of the rectangle.
1. Example: Stress 1-1 correspondence of linear

measures to ?! square units.
2. Given: A = 96 sq. inches, L = 8'

a. Use the 8'; to tell the number of
squares per row.

b. Sketch a rectangle with len7th of
8' .

c. Using your knoledge of division,
find the number of rows needed in
the rectangle to have an area of
96 squares.
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Lesson 34 (cont.)

i. 96 (number of squares contained by figure)

8 (number of squares per row)

ii. Quotient (12) is the number of rows needed.

2. Thus: 96 = 8 w
a. Replace 96 by 8 x 12: 8 x 12 = 8 w

b. Therefore: 12 = w

C. Introduce basic axiom of division fcr solution of

linear equations.
1. Example: 96 = 8w

96 = aw
8 8

12 = w

D. Classwork in practicing and applying the axiom for division.

Assignment: Complete classwork assignment. Practice finding
missing dimension by using division axiom.

Lesson 35

I. Cross sectional area of ducts.

A. Quiz

1. Find the area of a rectangle
2. Find the area of a triangle

and whose altitude to the 14
3. If the area of a triangle is

altitude to side a is 8 cm.,

10 cm. by 80 mm.
whose base is 14 inches
inch base is 9 irches.
64 sq. cm., and its
find side a.

111 IN.

B. Review homework
1. Stress different approaches to problem !17.

a. Find the area of each separate rectangle
and add.

b. Find overall dimensions and determine area
of large rectancae.

c. Stress 1-1 correspondence between:

i. length and 4 squares per row.
ii. width and 4 rows.
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Lesson 35 (cont.)

C. Gross sectional area
1. Definition by demonstration

a. Imagine cutting a duct by a saw whose
surface is perpendicular to the edges
of the duct.

b. The ends of the two pieces form rectangles
satisfying the Base and altitude of the

given duct. The area of this rectangle
is the cross sectional area of the duct.

i. Give other exanoles of cross sections
by cutting a 2" x 4" board with a
saw.

D. Classwcok: Find the cross sectional area and the
lateral (surface) area of a rectanpular duct

with dimensions of 12 cm. x 8 cm. x 25 cm.

1. Note' dimensions are given in the order:
base a titude x length.

E. ConstructilolnilolfiSti01!90 degree elbow.

1. Use demonstration model and parts from another

model.
2. Purposes of an elbow in duct work.

a. To direct the flow of air in a
different direction.

3. Terninology
a. Four parts to an elbow.

i. Two cheeks
ii. A throat

iii. A heel
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Lesson 35 (cont.)
.

b. A flat elbow is an elbow for which
the ends of the cheek act as the
base of the duct, i.e., one edge
of the cross section of the duct.

4. Dimensions of.the Darts.
a. The length of the heel equals the

sum of the length of the throat plus the
base of the duct.

b. The length of the throat determines the
length of the elbow.

5. Forming the parts of an elbow.
a. Form the heel in one piece.
b. Form the throat in one piece.

F. Classwork: construct the parts for a 90 degree elbow.*

1. Dimensions: base 12 cm.
height 6 cm.
throat 8 cm.

2. Construct the cheeks.

f$Cm

3. Construct the flaps on the1ee

Ica
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Lesson 35 (cont.)

4. The pattern for the throat is one long rectangle
with a total length of two inside edges of the
cheek. No flaps needed.
a. Throat in this example is (8 + 8) cm. by

16 cm.
b. Must score fold line for an outside fold.
iLaEl t a e.

BAS

m scot

6c,rn

4

5. Pattern for heel is one lonr. rectan*le with
total length of two outside edges of the cheek.
a. Heel in this example is (20 + 20) cr. by

6 cm.

b. !lust score fold line for an inside fold.
Demonstrate

I ..---as)ern aocrn
Assignment:

1. Construct and cut out all parts for a 90
depree elbow to fit a duct whose cross
section is 10 cm. x 5 cm. Include flaps
on the cheeks.

2. Calculate the total surface area of the parts.
3. De prepared to glue the parts together in

class tomorrow.
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Lesson 36

I. Construction of 90 degree and 45 de7ree olbovs.

A. neview layout o-F 90 degree elbow

B. Demonstrate technique of toRper folding to form the
pieces for flbrication of elbow.
1. Students report areas of each part.

a. Check throat elbow.
b. Total surface area.
c. Cross sectional area

2. Students glue parts together.

C. Discuss cost of fabricating' straight duct in comparison

to elbow.
1. raterial wasted in constructinc7 elbow.
2. Lr.hor time required for elbow is greater.
3. Fittings, such as elbows require more

kno,Iledge
a. The better the mechanic the better his

pay.

1.1epeat the layout technique for a 45 degree elbow.
1. The use o.7 T-square . 30-60-90 degree and

45.riett trimrles should he used for these
constructions.

E. Reed for connecting flaps on ends of ducts
1. Include connecting flaps on fittings.. same as on straight

duct.

Assi7nment: 1. Layout the parts for a 90 degree elbow with
connectinr flaps. Base 4'.

Height 3"

Throat 2
2. Cut out the parts.
3. Layout a 45 degree elboT7 with connecting flaps

Base 4 height 3*, throet 2

4. Cut out the parts.
5. Determine the total surface area of each fitting.
6. Determine.: the cross sectional area of each.
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Lesson 37

I. Elbows

A. Form and construct homeork project
1. Check for neatness of work, tolerances.

B. Pair up students and have them connect their elbows
1. Examplet

LLI2. Check for dimensions.
a. Connected elbows should lie flat on table

top, when placed on cheeks.
b. Stand ducts on bases. The bases should

lie flat.
c. Lie ducts on top heels. Surface should

lie flat.
3. Pair four students to connect their elbows to form a

complete square loop of duct.
a. Example:

b. Discuss:good and poor conditions

i. Point out properties which bring
success.

ii. Point out shortcomings in measurement
for proiects which do not fit
correctly.

4. Check 45 deree elbows
a. Check for flat surfaces.
b. Check for dimensions by stacking one

next to the other.
c. Glue two topether to see if heels at

extremities form perpendicular surfaces.
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Lesson 37 (cont.)

C. Construct a 30 degree elbow.
1. meaning of .30 degree elbow".

fl a. Example: External angle measures
30 degrees.

fl b. Demonstrate construction of elbow using

T-square and triangles.

Assignment:

1. Construct a 30 devree elbow: 4 parts with flaps

on cheeks. Cut out and fold.
Base: 8 cm., Height: 6 cm., Throat: 4 cm.

2. Construct a 60 degree elbow using the same

dimensions.

Lesson 38

I. Elbows for duct work

A. Fabricate last night's project
1. Check for dimensions and angles.
2. Check for flatness.

B. Review method of layout for elbows.

C. Classwork and assignment.
1. Fabricate a 90 dem-bee elbow. Base 9 cm., height 4 cm.-

throat 3 cm.
2. Fabricate a duct 10 cm. long to fit the 90 degree

elbow.
3. Fabricate a 60 degree elbow to fit the 10 cm. duct,

same dimensions as the 90 degree elbow.

4. Layout, cut outs and fold all parts.
S. Find the total nurfacP area of the 3 pieces.
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Lesson 39

I. Branchinp ducts

A. Check total surface area for last night's assigmments.

B. Fabricate (put together) pieces according to directions
with peices in the sequence indicated.

I°I
C. Introduce Y -branching, using a display model.

1. Example: concept is very similar to a fork in
a road.

a. Straight road branches to right or left from
the main road.

b. Straight road branches in both directions.

2. Purpose for branching.
a. Control flow of air or fluid

D. Application of measurement to Y-branching to duct work.
1. Total cross sectional area of branches must

equal the cross sectional area of the trunk
(main) line.
a. The branches are called "take offs".
b. Reason for maintaining area: to maintain

a constant pressure and constand flow of
air through all ducts.
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Lesson 39 (cont.)

E. Classwork wit dononstration
1. Layout Y-branch riven these cross sectional

dimensions and an71e of branching:
Cross sectional dimensions:

to
A is 4" by 2" , B is 3' by 2', and C s by 2.

Prz cd-iEgic

t-Hec) 14 ONE
2. When laying out the pattern for Y-branch, keep

sides of take-off parallel.
a. Use knowledge of elbows-construction.
b. Supplemantarv angles, indicated on the

drawinF are used to keen sides of
branch parallel to each other.

c. Note that for the given dimensions the
areas of B and C add up to the cross
sectional area of A.

d. Tools of construction: T-square,
right trianales, straight edge, ruler,
protractor (not needed here).

1$

r. Classwork: Layout a Y-branch to specifications given above.
a. Students follow instructor ' s demonstration .

i. Design a right and left cheek with
flaps which fold in opposite directions.

ii. Design stretchout of straps or
wrappers as rec angles .

Assignment : Layout at1 cut out a 1-Dranch rreSm boxboard to
specifications given on hectograph. Three straps
are in the form og rectangles.
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Lesson 40

I. Desipnin7 a Y-hran& with attention to cross sectional area.

A. Discuss horework and collect patterns.

B. Review layout of Y-brarch.
I. Students talk the instructor throurt the

design of a Y-branch of 30 degrees with
trunk 4 in heig,ht.

411 sz
C. Classwork: Layout of Y-branch with dimensions given

in diaFram below:

10C.P1

47)
a. Students discuss how to deterrine the cross

sectional area of the 60 de7ree take-off.

14-Th

i. Using subtraction of areas. or of
heights.

b. If time allows, start assignment.

Assi,Tnment: Layout and cut out from box board a Y-branch and
strars includin connecting flaps accordinl to
schemetic below:
A is 5' x 2. B is 2' 2';

4
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Lesson 41

I. Y-branches fo.. crr:ss sectional arga.

A. Cornlete homework assigrment
1. Assemble Y-branch
2. Check for correct construction and correct measurement

by comparing Y-branches.

B. Special Y-branch called a "pair of pants'.
1. Demonstration model of the branch.

Le

\NN4.

2. Purpose of a pair of pant:'N/1
a. End e trunk line.

3. Discuss the different forms possible in a pair
of pants.

a. The cross sectional areas of the branches
can be equal.

b. The cross sectional areas may be unequal.
c. The anrles of the branching may be equal.

0 and
d. The angles of branching may be unequal.
e. Combinations of the four possibilities can

be used.
f. Note that the sum of the cross sectional

areas of the branches must equal that of
the trunk line.

C. Demonstration of layout of a pair of pants where
the cross sectional areas of the branches are equal and the
angles of the branches are equal.

1. Draw a center line for the main trunk line.

2. Mark a convenient point on the center line, call it A.

3. Construct a perpendicular to the center line at A.
a. Use T-square and right triangle.
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Lesson 41 (cont.)

4. Mark off 1/2 cf the base of the duct on either side of A
on the perpendicular. Label these points B and C.

5. Draw lines parallel to the center line through points B and C.

6. Mark off desired length of main trunk from B and C. Label
these endpoints D and E.

7. Determine the size of the angle of branching. Layout this
angle at points E and D using BE as one side of one angle
and CD as one side of the second angle. The angles are equal.

8. Determine the length of second side of angles, mark off
distances from vertices and make new endpoints F and G.

9. Draw perpendiculars to lines EF and DG through points F and G
towards center lines.

10. Mark off opening of ducts along these perpendiculars such
that openings will each be 1/2 the width of the main trunk.
Label openings GH and FI.

11. Draw line parallel to EF through point I.

12. Draw line parallel to DG through point H.

13. Note that point K is concurrent with a point of the center
line of the main trunk.
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Lesson 41 (cont.)

D. Classwork: Leyout Y-branch (pair of pants) given the
following dimensionn 11

1. Discuns symmetrical properties.of the layout.

Assignment: Layout and cut out three Y-branches, including
straps from boxboard, as shown on hectograph.

Lesson 42

I. Designing a Y-branch

A. Fabricate Y-branches constructed for homework.
1. Entire period spent on assembly and problem-

solving involving construction and layout of
Y-branch.

2. Determine the area of cheeks of a Y-branch.
a. Note set of triangles at intersections.

3. Solve for area of eac Y-branch given for homework.
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Lesson 42 (cont.)

Assignment: Complete work on last night's assipnment and layout
and cut out followinp Y-branch, determine its
area (surFace).
A is 4 cm. x 3 cm. Area at D = Area at C

Lesson 43

Include connecting flaps on end of openings.

I. DesiPn of reducer

A. Complete last night's assipnment
1. Discuss expectation for completion of all

assignments on time. After school time
expectated if projects are not completed.

B. Reducers (transition pieces).
1. Examples: nozzle for a hose, end of an eye dropner.
2. Purposes: to change pressure, to conserve material,

others.

C. Teacher displays models of reducers. Types:
1. On center:
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Lesson 43 (cont.)

2. Straight-cn-one side:

D. Demonstrate layout of reducer
1. On center
2. Straight-on-one side.

E. Classwork: Layout patterns for reducers of each type.
1. On center: One end 4 1/4" by 2, other end 2 1/2" by 1°,

length 6..

2. Straight-on-one side: One end 3 1/4 by 2 1/4",
other end 3 3/4" by 1/2",
length 5'.

F. Collars on reducers.
1. Purpose

a. To make connections neater - having no gaps.
2. Example:

collar reducer iLl
cellar

------
Classwork: Construct patterns for each of the following

reducers with collars. (On hectographed page).
1. On center
2. Flat-on-one side.
3. Compare the two reducers.

a. Discuss how each can be used.

i. On center, running down center
of room.
Flat-on-one side, hugging wall.
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Lesson 4 (cont.)

Assirnment! Layout anal cut out the followinr reducers. Find
the lateral area and cross sectional area of each end.

1. On center:

Collars 1" long
Distance betmeen collars 5"
One end 3 1/2 by 3 (large end)
Other end 2 1/2t* by 2. (small end)

2. Flat-on-one side
Same dimensions as 1.

Lesson 44

I. Areas of the surfaces of reducers

A. Complete reducers assigned for homework.
1. Review methods for finding area.

a. By separatin7 surface into rectangles and
trian7les.

b. By developing the formula for the area of a
trapezoid.

J. Trepezoid: A quadrilateral having two sides parallel
and two sides not parallel.

1. Develop formula for the area of an isosceles
trapezoid by bisecting the figure with an
altitude and reassembling the parts to form
a rectangle.
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Lesson 44 (cont.)

4111. NIIIIN

7/17 a2 Li

%/2

a. Area of trapezoid = h(Bl + B2)
----2

2. Area formula can be tested for a trapezoid shaped
like the flat-on-one-..ide reducer.

C. Classwork: Find the area of each of the following
reducers:

1. On center. zollars; cm.
distance between collars. J cm.
...arge eni 5 cm. by 4 cm.
small end: cm. ..y 4 cm.

Hake a skotch of the reducer.
b. itequire two cheeks and two straps.

i. Look for shortcuts in finding, areas.

.lat-on-ona side: ..ollars: .."
.istanco between collars: 8°

larger end. 5' by 3' .

..mall end: 4" by 3
a. ..ote: cheeks are con6ruent, ut

straps are not.

.ssignment: Hectographed sheet: Find the total aroa of each
of the given duct systems.
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Lesson 45 through 48.

I. Group projects in developing systems of duct work for display.

A. Assign groups of class merbers projects in designing

and fabricatina models of systems of duct work.

1. Refer to the Mechanical Drawing project.
2. Each student is expected to contribute a part to a

system of duct work.

3. The duct system may be complicated, yet each student

can contribute according to his ability.

4. Encourage originality in the design of patterns.
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UNIT 2

GLOMETRIC SOLIDS



Unit II Geometric Solids

This topic extends the use of linear measurement and precision

of measuremert ehile offorine students further opportunity to ex-

perience the relation between linear, area, and volume units of

measure. A ereat deal of manual work as well as calculations are

ree.uired as part of this topic of study.

First, the teacher develops the concept of indirect linear

measurement throuell the use of the PythaForean theorem. This em-

ploys the knowled-e of area units of measure to determine a related

linear distance. The students learn to use a table of squares and

square roots in order to facilitate their efforts. This knowledee

is then employed to desipn and construct numerous patterns for a

variety of geometric solids. Area formulas are developed and used.

The concept of volume is then developed as the process of

countinp. The teacher uses dramatizations to illustrate the concept.

He has students count the number of marbles which fit in a tea cup,

the number of golf balls which fit in a bucket, or the nuMber of

mathematics textbooks which fit in a carton.

The teacher next introduces a standard unit of volume: the cube.

Usine this unit, the students count the number of cubes which fit in

a rirht rectar-uler nr:sms. Fror this staee they learn a sherteut

for countin. cubes. Tl 3 area of the base corresponds to the nueber

o7 cel`)es which fit in a laver. Thus a one-to-one corresnoneence is

me'e betveen area units ate volume units. The heieht e" the solid

inc tes the nu-')er or leyers of culNes uhich can Le nlaced in the

soli:. T!..e students develop the basic volume forenla. V = (area of

.se) x hei-ht. Celculations are repeatec'ly ree!e for surface area

erel velem:ea a variety of solids.

The final proiect of this unit is the fabrication of a set of

geometric solids fror folding paper board, Ilhich is sunplied by local

paner manufacturers. A small eroun or students will decorate the

Chrlstnes tree o.F a local husiness firm with these ornaments.

The concept of volume will be employed throughout much or the

remainder of the course. The topic is basic for the Steil' of den-

sities of metals an.3, leter, in the study of measurerent as apnlied

to leaner box fabrication and desien. The concrnts or area and volume

are use4 in a wiee variety e skilled trades.

1
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Lesson 1

I. Introduction to the Pythamorean theorem.

A. Brief reviev os the squares of numbers.
1. Definition. the area measure of a square havinft

piven side reasures.

2. Alternate definition: the number r_ultine from
multiplyina a !Tiven number

by itsel'.

a. Examnles of perfect squares.

B. Introduction to the concept of square roots of interars.

1. Definition: the measure of the side of a square
havina a given area.

2. Alternate de'inition the number vhose square is

a riven number.

a. Exannles of square roots of intemers.

b. Estimates of square roots of interers..

C. Intro,auction to the use of the tables of souares and

square roots in the textbook.
1. Show the use of the tables an(' eractice Irith them.

2. Show alternate use of the tables of squares to find

or annroximate the souare root of e riven number.

3. Show alternote use of the square root tables to find

or arprovimate the squares of certain numbers.

D. IntorJuce the neaninm of the statement.
c2 = a2 t b2

1. Indicate the or'er of operations meaninr of

exponent.

E. Review the method of labelinrr of Darts oc a right trian:rle.

1. Hypotenuse. the side opposite the right an71e.

2. Legs or sides the sides fornina the rirht anale.

3. Use of capital letters to name vertices, small letters

to nsme siles.

F. Teacher develnes the meanincr of the Pythamorean theorem.

I. Teacher denonstretes students corstruct a ripht

trianrle with squares on its sides usim graph paper.

2
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Name

Assirmment Lesson 1

I. Find the mf,esures or all sides of each right trianlle.

Date

L. 2.

S '

i

51!

3.

Ott,

II. Is each of the following sets of measures the measures for sides 01
of a ric,ht triangle?
7. 7., 1CP, 12
8. 31 cm., 42 cm., 55 cm.
9. 20 mm., 52rm.. 48 mm.

10. The three sides of a triani;le measure 60 mm., 144 mm., am, 156 mm.
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Lesson 1 (cont.)

2.

a. Review symbolism for namim, the nal4s, e each

square.

b. Use numerical examples of ritht triangles
with integyal side measures.

i. 3', 4 end 5
ii. 6 8 end 10

iii. 5 , 12', and 13

c. Students should verbally state the meaninr:
behind the Pytha7orean theorem.

G. Classwork and assignment: Hectogremhed sheet.
1. Find the measures of all sides of each riaht triangle.
2. Is eech of the follotrina sets of measures that for

the sides of a right triangle?

Lesson 2

I. Pythaaorean theoren and its applications.

A. Quiz
1. Write the formula for the Fythaorean theorem
2. Using tIle tables of squares, find the souares of:

a. 65 b. 433 c. 912

3.
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Lesson 2 (cont.)

3. Usin7 the tables of squvre roots find the square

root of:
a. 41 616 b. 539 c. 866.761

B. Review homework
1. Include a brief review of the area formulas for right

trianales.

C. Application of the Pythagorean theorem to finding altitudes
of triangles.
1. Find the altitude of an ecuilateral triangle given

its side measures.
a. Pronerties of an altitude

i. Bisects the base, perpendicular to base
ii. All three altitudes are equal
iii. Method of naming altitudes using subscripts

b. Teacher demonstrates method to find measure of
altitude.

i. Construct perpendicular fror vertex
to opposite side, forrinr two congruent
triangles.
Anply the Pytharorean theorem to one
o the right trian7les formed.

iii. Show the 1-1 correspondenc, with the
terms of the general equation of the
theoreTIL

c
2 2

a2 + b
2

. 102 = 52 + h22

iv. Solve for h
V. Usinj tables, approximate

h to nearest tenth.
vi. Using area of forrula, Find

area of triangle.

2. Use sirilFir nethod to find area
or an isosceles triangle, 7iven
side r.-2asures.

b.)

Assignment: Find the altitude and area of eech triangle.
(Hectographed page).
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:lame
,111ollMIM am..11.m. . enbalme 0111

Assionmsnt Lcsson 2

Date

Find the area of each trianqle usinc, the given measures.

1. Ecuilateral
trianc,le

3.

5.

7.

tr

Vs

2. Isosceles
trian-le

4. 5" Cr rt

8.

trianfile



Lesson 3

I. Hero's formula: area of a triangle

A. Reviw: homework. Discuss:
1. Problems (g) and (h).
2. Need to eramine and classify the data riven for

each problem.
3. !!eed for nlannina a method for findirr, the area.

B. Review the use of the Pythaaorean theorem.
1. To identify riaht trianrles.

a. Stucents should construct the trianrle
with riven parts to confirm that the use
of the theorem does correctly identify
rif!ht trianrles.

C. Hero's formula
1. Nhen aiven a scalene (oblique) trianale and the length

o each side.
2. A = /V s(s-a) (sr-b) (s-c), where:

a. A represents the area measure of the
trianale.

b. $ renresents 1/^ the perimeter.
c. a, b and c are the sides oc the

trianale.

3. Leview the meaning of the symbols
a) le and b)

a. Square root operation (function).
b. Vinculum a symbol of inclusion,

indicatinl order of
operation.

4. Demonstrate the use of Pero's formu2a.
a. Find the area of a trianrle whose

side measures are:
a=7 h=5'. and c=10.

b. ?lust always draw a sketch of the
trianale, label ane identify all
Parts.

c. Zeview technique of cindina the
square root of numbers.

V-9-4 ii. Tr;

Classwork and assirnment: Find the area of enc!, trtanrle usinr the riven
data. (Hectorraphed sheet).

5
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Name Date

Assianment: Lesson 3

Use Hero's formula to .!ind the area of each trian!le, unless you can

identify an easier method already tauaht.

1. 2.

3.

5. Find altitude h
b

.

,01f1"

127

4. Find alti ude ha

le'

14

6. Find the three altitudes of
this trianple.
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a

Lesson 4

I. Pronerties oF =ltitudes of triang) es.

A. Quiz
1. Write Hero's formula
2. Describe the information necessary to use Hero's formula
3. Carefully draw the three altitudes of an oblique

triarrle and name themr h h ha b c

B. Review quiz.
1. Review the theorem: the altitudes of a trianrle

are concurrent.
2. Review the theorem: the area of a trianvle can

be found by the formula A = 1/2 bh where three
choices can he made for the base and correspondine
altitude.
a. Demonstrate the theorems wine, homework

problens as examples.

I. Find the area of each trianale
usin,' Hero's formula.

ii. Find the measures of the three
altitudes of the trianale by
construction.

iii. Find the area of the trianerle
using the basic area fornula:
use three different sets of base
and altitude.

iv. Compare the results by each
method used. They should be the
same.

C. Reviev homework
1. Sho that it was not necessary to have used Hero's

formula For problems (a) and (e).

13
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Assiannent Lesson 4

Date

1. !)eterrina which trian-les are ri7ht trianales.

2. Find the area of each triangle.
3. Fine the three altitu.'es of each triana,le.

1. 2.

'fi4 m
14(

3. 4,



Lesson L. (cont.)

a. liscuss thr: techniques tc c!,eck to see
tb-ata triancle is a right triangln.

1. 9
c = a

2
+ h2 can be used in a few

seconds with the help of a table.

2. It wes not necessary to havn used Hero's formula for (f)

Assignment:

1. Determine hich triangles ere right triangles

2. Find the area oF each triancle.
3. Find the three altitudes of each triangle.

(hecto-ranheJ nage.)

Lesson 5'

I. Circles and ,,elated lines.

A. Quiz

1. Find the area of the Inniangle for the measures given.

B. Review ouiz ane bomeworl:.

C. Introduce the nronerties oF a circle and related figures.

1. Definition- the set 0' 7,oints on a nleae which

are at a constpn-beistece from s
fixed point in the plane.

2. Related lines.
a. '?.adius based uuor radial lines rlys having

b. Center a cnnr-on endnoint.

c. Diameter

7
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game

Classwoe:
Assinment.

1.

4.

Lesson 5

11106.

Date

Approximate the circunference for each of the followinF circles.

3.

7. Calculate the circumcerence of each of the above circles, using

3 1/7 or 3.14 as an approximction for
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Lesson 5 (cont.)

d. Circumference
e. Chord
f. Secant
g. Tanr!ent

3. Parts of a plane ml:Ated to the circle

a. Interior exterior of a circle

b. Concentric circles
4. C:rcurference of a circle

a. Relete to the perireter of , polygon.

5. Relationship of cimumference to the diareter oF

a circle.
a. Students construct three difcerent

size, disks and use them for their

own deronstration.

i. Draw a straiabt line on the

board and hold a strai7ht

edge against it.

ii. Vark the point where the disk

first touches the line (or the

disk and the line) end roll
the disk alona the straiotted,re.

iii. Roll the disk until the Point

on the disk touches the

line. mark this Point on the

line.

iv. Trace the disk so that the
center of the disk lies on

the line and the edge of the

disk lies on one endpoint o:

the line. Trace other circles
tangent to the first so that

the center of each circle lies

on the line.

v. Establish that enproxinately 3 1/7

diareters are contained in the
circumference of a circle.
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0.

.1sso-1 5

2i1.17 ti circv,ferenCo for eacll followin_

circlns.

A

Aft

5. 5r1, rcu.forence of a circle is .e c.. sinf;

22/7 Zor 1 fin'. tile -'.3.aeter of t'aa circle.
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Lesson 5 (cont.)

Repeat with a circle havinv a different
cliar.eter.

c. Develop the ratio 3 1/7 of 22 as an
1-

approxivation for
..;sta" the

C1assor7:: tha circyJiference
of each circle for tha C.iari!eter given.

the neT..7 ter7.:s
...Ins': circmference for each of the
folloNf:in,:, circles (hacto:;rw..theC1

Lessoil

I. ,ren, Zor :ula for circles
eacia ::art of the circle anfl relatee

linns (hecto)
'Ae.friaw Ctliz anf:
1, ...ittents tec,nicq.la of show-

the relationsM:, circu...:farence

a. 7:efer to Lesson 5.

C. iic .3finitions of '.;arts related to a

), relo:Inr: area for:ula for circles,
1, CIA circle into s:.-2111 sectors.

2, ..leasrif.47'.: la sectors into a cuasi-rectanc;ular

a. ASCL`ss a eveloi area fov.:ula 7 ased
1,,,on the for:lula for t'le area o.;1. a
rect,nr.lrNrr

Aa;4'ius

Circtr .ference

GI
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Otte

C1FIssJoe- assigaments :esson 6

',n,,,roxi.ats the area (estinate)of the followinr,

circles.

3.
I.

Caculate ne area for the follo,qin,:,

a.)..a.s=i:.ation forusinv; 3 1/7 as

5.

an

5

circlss

7. Ilat is t'le relationshi.) 7etween t riun

of tine circle in .1i to the rears of the circle in #5"$

is t7lo rslations'ni) of the area of the circle

in :G to the area of the circle in 05 ?

arGt of cacil circle. nen ca,are their

ra.ii anc:: Lret.s.
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.a:ste 0
ssicnment: Lesson

And tbe circuNiference
folloelinc circles.

I e

3,

5 ,

.)ate

anC araa for each of the

2,

4,

126
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Lesson 6 (cont.)

i. Indicate that sectors can he cut
smallar.

3. Teacher explains the c2ovelopment of the
area for=ula:
a. = 1

= (circumference) x radius,
c. since: c = then = /KO.

2
d. c =1rd r

2
e. Thus: ='!I

2
iG = qrr x r.

= rrr2

:..nproximate the area of each cjiven
circle,

-.ssigniztents Calculate the circumference and area of each
Circle.

Lesson 7

I. Circles and relateC line segments.

NWiz
1. Draw a circle,

a. Draw a radius in the circle.
b. Draw a tan:ent to the circle.
c. )raw a chord in the circle.

10



. ame

',Adz: Lesson 6

Jetta

:rite the name of each line or line sosment as it is

related to the circle.

'1
J VIS



Name Date

Assignment: Lesson 7

Solve the following problems concerned with circumference and
area of circles.

1. Find the radius of a circle whose diameter is 28 1/4 feet.

2. Find the circumference of a circle whose radius is 8 1/4 inches.

3. Find the circumference of a circle whose diameter is 12.3 inches.

Find circumference to the nearest hundredth of an inch.

4. Find the area of a circle whose radius is 2 1 cm.

2
5. Find the area of a circle whose diameter is 3 1/2 cm.

6. A pipe 6" in diameter supplies water to a small community.

Another comminity is eight times as large in population. What size

pipe is required to supply water to the larger community, if their
water requirements are eight times as great?
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Lesson 7 (cont.)
2* ihnsver the

a. Is a eiameter a chore of a circler
9 is a raclius a chorfl of a circler

C. Is a tanc..ent a chord?
d. Is 3 1/7 the sane ;s r
e. Is 3.14 the sa.--,e as r
f. ;find tha circumference of a circle

with a raeius of 7V.
g. Find the area of the same circle.

aeview quit
1. :Aress the anproxi;-,ations for 9

C. horewor't:
1. .,hen is it most convenient to use 3 1/7

and when to use 3.14 as al.vroximations for

D. itevim, the relationshir of areas of circles
according to the size of their radii or dinleters,
1. tihet effect on the area would occur if the

radius ware doirl-ledl
2, _ow many 3/!.:" eiaineter (inside) garden hoses

are requized to czive- the same cross-sectionl
area as one 3/4 r3.iameter hose s

3. rourlf. has a Ciarneter of 42 inches.
..*,01-7 many round oipes with eiaraeters of 7
inches are reciuired to have the same cross-
sectional area'i

9ssignments Solve the following prol-lems concerned with
circunference and area of circles. (..-..ectograi,h).
Study for a test.

Lesson F.

I areas related to circles.
ike. Review lines ane line segments related to a circle.

Review for-ulms for circtraference and area of a
circle.

C. leview homewor!:.

11



ae
..silifyr-.snts Lesson F

5olme nac:1 usin the area fo=ulas for circles,

triancrles, rectrnsles. 2im" no area of tbe shaCe:I.

ilortion of each ficure.

.;ate

1.

3.

s.

-.ase is Vas diaNetor of a
seAcircle.

C =

2.

49
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square vith
14" sieles





a

a

a

.ame :Ate

Assiqw.onts :,..esson 9

arc .. of the 11:1a:::of -.Iortion of oach

figure. .nle outline of eaea fisure is that of a sexIi

circlo.

1. 2.

/ 5"
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Lesson 9 (ccntinuoe)

D. Classwork and assignment &Wm, rith Irrcrylar
areas related to t.-1 asic plam:, figures.

1. collie for th: arr.a of the eladevl nortions of

each fimme. (f/ctwrran!.).

Teacher 11.* also draw irrerrillar figures en the
loard wit'r 50^2 eirersions Prd ask students to
estimate al.as.

Lesson S

I. Areas related to the circle.

A. Review homework
1. Ir problem -P iscuss the right triangle.

a. A trianrle inscril'ed in a semicircle
(with its sides passing through the
enepoints of the sar-e diameter) is a
riFht trianFle.

B. Classwork assirnr-ent-
1. Solve two pralers dealinr with triangles inszribed

in a semicircle.

Assignment Study for a test.

Lesson 10

I. Test of ratexial to dat- (FPctograpl.)

Lesson 11

I. review test

II. review of areas of circles ane triangles.

12
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aract

?est s Lesson 10

1. .)of ins circles

2. and the circtatference of a circle tlith a 4 inch raCius.

3, linl the am: of P. circle with t 70 foot Cla-aet

4. tt.to concentric circles.
2ina the area of the shaeed :)ortion.

5, .* one-inch sarflen hose e.elivers Vairty sallons
of water i.,er hour. .ith the sar...s pressure how

ny vr.,11ols r::er hour will a half-inc% gareten
hose Cteliver?

e Vele circv7terence of a circle is 47,1 cm.
:Aow lone.; is the Cia:eter of the circle?

Vor eacIl o-2 the following "::roLle-Tts, refer to
Van figure at the rights C.

7. ha

9. he
10. The area

14*



rrie :Ate

Classwor:: ant] 1-icc3l..?or::: Lcsson 11
rind tha area anc1 circtrlforenc3 or: each circle.
1.

4.

2,

5.

3.

rind th e. area altituees of eacli triangle.
7. 8.
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11.11

Lesson 11 (cont.)

ClassworIzs (:.ectoc:rw?h)
1. an: the arca :' circiaafarence of each

circlf3.
2, :awl the area zml altituCe of each triangle.

:.ssiçn-arts COM :let43 the 11.3CtoSiraL.her.: Claggrelor: ESsis,Itaent

lesson 12

I. Surface area of cylinCors

411, hou...euor%

Introduce right circular cylinder.
1, Using emonstration jo1e1, eevelo.1 the layout

for the :lattorn.
a, )iss for Itases, ,7rarinetar is the

cirozlerence of the crlinder.
S. Lateral surface is a rectancje, lalgth

is the cirem.feronce of t'ae cylinder.
2, Layout the 2attern for tbn cylin::!er uraich

has vase of 4" jiameter anl height of 5".

a. and the circuzfernca of the 3-ase.

for:tvla
Using o f1exi7:13 stri.; of
car.:2-oard to cm:17 circtlerence
of tlis circle.

77. Layout lateral surfnco as a roctanr.le
with fla, on one ene: only.

Circumference 12.6"

height 5"

C. Oft out tvo disns of 4" Ametor.

13
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Lesson 12 (cont.)

3. :Wricate r..,ttorn usinc; scotch ta-le or

trate tlua.
c. .*,o not forA tbo fla on the stretchcwt.

Ascuss the nee . for sn.all fla,:s or

ta's on tllo rectensul1 ltyout for

attachinct the 7-asas.

C. .111,1eat fez. cylimner Ilith a 3" Cianeter

an-fl. 4" beicht.

heicht
(do not fold)

1. 5tulent3 discovor neo1.
for scalloped

flaps on (10.ses,
a. rirst layout flaps without 3ca11o7in9.

Try forninc.
stu:7.ents recognize e.lifficulty in for:Ainij

pattern.
c. 3aTonstrate nee' for cuts on fla.A.

2. Cut out 7-as3s, ant.1 ;Ivo the wittern.

a. .),o not fole. the flw.) on tho lateral

surface.

3 Classme- anl assismaenti
1. Layort anf, ricate n cylinnor from 7-ox1 -oard.

a. 3inreter 2", ;cliche 5"

Tint . the lateral sln*Alace area an4

total surfr.ce arer,.

..Fin0. area of parts sal)rrately

and aele.

14
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Lesson 13

I. iatterns for cones

411

Introeuce right circular cone usinc a denonstration

noal.
1. iscucs orthograi'hic trojections of a cone,

a. *i'Cr, view is a. circle* St an

isosceles triar,ln.
2. I.:7entify i:ortant :rarts of cross section.

a. laraus of 1.asa.
ierimmCicular height.

c. Slant 7.1nic:It.

C. zse tlomonstration :loe.el to flevelo? V.:4 layout

of a cone.
1. loll cone on its lateral surface to show that

the :::attern is a sector of a circle.

D. stu.'ents, with teacherp construct a cono with
civon haict an0 radius for 7ase.
1. Strt with two .0er:peneicu1ar intersecting lines.

2, Mark off radius on one line from ooint of

intersection.
3. 1:ark off height on second line fral point of

intersection.
4. Coin enoints of these lina segaents,

lensure this lina sagAont as tile slant hei0t.

5. ;ar% canter anrl, using th slant heistt as
rnlivs, taraw a circle.

G. Circu:lerence of sector for :attern st
eval circu=2erence of cone.
a. Calculate circumference of circle (i7ase).

US3 a stri of carz7t:oard to fit around
7-ase to coy circvnforonce.

C. Col?nre Che two results.
7, Cut our 2attern for cone, incluang awl:. on

side an ,!*. ta7-s along lase
a. *Jo not folti fla,1 on 1n4toral edlqe.

^ .ase is a ,as%, with circumferenco calculated
a7-ove.

Classwor71: ;?ollow instructor in constructing a
cone whose /-nse :tineter is 3" ane, Lmr-
ponnicular haiOt is 3".

Elsigmlento Ln7 out ane. cut ?atterns for cones with given
dirlensions, tee folOincil 7-ox7-oar1.

15



Lesson 13 (cont.)
1. rase eliaT:eter r; ; ?ar?onelcular hois.ht
2, aso G ; .7)ersentlicular .laicfat 1C an.

Lesson 14

I, surfaca area of cones
Collect )atterns from laoi:.rmor%
1. . atc% set of ;)atterns for cones to eneers sizes.

. Review layout of. 2attern for cones.

C. PoLouting lateral surfac e. ana of a cone.
1, :.;sta771ish ne ratio of cirorterence of 7:,ase

of cone to circusaference of circle having slant
hoic,ht as ralius.
a, r..-se as examriles ratios a anel a.
77. ultiply fraction 1.y t73e area of a circle

haering the slant hei.lat as raClius
2, ituelents to corrmte lateral surface area of

cones frora last nicfhtge assinent
a, ..3.xamples Lase raaus 4 cr:., height co,

circu:.aferonco
of 1:ase of cone

Cor.1:4eto 'velem on :_rard and havo class
rocort.1 /..yor::: in notel.00ks,i

Li

no:

13

30
0,9



Lcsson 14 (ccJ7,t.)

D. Classwork and assignment: Draw cross section of a cone. Then

lay out nattern for cone and base. Compute the lateral area

and base nrea of each cone for the given dinensions.

1. Diameter oc base is

2, Diameter of base is

3 cm.

3. niarneter of base is
L. Slant height is 5

Lesson 15

I. Ccnes surcace area.

4 slant hei,rht is

6 cm. Perpendicular height is

3 cm. slant heirht is 6 cm.
perrendicular height is 4

A. Quiz' For a right circular cone with a slant *height of

13 cr.. and pernendicular height of 12 cm. find.

1. The circumference of its base.

2. The diameter of its base.

3. The total surface area.

B. Review quiz and homeWor%
1. Discuss different tynes of patterns for right

circular cones according to the dimensions of the

cones.
a. Conpare !2 and 43 f...on the homework assignment.

C. Classwork: Introduce ri-ht rectanpular Prism as a

piece o' duct mith ends.

1. '.equired: Fabricate a rectangular prisrl whose base is

2 by 2 and has a lenFth of 2'.

2. How many faces does the prism have?

3. Hol= many vertices does it have?

-4.. How many edges does it have?

5. Comnute the lateral suv.face area o the prisn.

Assignment.

1. Lay out and cut out, a Y.ectan::ular Prism with dimensions

3 cm. by 4 1/2 cm. and 8 cm. long. Find its total

surface area.

2. Lay out and cut out a rattern for a cone with base

diameter of 7 cm. and hei7ht of 9 cm. Find the area

of the base and lateral surface.
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Lesson 16

I. Patterns for a right triangular prism.

A. Review homework.

1. Form rectancrular 7risms and check measurements by

ratching hei7hts.

B. Usinr a demonstration rodel, show properties o a rUht

trian7u1ar prism.

1. Sides are rectanrles.

2. Bases in this c,se are equilaterP1 trianrles.

C. Teacher demonstrates stretchout of pattern noting

location of flans.

D. Classwork: Students construct pattern for a trian.c;ular

prism whose base ed7a is 2 (equilateral)

and whose per,,endicular height is 4 .

14 Students to predict the n)Amber o' vertices, edges

and faces.

2. Students calculate total surface area.

411-

B. Classwork and assignment.

1. Lay out and cut out pattern for the followinp geometric

solids and find the total surface areas.

a. Cylinder. base 5 cm. in diameter, height 8 cm.

b. Rectan7ular nrism. 1* x 1. x 1 .

c. Triangular prism: base an equilateral trianple
with edge of 2 cm.; heijht 2 cm.

18
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Lesson 17

I. Pattern for a tetrahedron.

A. Quiz. Find the number of:
1. Edges in a rectan7ular nrism.
2. Nrertices in a rectangular prism.
3. Faces in a rectan7ular prism.
4. Fa.ces in a triangular nrism.
5. Vertices in a triangular prism.

B. Revie quiz and homework.
1. Assemble solids from patterns made for homework.

C. Using a demonstration model, show the properties of a
tetrahedron.
1. Definition: A solid having four congruent faces

each an equilaterll triangle:
2. Demonstrate: The development of a pattern by:

a. A stretchout of the pattern for the model.

b. Construction by compass and straightedge.

D. Classworkt Construct a tetrahedron with an edge of 2
a. Bisect each side of the triangle.
b. Connect midpoints, forming four equilateral

triangles.
c. Drwr flans, one flan for each pair of adjoining

edges.

2. Discuss propertl...s.

a. Type of face.

b. Number of vertices, edges, and faces.
c. Find total surface area.

i. By sum or four areas.
ii. By area of totri. pattern (less flaps).

19
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Lesson 17 (cont.)

E. Classwork and essi&nrent. Lay out and cut out patterns
for the solids imlicated. Find the total surface area of
each.

1. Tetrehedron. Ed,e. 5 cm.

2. Trianemler nrism; Base edge 5 cn.. pemendicular
height 8 cm.

Lesson 18

I. Review properties of a tetrahedron

A. Students fabricRte patterns.
1. Discuss rroperites of a tetrehedron.
2. Check dinenions by matching tetrahedrons.

II. Introduce pattern for a pyramid.

A. Using a demonstration model, develop the definition of a
re,rular pyramid.

1. Base is a regular polygon and anex Is on a line
throur.h the center of the base pernendiculeue to the
base.

2. The lateral faces are isosceles triangles having a
common vertex called the aPex of the pyremid.

B. Using a demonstration model, demonstrate the three
different heights of a pyramid.
1. Pernenaicular height of a reefuler pyramid

is the distance from the center of the base to the
. apex.

2. Edge height is the lerrth of one of the equal sides
of the isosceles triangles that constitute a !'ece of
the pyramid.

3. The slant heiRht is the altitude of One of the
triangular faces drawn from the anex.

C. Use the method of triangulation to deterrine the
true length of an oblique line serrent.
1. Find the edrre heiRht of a square pyramid whose

base is on each edge and Olose base is 2. on each
edpe and whose perpendicular height is 4'.

a. Construct a drawing of the base.
b. Draw the diagonals of the square.

20
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Lesson 18 (cont.)

c. Using half a diagonal as base for a right triangle

and perpendicular height (4") as the other leg, the jly-

potenuse will represent the length of the desired edge

height.

,

di1400M1

D. Classwork: Construct a pattern for a square pyramid as

described (above).

1. Construct the square base.

2. Construct an isosceles triangle on each side of

the square using the edge height as the length

of the equal sides.

3. Locate flaps.

Assignment: Construct pattern for a ,uare pyramid with the given

dimensions. Edge of base 6 cm., perpendicular height 4 cm.

1. Find the slant height of a triangular face.

2. 'Find the edge height.

3. Find the total surface area. (Not flaps).

4. Construct the pattern for pyramid and cut it out.

$

to,.
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Lesson 19

/. Review parts of a square pyramid.

A. Use acetate overlay for overhead projector.

1. Pictorial view of pyramid: draw altitudes.

11. A better pattern design for a pyramid.

A. Using a demonstration model:
1. Cut off the base and cut along one lateral edge.

2. On overhead projector reassemble the four faces

meeting at the apex and attach the base to the base edge

of one isosceles t

3. Note that sina II-Effreii; heights are equal,

the vertices at the base edges lie on a circle

with center at the apex.

a. Note similarity to the pattern far a right cone.

B. Demonstrate the construction on blackboard.

1. Choose an appropriate point for the apex.

Name it A.
2. Set compassopening to the edge height.

3. With point A as center draw a circle with this

setting.
4. Set compass to length of an edge of the

base of the pyramid.

5. From a convenient point on the above circle

mark off four equal arcs of the circle.

6. Draw the chords of these arcs, forming the

bases of four isosceles triangles.

22
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Lesson 19 (cont.)

7. Construct a square on the base edge of one of

the triangles..
8. Draw the flaps, making one flap for each pair

of adjacent edges.

C. Compare the two methods for ease Of fabrication.

D. Review homework.

E. Classwork: Construct a pattern for the same pyramid in

the homework using the second method of

construction.

Assignment:

1 . Complete classwork.
2. Construct a square pyramid with a 5 cm. base.and 10 cm.

perpendicular height.

Lesson 20

I. Introduction to the triangular pyramid.'

A. Review identification of paits'Of a *Square pyramid.

1. Number of faces , vertices , edges apex,

three altitudes.

B. Review homework

C. Using a demonstration model, introduce the triangular

pyramid,
1. Differentiate from the tetrahedron, due to

perpendicaar height variation in the pyramid.

D. Construct the pattern for a right triangular pyramid with

an equilateral triangle for a base.

1. Demonstrate construction using a base edge of 2"

and edge height of 4",
a. Label all vertices.

E. Classwork and assignment:
1. Construct a triangular pyramid with base 4" and

edge height 6".
2. Construct a square pyramid with the same edge

ditensions as Problem 1.

23
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Lesson 21

I.

kid

3

Introduction to the hexagonal prism.

A. Classwork
1. Construct a triangular prism with base edge 3"

and edge height 5".

B. Introduce a hexagon.
1. Definition: A six-sided plane figure in which all

edges are equal and internal angles
are equal.

2. Construct an inscribed polygon with edge equal to
a radius of the circle.

3. Explain the dimensions:
a. Across the pclints or across the corners.
b. ,TtiiTaczTai ats.

C. Using a demonstration model, introduce the hexagonal prism.
1. Indicate the two bases as hexagons, six sides as

rectangles.
2. Develop the stretchout on the board by rolling the

pattern and tracing the faces.
3. Note that the hexagonal bases can be made as six

equilateral triangles.

24
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Lasumn 21.(ean*.)

D. Classwork: Construct a hexagonal prism with the distance

across the points 6" and height 4",

1. Construct the lateral faces as adjacent congruent

rectangles.
a. Each base edge is half the distance across the

flats.

2. Construct bases, beginning with one equilateral

triangle, to locate the center of the construction

circle.

Assignment:

1. Construct a right hexagonal prism: distance

across the points is 12 cm. and height is 10 cm.

2. Find the surface area of the hexagonal prism.

Lest= 22

I. Intorduction to the hexagonal pyramid.

A. Quiz: Tell the number of each part in a hexagonal prism:

1. Vertices
2. Faces

3. Edges

B. Review construction of a hexagonal prism.

1. Fabricate the pattern. Review homewprk.

C. Introduce the pattern for the right hexagonal pyramid.

1. Relate to the square pyramid.

a. Review the three altitudes of a square

pyramid (Lesson 16).

b. Similar properties for the altitudes

of the hexagonal pyramid.

c. Again stress the method of triangulation

to find dimensions of oblique line segments.

D. Classwork: Lay out on paper a pattern for a hexagonal

pyramid having a perpendicular height of

6" and 4" across the corners.

25
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Lesson 22 (cont.)

E. Discuss octagonal prism and pyramid.

F. Classwork and assignment: Lay out and cut out patterns

for two congruent hexagonal pyramids and one right
hexagonal prism. Dimensions of each. base 8 cm. across

the corners and perpendicular height 6 cm.

Lesson 23

I. Introduction to the octagonal prism and pyramid.

A. Check homework: Match a set of patterns to check accuracy.

1. Students glue a pyramid to each base of the
prism.

2. Check for accuracy of design and neatness of
fabrication.

B. Introduce properties of a regular octagon.
1. Eight sides, vertices, equal anaos.
2. Method cf construction.

a. Draw a circle and locate its center.
b. Construct perpendicular diameters.

i. Extend bisectors through ceater
of circle.

o. Connect consecutive points of
intersection of these four diameters
with the circle.

C. Classwork: Construct a pattern for a right octagonal
prism.

1. Dimensions 44 across the points, altitude 8".

D. Construct a pattern for a right octagonal pyramid.
1. Same dimensions as abova.
2. Determine the slant height by triangulation.
S. Construct the side faces as sectors of a circle.

E. Fabricate each pattern.

26
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Lesson 23 (cont.)

fissignment:

1. Find three different altitudes of the octagonal
pyramid in part D above. Check your calculations

tomorrow with the measurements of the pyramid. .

2. Construct (lay out and cut out) two octagonal
pyramids and one octagonal prism with dimensions
4" across the flats and 5" altitude.

Lesson 24

I. Introduction to the right pentagonal prism.

A. Assemble last night's patterns.
1. Evaluate work for a grade.
2. Form one compound geometric solid by gluing

octagonal pyramids on the bases of the octagonal
prism.
a. Check for tolerance in measurement.

B. Using a demonstration model, introduce the.pentagon.
1. Properties of a regular pentagon.

a. Five equal sides which form chords of a
circle.

b. Central angles determined are each 72 degrees.
2. Discuss technique for finding the size of each base

angle in one of the five congruent triangles of a
pentagon.

360 - 72

a.
2

C. Classwork: Ccostruct a pentagon with edge of 2".

1. Start with a convenient line segment 2" long.
2. 'Using a base of 2" construct an isosceles triangle

with base angles of 54 degrees each.
3. Draw a circle using the apex of the isosceles triangle

as center and one of the equal sides as radius.
4. Complete marking off equal chords and draw chords.

D. Classwork: Construct a pentagonal prism with base edge
of 3" and altitude 3..

Assignment:
1. Complete classwork
2. Construct two pentagonal pyramids base edge 3",

height 2".
27
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Lesson 25

I. Designing the pattern for,a compound figure.

A. Assemble patterns assigned for homework.

B. Classwork:
1. Construct a star, using your own individual design.

a. Pentagonal prism having squares for faces.

b. Two pentagonal pyramids to fit bases of prism.

c. Five square pyramids to fit faces.

Assignment: Complete classwork. Record total time required.

Lesson 26

I. Introduction to the octahedron.

A. Complete homework assignment. Find average time required.

1. Check for accuracy by matching parts.

2. Discuss tolerance when fitting parts.

B. Using a demonstration model introduce the octahedron.

1. Definition: A solid having eight faces.

2. Develop pattern as two square pyramids with

a common base.

C. Classwork:
1. Construct the pattern for an octahedron with

edge 2°.
a. Construct pattern as that for two square

pyramids but do not include the bases.

Assignment: Construct the patterns for three octahedrons.

Include gluing flaps. Record the total time

required.

1. 4" edge 2. 3" edge 3. 25 mm. edge.

28
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Lesson 27

I. Introduction to the icosahedron.

A. Complete fabrication of ottahedrons.
1. Record average time required.

B. Using a demonstration model, introduce the icosahedron.
1. Definition: A polyhedron having twenty faces.
2. Develop stretchout with students.

C. Classwork: Construct a pattern for an icosahedron with
2" edges.

Assignment: Construct patterns for icosahedrons with:

1. 1' edges 2. 35mm. edges

The mathematics teacher will now place special emphasis on

the design and fabrication of Christmas tree decorations for a

local business office which had already been contacted by the

students from their English class.

Beginning with the next lesson, the class will design and

fabricate decorations using aluminum-laminated paper supplied by

a local manufacturer. The teacher will emphasize the need for

careful work, since the decorations will be put on display in an

office building. The students will be expected to record the

number of minutes required to complete each gebmetric solid, so

that the class may develop an accurate record of the man-hours

of work required for the entire project.

29
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of rr.7......3,-5 production project.

dcnts
patterns of iccE21...edra.

-troduc

c tu

,-,...vncept of a frustum of a solid.

with the concept of a cutting plane
with the sawing c: a lare

41 474 -.. at an oblique angle.
development of .the frIstum o:7 a

,are pyramid..4:

a .-
two edges of the cut parallel to the
of the sides of the pyramid.

;_op lengths of edges of the frust-um
..,hniques taught in mechanical

beginning with 3-view drawings.

.0.

b

udents
a frustum of a

p4ar",aeldlgeel
1. -...

_ .

square pyramid.
of base 2".

to the base.

r-acher
plans for study of fabrication

_ Stres,
Stres,

-s-e decorations.

samples of material used.
for care in fabrication.

<.-sed for recording of time required.

cv°

construction of pattern for frustum of
pyramid.
set of six (6) each:

Cons;
with 1:' edges.

a. -
sz. with 2' edres.

Keen of time used for construction of each
typ'e -_-.attern and total time required.

Keep of the number of square feet of
z,equired.

icate patterns of last night's assi7nment.

Az__ of each pattern fabricated.

2. Tc--- -time used to draw and fabricate all patterns.
of square feet of material used (also waste).
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Lesson 29 (cont.)

B. Teacher emphasizes importance of economy to an industry
and this project.

II. Teacher reviews techniques of developing the frustum of a
pyramid.

A. Students assigned to design a frustum of a pentagonal
pyramid from 3-view drawings.
L. Edge of base 2' , height of pyramid
2. Cutting plane parallel to only one edge of the base.

B. Students assigned to draw patterns for a set of six
3° cubes.

Lesson 30

I. Students fabricate patterns of last evening.

A. Students again record time, material, number of patterns.

II. Teacher introduces the parallelepiped.

A. Demonstrates stretchout of pattern.

B. Students assignod to draw patterns for parallelepipeds
with 2' edges.

III. Students assigned to draw six (6) patterns for cubes with
4" edges.

Li Assignment: Complete work assigned in class. Keep record of time,
material used, and number of patterns completed.

i7

1

-J

Lesson 31

I. Students fabricate patterns from last night's assignment.

A. Record time, number of patterns, amount of material used.

31
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Lesson 31 (cont.)

II. Introduce concept of those triangular pyramids which will fit
inside a right rectangular prism using all the space inside
the prism.

A. Students assigned to design original patterns for the
project.

III. Students assigned to draw a set of three parallelepipeds
having 3" edges.

Assignment: Complete work assigned in class. Record time,

material, and number of patterns made.

Lesson 32

I. Students fabricate patterns from last evening.

A. Again record data.

II. Introduce the dodecahedron.

A. First, as two hexagonal pyramids with a common base.

B. Contract four dodecahedra with 2" edges.
1. Discuss construction of the pattern.
2. Look for shortcuts in construction.

Assigmbent:

1. Complete patterns for dodecahedra.
2. Construct pattern for a set of three (3)

parallelepipeds with 2 edges.

Lesson 33

I. Volume of geometric solids.

A. Teacher develops intuitive concept of volume.
1. Using a marble as a unit of volume, estimate the

number of these which will fit in a given container
(cup, box).
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Lesson 33 (cont.)

a. Use a ve,loiety of containers, but
use mnlues of a constant size.

b. Test some estimates by filling the
container with marbles and counting
the number required.

2. Introduce the concept of units of volume as used
in industry.
a. The number of cans which fit in a carton.
b. The number of cars which fit in a car-carrier.
c. The number of ice cream containers which

fit in a frozen food locker.
3. Introduce the 1" cube as a convenient unit of volume

because of the ease in picturing an array of cubes.

B. Display the building of iectangular solids using 1" cubes.
1. Determine the number of 1" cubes which can be

stored in a rectangular prism 3" x 4" x 5";
a. Draw a 3" x 4" rectangle on the overhead

projector.
b. Show how a cubic inch is built upon each

square inch of the base.
c. Build layers of cubic inches that fill.

the 5" height.
2. Students repeat the demonstration with rectangular

prism 2" x 3" x 4.

C. Develop the formula for the volume of a right rectangular
prism.
1. Stress the 1-1 correspondence between:
a. The number of square inches in the base

of the rectangular prism and the number
of cubic inches wbich will fit in the
solid.

b. The number of inches in the height and the number of
layers of cubes which will fit in the solid.

c. The volume formula then becomes the product
of: (the number of cubic inches of these
which will fit in the height of the prism).

33
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Name

,ssignment: Lesson 33

Date

Determine the volume of each of the rectangular prisms.
Find the volume in two ways, using two different bases.



Lesson 33 (cont.)

D. Demonstrate the volume formula.
1. Given a rectangular prism with dimensions: x 4h x 5".

a. Determine which dimensions shall be used

far the base.
b. Stress the 1-1 correspondence between

the area of the base and the number of
cubes in one layer.

i. Thus the conversion: volume
equals the product of the area
of the base times the height
of the prism (in the same
basic unit).

2. Choose a different pair of dimensions for a base
and develop the volume of the same prism.

3. Students should demonstrate the volume formula for
other rectangular prisms.

1 Assignment: Determine the volume of each of the rectangular prisms
for which their dimensions are given. rind the

volume two ways, using two different bases.
(Hectographed page.)

Lesson 34

I. Geometric solids: volume.

A. Assign project to class - one week's work.
1. Patterns for six basic geometric solids to be drawn

and fabricated for display.
a. Right rectangular prism.
b. Right circular cylinder.
c. Right circular cone.
d. Right hexagonal prism.
e. Right hexagonal pyramid.
f. Right octagonal prism.

2. Teacher assigns dimensions with heights the sane.

3. All fabricated projects are to be mounted on

display board.
Haterial is folding boxboard.

34
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Name Date

Assignment: Lesson 34

Find the dimensions whidh may be missing from each object
represented.

1. Find volume.

If

4r"
3. Find width of base.

2. Find height.

1/45

I/ yrt 00 c.f.i."

I. Find height.

of

5. Find le gth of base. 6. Find height.
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0

0

0

Lesson 34 (cont.)

B. Review homework.
1. Discuss units of volume and their relation co other

units.

C. Formula for volume of a right rectangular prim.
1. V = (area of base) x height.

a. All measures in the same linear unit.
Vglxwx h.

D. Classwork on finding ydssing dimensions of rectangular
prism.
1. Develop concept of dividing a number for area

by a nusiber representing a linear measure to
obtain a number representing a linear measure.

2. Develop concept of dividing a number for
volume by a number representing area to obtain
a linear measure.

Assignment: Find the dimensions which may be missing from each
object represented.

1

J

Lesson 35

I. Volume of geometric solids.

A. Quick review of formula for volume of a right rectangular
prism.

B. Review homework

C. Volume of other basic prisms.
1. Classwork with demonstration using other right prisms.

Assignment: Complete hectographed assignment. Continue work
on project.

35
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Name

Assignment: Lesson 35

Find the volume of each of the following geometric solids.

,se the formula V = (area of base) x height.

Date

L. 2.

e

ifmer'

4.

172
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Lesson 36

I. Volume of geometric solids.

A. Quiz
1. Find the 431ume of a rectangular prism 3" x 6" x 9".

2. Find the measure of a side of a square prism whose
altitude is 8 cm. and whose volume is 72 cubic cm.

B. Review quiz and homework.
1. Review volume formula for prisms.

C. Introduce volume formula for a right circular cylinder.

D. Introduce and develop volume formula for a cone.
1. Laboratory approach, using previously made models.

a. Models of cylinder and cone each with
4" diamter for the bases and 4" altitude.

b. Fill cone with sand and pour into cylinder.

i. Develop concept that a right
circular cone has 1/3rd the volume
of a right circular cylinder
having the same base and altitude.

c. Volume of a cone = 1/3 (area of base) x
(perpendicular height).

2. Classwork: Find the volume of each of the cones
for the dimenaions given:

a. Base diameter 14", perpendicular height 10".
b. Base diamter 8", 7erpendicular height 12".
c. Base diameter 12", perpendicular height 8".
d. Base diameter 8', slant height 10".

Assignment: Complete classwork and projects.

Lesson 37

I. Volume of geometric solids.

A. Quiz
1. Find the volume of a cone 12" across the base

and 12" in perpendicular height.
2. Find the volume of a circular cylinder with a

base of 12" and 12" in perpendicular height.
3. Find the volume of a hexagonal prism whose base

edge is 3" and perpendicular height is 8".

9

36
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Lopoon 37

B. Review quiz and homework.

C. Classwork: rind the volume and lateral surface area of
each of the following figures:

1. Right circular cone: base 20 feet and perpendicular

height 25 feet.
2. .Hexagonal prism 5 cm. on each edge of the base and

35 cm. in perpendicular height.

Assignment: Complete classwork and continue work on projects.

Lesson 38

I. Volume of geometric solids.

A. Review homework and review for exam.

B. Begin to collect projects and display them on board.

Lessons 39 and 40

I. Collect projects and review for exam.

37
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Unit 3 of Shop Mathematics I
Densities of Materials

Lesson 1. III

I. Special similar right triangles: Introduction to Trigpnometry

A. Simklar triangles.
1. Illustrate and define similar triangles.

a. 1-1 correspondence between parts.
b. Corresponding angles are equal.'
c. Correspondence of sides must be in the same ratio.
d. Corresponding sides need not be equal but may be.

2. Property of Isosceles right triangles.
a. On graph paper draw series of isosceles r1ght

triangles.
b. Students observe properties.

i. All isosceles right triangles are similar.

3. Property of 30-60-90- degree right triangles.
a. Construct a 30 - 60 - 90 degree right triangle on

graph paper using a protractor and straight edge.
1. Lab61 vertices A, B, C.

b. Double the legs of the triangle in 3a, construct
triangle label A; B; D!

c. Triple the length of the legs in triangle 3a,
construct triangle label A", B", C".

d. Cut out smallest (1st constructed) and match angles
with other 2 triangles.

i. Conclusion: Three triangles are similar
ii. Conclusion: All 30-60-90- degree triangles are

similar.

B. Classwork and assignment

1. On graph paper draw a right triangle with legs 40 squares
long and 20 squares long. Draw the hypotenuse.
Draw perpendicular to the 40 unit.leg at these distances
from the vertex having the acute angle:

10, 16, 20, 24, 30, 36.

1
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Lesson 2

I. Ratios of corresponding side-lengths of right triangles.

A. Review definition of similar triangles.

1. All isosceles right triangles are similar.

2. All 30-60-90 degree triangles are similar.

B. Discuss ratio of the legs of the smallest acute angle in

last night's assignment.
1. Discuss the angle 9 (theta) belonging to all the right

triangles. 6 ABC, bAB1C1 ,A1AB2C2 , etc.

2. Qiw=
a. o acute angles of a right triangle are complementary.

b. Complements of equal angles are equal.

3. All the right triangles in the figure are constructed

for homework are similar.

4. Compare ratios of the smaller leg to larger leg of each

triangle by counting the grid units for each.

BC B1 C
1

B2 C
2

B3C
3

B4
4.

C..* Br.0
5

a. Observe: ,11 0 il MMOMMIIMOMND

AC ACI AC2 AC3 AC4 AC5

I. In each of these triangles, 0 is the smaller

acute angle.

ii. In each triangle, side opposite vertex A isiNk

smaller leg and the side adjacent to vertex A

is the longer leg.

b. Conclusion: in similar right triangles, the ratio

of the side opposite the smaller of the acute angles

to the side adjacent to the same angle is constant.

5. Construct a series of similar right triangles by drawing

lines parallel to side AC of the triangle in last night's

assignment. Then points B5, B, B3, B2, B1 art determined.

a. Compare ratio of shorter leg to longer leg in each

right triangle.

b. Conclusion: ratios are equal.

C. Classwork and assignment.

I. On graph paper construct four right triangles:

2
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Lesson 2 (continued)

a. Legs:, 8 units and 10 units.
b. Legs: 12 units and 15 units.
c. Legs: 4 units and 5 units.
d. Legs: 16 units and 20 units.

2. Measure the angle opposite the shorter side of each
triangle.

3. Measure the other acute angle.



Lesson 3

I. Variation in ratio of sides with change in an angle of a triangle

A. Review homework:

1. Note: In similar right triangles tile corresponding ratios

of the shorter side to larger side (legs) in all the

triangles is constant.

B. Develop the concept of the change in ratio of the opposite side

to the adjacent side of an acute angle of a right triangle as

the angle increases from 100 to 800.

1. Construct a series of right triangles with a constant

adjacent side (4") Increase the acute angle 100 in each

succeeding triangle.

a.

b.

C.

4"

20

80

4"

4"

4

160

a for 100, ratio a

al for 200, ratio 23.
4"

for 800, ratio a7

a
7

4"



[I Lesson 3 (contld)

(I

El

2. Discuss: The change in the ratios of side lengths would be the

same regardless of the lengths assigned to the adjacent

side.

3. Discuss the other ratios

a. Opposite side
hypothenuse

b. adjacent side
hypothenuse

4. Make chart with approximate rules for

20°, 30°, 40° , 04.0 80°4

Name

a. List the ratios of lengths of
angle sizes.

Ratio

the acute angles 100

sides corresponding to the

100 20° 300 400 50° 60 70° 80°

opposite side

,

adlacent side

opposite side
'hypotenuse

.

.,.........................__.___

adjacent side
hypotenuse

$



Lesson 3 (continued)

5. Names assigned to the 3 ratios in chart.

b. sine of an angle

c. cosine of an angle

d. tangent of an angle

6. Discuss 1-1 correspondence used in establishing a ratio.

a. Names of sides of a right triangle and numbers substituted
for the names.

7. Introduce trig tables

a. Examine table for sine of an angle as decimal fractions.

b. Compose sine of certain angles from table with common
fractions previously used.

8. Using table, find ratio for:

a. sine of 100

b. sine of 20°

c. sine of 30° etc.

d. compare with common fractions in the table of part 4 above.

9. Discuss approximations of ratios

a. Due to round off from division.

Assignment: Study the trig ratios

1. Sine of an angle = opposite side
hypothenuse

2. Cosine of an angle = adjacent side
hypothenuse

3. Tangent Of an angle = opposite side

6

adjacent side

182
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Lesson 3 (contld)

Using table 11 in text, find the number assigned to

4. sine 15°=

5. sine 24°=

6. sine 39°=

7. sine 450=

8. sine 66°=

9. sine 4°=

7

10. sine 88°=



Lesson 4

I. The three basic trigonometric ratios.

A. Quiz
Give ratios according to opposite side, adjacent side, and
hypotenuse.

1. sine of an angle =

2. cosine of an angle =

3. tangent of an angle =

B. Review quiz

C. Review homework

D. Develope general definitions for 3 trig ratios with
abbreviations.

1. Use iriangle for model on board or overhead projector

2. Lable vertices and sides

3. Abbreviations

a. sine of angle A is abbreviated sin A

b. cosine of angle A is abbreviated cos A

c. tangent angle A is abbreviated tan A

4. Symbolic representations:

a. sine A = a/c = opposite side
hypothenuse

b. cos A = b/c = adjacent side
hypothenuse

c. tan A = a/b = opposite side
adjacent side

5. Have students in class give answers for

a. siLA B = b. cos B = C. tan B =

8
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a

B

Ti

-1

Name

Assignment: Lesson 4 List on seperate
1. The size of the acute angles of
2. The length of the sides of each

Date

tables:
each given triangle.
triangle in millimeters.

E:
3. List the ratio of the sides (in pairs) of each triangle:

a) as common fractions b) as decimal fractions.

1 65



Lesson 4 cont'd

E. Classwork: Ditto sheet: List sine, cosine, and tangent for each
acute angle in the following right triangle.

Assignment: Study trig ratios
Complete Ditto Sheet

Problem
#

Size

A

of
(Degrees)

B

angles

C

Length

a

of Sides
(mm.)
b c

1.

I

2.
i

3.

4.

-

S.

6.

-

Ratios of sides

As common fractions As decimal fractions

Sin A Sin :- Cos A Cos B Sin A Sin B Cos A Cos B

...

. ,

9
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Lesson 5

I. Using the tables of trigonometric functions.

A. Quiz: Given the following right triangle, state the

ratios for:
1. Sin angle *
2. Cos angle *

3. Tan angle *

4. Sin ? =

5. Cos ? =

6. Tan ? =

B. Review quiz, review homework.

1. Ccaplete the table of ratios.

a. Review method of changing common fractions to

decimal fractions.

C. Introduce: Using the tables of trigonometric functions

to find the sine ratio of an angle.

1. Compare decimal quotients for problems to trigonometric

ratios in the tables.
a. Show that the decimal numerals express a ratio.

E. Classwork: Practice use of trigonometric talaes. Find:

1. sin 18°

2. sin 110 251

3. sin 580 SO'

4. sin 73° 33'

F. Finding cosine of an angle, using the trigonometric tables.

1. Relate to finding sine of an angle.

2. Find sin 30°.

3. Find cos 30°.

4. Repeat for 42°, 590, 60°, 141, 19°, 41.

G. Finding the tangent and cotangent of an angle, using the

trigonometric tables.

H. Classwork and assignment:
1. Complete Slade and Margolis: page 286, #1 to 20.

Reference: Slade and Margolis, Mathematics for Technical

and Vocational Schools, 4th edition, John Wiley, 1955.

10



Lesson 6

I. Using the trig tables.

A. Quiz: Using table, find:

1. Sin 18° 21' =

2. Cos 46° 39' =

3. Tan 20 8' =
4. Cotan 590 18' =

B. Review Quiz

C. Review homework

D. Classwork: Slade and Margolis
page 2E7, 1 to 15

Lesson 7

I. Addition and subtraction of angles

A. Quiz: USi213 tables find:

1. Tan 710 43: =

2. Cos 71° 43' =

3. Cot 38° 1' =

4. Sin 430 53' =

B. Review Homework

C. Review Quiz

11
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Lesson 7 cont'd

D. Review addition and subtraction of angles whose measure
are in degrees and minutes. Classwork:

1. add 37°41' 4109 49°8' 3°2' 22°45'
18°11' 8°15' 40052' 8°59' 114056'

2. subtract 37041' 41°91 49°8' 63°2' 222045'
18°11' 8°15' 40052' 8°59' 114°56'

3. Classwork and assignment: Page 85: 1 to 12
in Slade and Margolis

Lesson 8

I. Using the trigonometric functions

A. Quiz: Add: 1. 6°42'
12° 9'

2. 46°18'

39°44'

Subtract: 3. 75°52' 4. 84°19'
48°44' 53037'

B. Review quiz

C. Review homework

1. Sur of interior angles of triangles = 1800

2. Complementary angles

3. Two acute angles of right triangles are complimentary.

D. Introduce: technique for finding the lengths of sides, size
of anglls of a right triangle when two parts are given.

12
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Lesson 8 (continued)

1. Construct triangle on graph paper.
a. Lay off given side, using grid line.
b. Find compliment of opposite angle.
d. Construct compliment at one endpoint right

angle at other endpoint.
e. Extend sides of angles to form triangle.

E. Classwork: Find the missing parts of the given right
triangles. Use the Pythagorean theorem for those where
applicable.

1. 2.

r/It

3.

A
4.

I
A

Assignment: Find sine, cosine, tangent, and cotangent ratios for
each acute angle in the four triangles above.

13



a

a

a

a

I

Lesson 9

I. Using the trigometric functions: sine and cosine.

A. Review homework. Stress that the process of construction
is time-consuming.

B. Finding missing parts of the right triangles:

1.

.
.00

!rt
I-

a. angle B = 90° - 36°

b. check missing sides of triangles.

i "a" is one of the missing sides

ii In what trig function does a appear in
a ratio for angle?

iii Discuss one unknown using sin A
but 2 unknown using tan and cot of angle A.

iv Use sin A = a

a. Calculate for "a"

a. Always start with trig function
sin A = a

b. Make necessary substitutions
sin 36° = a

12

c. Substitute .58779 for sin 36°

d. .58779 = a

14

i) Note a is less than 12.
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Lesson 9 (continued)

58779

e. 12 so a = 12(.58779)

3. Generalization.

a
a. Sine A = thus .58779 a

tr

b. c(sin A) = a thus a = 12(.58779).

4. Repeat the process to find side b.

5. Find angle B as the compliment of angle A.
c = 10

C. Repeat with class for this triangle.

1. Find a, I), and Angle B. A

2. Use relations: a = c(sin A) and b= c(cos A).

D. Classwork and assignment (Slade and Margolis)
Page 287 and 288. Do the examples for the

figures 237 and 238.
1. Carefully construct each triangle on graph paper.
2. Measure all sides and angles.
3. Then calculate to find missing parts.

Lesson 10

I. Using the sine and cosine functions.

A. Review homework.
1. Stress the purpose of the trigonometric ratios:

to save time.
2. Stress sequence of steps in calculating with the

trigonometric functions.
a. Sketch figures and label given parts.
b. Write the trigonometric functions for which

two variables are given and the unknown is in
the numerator of the fraction.

c. Make substitutions.
d. Solve for remaining variable by multiplication.

15
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Lesson 10 (continued)

B. Classwork and assignment: Slade and Margolis: Page 290,

#7, 8, 9.

1. Make a sketch of the triangle and label parts.

2. Use appropriate trig, function to solve.

Lesson 11

I. introduction to Secant and Cosecant functions.

A. Quiz: Give the four functions studied to date for angle 0

in the following right triangle.

B. Review quiz and homework.
I-

I. Determine unknown lengths and angles in each problem.

2. Must draw right triangle and lable parts gtven.

3. Determine function for which the unknown is in the

numerator and the other parts are known.

4. Set up each problem.

5. Find solutions.

C. Classwork: Slade and Margolis, page 290, #1

1. Given: a = 240 36' and a = 7" in triangle ABC.

Find: B, b, and c.

a. Draw figure and label
LA given parts.

i. Note: C is 90 angle

.4

1

Li

b. Determine functions
needed to solve for
missing parts.

A

2. Using method taught, solve for side

c (hypotenuse).
a. Can solve using Pythagorean theorem after

finding side b.

b. Cannot solve with trig, functions and method

taught.

16
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Lesson 11 (continued)

c. Introduce secant and cosecant ratios.

d. Tables for secant and cosecant.

3. Complete solving for side C using secant of angle A.

a. Secant of angle A is the ratio: hypotenuse

hyp. ad3acent side

b. sec A =a37

c. Thus: sec 24° 36' =
7

d. c = 7(sec 24° 36')

e. c = 7(1.0998)

4. Use same plan for cosecant A.

5. , Review relationship of six trigonometric functions.

E. Classwork and homework: Slade and Margolis: pg. 290

# 8, 4, 5. Draw figure for each problem.

Lesson 12

I. Using the secant and cosecant functions.

A. Review homework.
1. Stress sequence of steps in solving for missing parts.

B. Classwork.
1. Practice for finding missing side lengths using

secant and cosecant functions.

2. Use problems like those in Slade and Margolis,

pg. 290 #1-6.

Assignment: Slade and Margolis: pg. 290 #3, 6, 10

17
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Lesson 13

I. Using trigonometric functions to find angle size.

A. Quiz: Write six trig.
given triangle.

functions for angle 0 in theI
B. Review quiz and homework.

1. Stress need for a drawing of the figure.
2 Label known and unknown parts.
3. Determine function required for solution.

a. Use function which will have unknown in the
numerator.

C. Solving for angle when only the sides of a triangle are
known.

1
1. Find angle A when sinA =

a. Change 1/2 to decimal'form.
b. sin A = .5000

i. "Find the angle whose sine is .5000".
ii. From the tables under sine we see that 30

corresponds to the sine ratio .5000.
iii. Note an 1-1 correspondence.

2. Find missing parts of right triangle. Classwork.
a. Given: a = 7.5" and b = 8.75". Find A, B, and c.
b. Draw figure, label all given parts, solve.
C. Note different approaches to problem: Pythagorean

theorem.
Assignment: Slade and Margolis: page 291 (top) #2-10.

Lesson 14

I. Using trigonometric functions to finding angle sizes.

A. Quiz: Slade and Margolis, page 290 #10.

B. Review quiz and homework.

D. Classwork and homework. Slade and Margolis, page 291 (top)
#'5. Page 291 (Bottom #1, 2, 3, 4.

18
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Lesson 15

I. Finding angle sizes, given side measures of a right triangle.

A. Quiz: Slade amd Margolis, page 291 (bottom) #5.
B. Review quiz and homework.
C. Teacher introduces concept of determining angle sizes,

given two legs of a right triangle.
1. Students construct right triangle on graph paper.

a. Measure acute angles.
2. Students next establish tangent and cotangent ratios

for acute angles, using given measures for legs.
a. Use tables to find corresponding angle.

3. Students compare results of (la) and (2a).

D. Classwork and homework: Slade and Margolis, age 291, bottom
#6 to #10 inclusive. Follcm plan used in class.

Lesson 16

I. Finding the altitude of an isosceles triangle.

A. Quiz: Find the missing parts of the given right triangle.
1. Given: a = 6.5", c =11"

B. RevieJ quiz and hoinework.,

C. Finding the length of the altitude of an isosceles triangle.
1. Students construct the altitude of an isosceles triangle

using compass and straight edge.
2. Review properties of an isoscelse triangle and the

the altitude from the vertex of the angle opposite
the base.

A. Altitude to base bisects base and is perpendicular
to the base.

19
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Name

Assignment: Lesson 16

Date

1. Ccmstruct the altitude to the base of each isosceles

triangle.

2. Calculate the altitude by measuring the sides and using the

Pythagorean Theorem.
Calculate the altitude by using the trigonometric functions.

4. Compare your results.

A

...--
I

-......
1

__-----
A-- ,---

;

--......4

$

6 C......0.1W
r SAM MI.AMMaresamays..SM..t.'
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Lesson 16 (continued)

D. Classwork: Construct an isosceles triangle, legs 10",

base 12".
1. Draw triangle on graph paper.

2. Construct altitude from C to AB.

3. Measure altutude h.
4. Calculate fgr h, using Pythagorean

Theorem: 6 + h2 = 102

5. Solve for h using trig. functions.
6. Compare results of (3), (4), and (5).

Assignment: Problems on hectogreph.

1. Construct triangle and altitude.

2. Measure h.

3. Calculate h using Pythagorean theorem.
4. Calculate h using trig. functions.

Lesson 17

I. Finding the area of a hexagon.

A. Review homework.
1. Compare results by three methods.

B. Discuss the need to know both techniques of calculation.
1. Indicate which given conditions make the Pythagorean

theorem useful (two sides given).
2. Which given conditions make the trig, functions

useful (side and an angle given).

C. Introduce application to area measure.
1. Find area of hexagon with meastumment across the

corners of 18 inches.

if
a. Draw figure, label given dimension. %i:8

b. Analyze problem.
I(i. Six equilateral triangles.

2. Reproduce one of the six equilateral triangles.
a. Construct an altitude.

i. Base angles are 600.

b. Solve for h: sin 60° = h.
9

20
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Lesson 17 (continued)

c. Arta of triangle by formulas: A = 4bh = 19h
d. Area of hexagon is six times larger.

D. Classwork and assignment.
1. Slade and Margolis, pgs. 294, 295 #1-3

2. Find the area of a hexagon which can be inscribed

in a circle with radius 6".

Lesson 18

I. Finding area of a regular polygon, given the distance "across the

corners".

A. Review homework.

B. Develop technique for finding area of a pen.agon inscribed

in a circle of radius 10".

1. Draw pentagon. /\
/

a. Label parts giveL.

2. Find central angle: 360,-. / .9

180°-
5
72= N... .'

.

3. Find base angle: 54---r
4. Five isosceles triangles form the pentagon.

5. Reproduce one of,the isosceles triangles.
11-1

I

1-411

6. Use sine function to calculate altitude of triangle.

7. Calculate area of triangle, multiply by five.

C. The same method can be used for any regular polygcm

when distance across the corners is given.

Assignment: 1. Find area of a pentagon inscribed in a circle

of radius 12 inches.
2. Slade and Margolis: page 294, 295: #4, 5, 6.

21
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Lesson 19

I. Finding the area of a regular polygon, given the distance

"across the flats".

A, Review homework.
1. Stress meaning of "across the corners" i\

as the measure of the diameter of

a circumscribed circle.

B. Introduce the concept of the "distance across the flats".

1. Stress the meaning as the measure of the

diameter of the inscribed circle.

C. Develop the technique for finding the area of

a hexagon if the distance across the flats is -"X

1. Draw the hexagon and label parts.

2. Draw one of the six equilateral
triangles which can be fitted in

the hexagon.
3. Find the central angle: 3600= 600 .

4. Find one base Ingle: 6
1800 - 60 = 60 0

5. Find half of base using cosecant function:

i
i ....._..xx......

csc 60 = IL .
L

6. Find the length of the base.

7. Find the area of the triangle and multiply by xix.

D. Classwork and assignment.
1. Find area of a hexagon if the distance across the

flats is 8".
2. Find the area of a pentagon if the distance across

the flats is 8".

*3. Find the area of a nonagon (9-sided regmLar polygon)

if the distance across the flats is 10".

22
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Lesson 20

I. Application of trigonometric functions to volumes of prisms.

A. Quiz: Find the altitude of an isosceles triangle with
a vertex angle equal to 80° and base equal to 20".

B. Review quiz and homework

C. Introduce use of area
regular prisms.

1. Volume = (area
2. Review concept

then determine
the prism.

concepts to find volume of right

of base) x (height of prism).
of fitting one layer of cubes on base,
the number of layers needed to fill

D. Classwork
1. Find the volume of the following geometric solids,

using trig, functions where applicable.,
a. Right pentagonal prism, base inscribed in a 2:

radius circle and altitude of 4".
b. Right octagonal prism, base inscribed in a 2"

radius circle and altitude of 4".
c. Review terms: "across the points"7,andflacross the

flats".

Assignment: Find the volume of a right pentagonal prism,
base inscribed in a 3" radius circle and altitude 5".

Lesson 21

I. Angles of elevation and depression.

A. Review method of solving for area of any regular polygon.
1. Given dimensions across corners.
2. Given dimensions across the flats.
3. Given radius of inscribed or circumscribed circles.

B. Introduce angle of elevation and angle of depression.

1. Relate angle of elevation and angle of depression
to parallel lines and a transversal.

2. A film or film strip on the topic is helpful.
C. Classwork: Determining distances using angle of elevation

or depression
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Kame
Date

Assignment: Lesson 21

For each exercise, draw a figure, label all given parts,

calculate the desired distance using the Pythagorean theorem

or trigonometric functions.

1. A dam 15 feet high backs up the water in a lake for a horizontal

distance of 300 feet. What is the average slope of the ground at

the bottom of the lake from the base of the dam?

2. A railroad track rises 320 feet in one mile of track. What is the

angle it makes with the horizontal?

3. A stay wire from the top of a telephone pole to the ground is 117

feet long. If the wire forms an angle with the ground of 43 20',

how high is the pole?

4. An airplane is directly over a town, while an observer is 4 miles

distant from the town. If the angle of elevation of the plane is

17 14' when sighted from the observer, how high is it?

5 A straight railroad track rises 200 feet in one mile of trewk. What

is its inclinatton to the horizontal?

6. From a balloon, the angle of depretsion of a road intersection was

41 401. If the balloon was 855 feet high, how long was the straight

line from the balloon to the intersection?

7. A captive balloon is fastened by a cable 1,000 feet long. The balloon

is blown by the wind so that the cable makes an angle of 63 50' with

the*ground. How high is the captive balloon?

8. The distance, AC, on level ground along a stream is 83 feet. Point B

is on the opposite shore across from point C. Angle C in the triangle

determined is 90 and angle CAB is 33 ln'. How long is CB?

9. What is the angle of elevation of the sun when a monument 346 feet

high casts a shaiow 210 feet long?

10. The sides of a rectangular field are 890 yards and 540 yards. Find

the angle formed by a diagonal and one shorter side of the field.

11. A lighthouse rises 289 feet above sea level. As observed from a

ship, the angle of elevation of-ie top of the lighthouse is 9 26'.

How far is the lighthouse from tne ship?

12. An airplane is one mile from a tower in a horizontal distance. The

navigator of the airplane sights the top of the tower and measures the

angle of depression of the top of the tower as 28 35'. If the plane

is 3,500 feet high, what is the height of the tower?
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Assignment: Lesson 21 (continued)

13. A ladder leans against a house and stands on level.ground. If the
foot of the ladder is four feet from the house and the top of the
ladder is eleven feet from the ground, find, to the nearest
degree, the acute angle which the ladder makes with the 'round. How
long is the ladder?

14. In order to calculate the height of a mountain, a surveyor meastred
the angle of elevation of its top from point A and found it to be
17 18'. He then walked toward the mountain a distance of 3,200
feet in the same horizontal plane andlound the elevation to be
22 6'. How high was the mountain above the plane?

15. What is the angle of elevation of the sun when a tree casts a
shadow 1/3rd of its own height?
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Lesson 21 (continued)

1. A man standing 120 feet from the foot of a tower

finds that the angle of elevation of the top of the

tower is 51.3 Find the height of the chimney.

2. From the top of a building 160.2 feet high, the

angle of
depression of a car on a road is 260 20'.

How far is the car from the foot of the building?

Assignment: For each problem make a sketch and solve the problem.

1. At a horizontal distance of 112.0 feet from the base

of a tower, the angle of elevation of the top is 72 10'.

Find the height of the tower.

2. Find the angle of elevation of the sun when a tree

whose height is 96 feet casts a shadow 116 feet in

length.

3. What is the angle of elevation of an inclined plane

if it rises a foot in a horizontal distance lf 12'?

4. The Washington Monument is 565 feet high. What is

the angle of elevation of the top when viewed at a

distance of helf a mile?

Lesson 22

I. Finding angles of elevation and depression.

A. Review homework:
illustrations and problems on board.

B. Glasswork. Finding angle of elevation and depression.

1. A garage is made using gable rafters 10 feet long,

with a pitch of 20° . The rafters project one foot

beyond the walls of the garage. Find the height of

the ridgepole and the width of the garage.

Assignment: (hectographed
page.) Draw the figure for each problem,

lable all given parts. Do #2, 3, 4, 5.
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Lesson 23

I. Introduction to the concept of slope.

A. Slope is the ratio of the "rise to the run".
1. Recognize this ratio as the tangent ratio.
2. Illustrate with sets of stairs.

a. Give height between floors, horizontal length
across stairwell opening.

b. Show use of equivalent fractions and decimal
value to tangent ratio.

B. Classwork: Hetographed page: #1, 2.
Find the slope of the ground in each problem.

Assignment: Hectographed page: #6, 7, 8, 10, 13.
Find the slope of the oblique line in each problem.

Lesson 24

I. Application of trigonometric functions to slopes.

A. Quiz: Find the angle of elevation of a 40' long ladder
against a building if the foot of the ladder is 6
feet from the building. Draw figure showing the
situation.

B. Review quiz and homework.

1. Draw illustration of each problem, analyze, and solve.

C. Classwork and assignment: Hectographed sheet.
Complete #10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16.

Lesson 25

I. Application of trigonometric functions.

A. Quiz: Find the angles of an isosceles triangle if the
equal sides are each 12 inches and the base is 18 inches.

B. Review homework.

C. Classwork and assignment. New hectographed sheet, #1-7.
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Name
Date

Assignment: Lesson 25

1. Which of the following triples of numbers could be the lengths of the

sides of a right triangle?

a) 10, 24, 26 c) 7, 24, 25

b) 8, 14, 17 d) 9, 40, 41

2. Find the length of a diagonal of a square whose sides have length

twelve'? Units.

3. When propped against the side of a house, a ladder 18 feet long just

reaches a window sill. If the window sill is 15 feet above the ground,

how far from the side of the house is the foot of the ladder. Find

the angle of elevation formed by the ladder with level ground.

4. Two cars leave a town at the same time. One travels north at an

average rate of 30 m.p.h. and the other travels west at the average

rate of 40 m.p.h. Now fa, apart are the cars at the end of 1.5 hours?

5. IN the figure at the right:

AB = 38', BC = 60', and CD = 2'.

Find the length of AD.

.1

A

ir
awe... +ma a .ae... ammo..

6. The lengths of the legs of right triangle ABC are 15' and 8'. Find:

a) The length of the hypotenuse,

b) The length of the altitude on the hypotenr..,,

7. Refer to the drawing at the right.

Given a rectangular prism in which any

two intersecting lines are perpendicular; ./
find the lengths of AC and AD' using the .
given information.

,J
1 t. I..- -,".
; ,,,, .i

i..o/ '4
8. Refer to the figure at the right.

In the right rectangular prism,'find

the length of AY if AB = BC = 2' and

AW = 1'

A'-
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Luuson 26

ci

a

a

ci

'1

^1

I. Review of trigonometric functions.

A. Review homework.

1. Include question and answer period for test review.

Assfpnment: Study for test.

Lesson 27

I. Test.

A. Include for extra credit: In the rectanpular Prism
illustrated. find PY if AP = BC = 2, and AW = 1.

7.

Lesson 28
I)

I. Introduction to properties of materials.

A. Review test.

B. Basic raterials from metal and wood shops.

1. models of iron, aluminum, brass, lopper, wood, -inc,
plastic.

a. Select one set of models havina the same cross section
and lenpth.

2. Discuss the characteristics of the materials.

a. etal - wood - plastic.
i. Different color.

ii. Different feeling of softness, hardness, lold,
warn.

iii. Different weiaht.
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Lesson 28 (ccmtinued)

C. Discuss forms of each ofthe above materials.

1. Wood
a. Trees, boards, furniture, plymmod, paper.

2. Metals.
a. Sheet, bar stock, beams.

D. Uses of materials.
1. Varied, interchangable.

a. Metal has replaced wood.

b. Corrugated (paper) board has replaced wood.

0. Plastices have replaced metal, wood, paper, glass.

d. Industry looks for usage of yeterials for

new applications.

e. Factors involved with choice of materials.

.i. Strength, resistance to corrosion, cost,

weight, etc.

D. Weights of iron, brass, copper, aluminum.

1. Weights of each given in tables for one cubic foot.

Assignment: Given one cubic fcmt of iron in the form of a cube,

1. How many cubic inches are there in the cubic foot?

2. /f iron weights 480 lbs./cubic foot. Find the weight

in pounds of one cubic inch.

Show all calculations and pictorial views of the objects described.

Lesson 29

I. Introduction to concept of weight and density.

A. Review homework.
1. 1-1 correspondence between one cubic foot and

cubic inches.

2$ Conversion from lbs./ cubic foot to lbs./cubic inch.

D. Weights.
1. Meaning of weight.

a. Use two boys, one light and another heavy.

b. Comparison by lifting eaoh off the floor.

c. Student interpretation of weight.

d. Definition of weight.

27
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Lesson 29 (continued)

2. Weights and measures.
a. Standard.

i. English, metric.

3. Using pound as a unit of measure.

a. Refer to previous topics for meaning of a unit

of measure.

4. Some symbols for English system of weights.

a. Pound (lb.)

b. Oince (oz.): 16 mums = 1 lb.

o. Ton.

i. Long ton 2,200 lbs.

ii. Short ton 2,000 lbs.

C.. Weights of materials.

1. Refer to Table V, Slade amd Margolis, page 564.

a. Compare weights of:
iron, aluminum, brams, copper, white pine.

b. According to Table V,
i. What material weighs most?

ii. What materials has the least weight?

Assignment: Display a piece of bar stock. Students take necessary

measurements to:
1. Compute the base area (cross sectional area).

2. Compute surface area (total).

3. Compute volume.
Determien weight to nearest hundredth of a

pound.
5 Determine weight to the nearest ounce.

Lesson 30

I. Calculation, using density, to find weight of an object.

A. Review homework.
1. Inform class of need to review area and volume of

geometric forms.

2. Student review of homewmk problems at the board.

a. Isometric view of prism.

b. Compute volume and weight of prism.

1. If volume is in cubic inches, change density

to lbs./cu. inch.
ii. Discuss simplicity of problem when corres-

ponding units of measure are used.
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Lesson 30 (continued)

B. Classwork and homework.

1. Comnute weirht of the followinl objects:

a. Hexaronal iron bar, 14 across the corners,

4" lona.
i. Assume the density of iron is 480 lbs./cu. fi.

b. Flat iron stock with 14 x 114' base, 5" lonF.

i. Assume the dansity of iron i 400 lbs./cu. ft.

Lesson 31

I. Calcu1atinc3 to find weight, given density.

A. Review homework.

1. Develop format for problem solvina.

a. Order the steps in find a soulution.

2. Students put homework problems on board.

a. Isometric view included.

b. Use of formulas for volume included.

B. Classwork and assignment.

1. Display model of square aluminum bar stock.

a. Dimensions! 3/4' x 3/ 4. cross section 5 1/2' long.

2. Find density of aluminum in tables.

3. Compute weight of stock.

4. Display model of flat iron stock.

a. Dimensions: cross section 4 x 1/2:', 6' lonp.

b. Complete drawinr:s ane. calculatlons.

Lesson 32

I. Calculations for w6ight

A. Review homework.

1. Two students at board for each prtblem.

a. One for drawing and other for computation.

B. Classwork and hcrmawork

1. Find the surface area ane weight of each object.

a. 1/2" mand stock 8' long, made of iron.

b. 2" x 1/2' flat stock 3" long made of copper.

29
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Lesson 33

I. Weight of materials.

A. Review homework.
1. Stress neatness, orocedure in solvinF problem.

B. Classwork and homework.
1. Find weight of each of the following!

a. Octagonal stock: 1" across the corners, 6" long,

made of brass.
b. Octaronal stock: 1" across the flats, 6" 2onft,

made of aluminum.

Lesson 34

I. Introduction to determininF length of bar stock having a required

weight.

A. Develop the technique for finding a length of required
weight.

1. Volume = (area of cross section) x length of prism.

2. Weight (lbs.) = volume (cu. ft.) x density (lbs./cu.
ft.)

3. Thus!
Weight = (area of cross section) x length x density.

L. Make all substitutions, simnlify calculations, then
solve for length using division axiom.

B. Classwork and assignment:
1. Find the lenqth of bar stock to give the required weight.

a. HexaFonal iron stock, 1/2" across the corners.

7.7). Round aluminum stock, I:: diameter.

c. Square iron stock, 1" on each edge.
d. Rectangular iron stock: L x 1/2" in cross section.

Lesson 35

I. Determininrr length of bar stock havin7 a required weight.

A. Review homework.
1. Stress technique of substitution and using the division

axiom to solve for length.
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Lesson 35 (conenue)

B. Clraswoe-. Pin V:s o' stoc% to givi ths require:.

weight.
1. %exaonal iren stoce.! 1/2- across thn

2. ::ound iron stool!: 1/4. in f.l.anster.

3. Squarz, L.,on sto& 3/4. on eaet edge.

4. "ectangulnr aluminum Stool:. 3/4' .1: 1

section.

Lessons 36 - 3C

flats.

1/2" in cross

I. Introduction to in,2ividua1 prolects on cletermininF the 1an.l.t

of stoe: required weig'It.

A. Sad:. stui2ent is assined thmi ,1.'frnnt types ai.:(1 sizos

of bar stool: anl
1. rach must calculate t31. 1en2th of stock necessary to

yie1 0. a piece of rsquire..1

2. Each must d:.i.aw orthogranhic nrojection and an
isometric ,lrm/in7, of tIle.required piece of bar stock.

3. Each stu3ent nust go tee metal shon, cut off 1en7.th

o eaek 3lar storA rsquired.
U. r.7.ch stuisnt must weight pieces a! bar stoez.

a. In scienc.1

5. l'ach stalent conms actu7.11 wcielt to dssivee

might

Lasson

I. Test on use of trigonmetI:T in aetermining th!.% voluma and wei7,1rt o:

prisos.
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UNIT4
MATHEM.AMATICS Or PACKAGING
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Project 4 Packaging

Mathematics topic: Paper box design and fabrication.

Lesson 1.

I. Introduction to paper box design and fabrication.

A. Universal use of paper packages, cartons, and paper boxes
throughout this country.

1. Demonstrate samples, indicating the variety of
companies, variety of shapes and sizes.

2. Open discussion with students concerning the varied
uses of paper cartons.

3. Indicate the size of this industry and its relation to
other industries.

B. Indicate the type of materials used and their functions:
1. Boxboard.

a. For containing small items with advertising.
b. For containing,hats, suits, cakes.
c. Note tha qualityof printing possible.

2. Corrugated board.
a. For containing larger, heavier items.

1. For protection.
b. For convenience in shipping many items.
c. For convenience in stacking, inventory, and

retrieval.
d. Show the corrugated sleeve which is used to

contain a light bulb. Discuss the purpose of
the corrugation.

e. Discuss the type of printing on corrugated.
f. Display a carton made with 1/16th thick

corrugated.
3. Blister packs

a. For display, advertising, protection, to avoid
thievery.

4. Styrofoam
a. For protective inserts.

I Preformed.

II Solution poured in box, expands around contents.

5. New products, new developments continually being sought.

C. Outline the plans for this unit of study.
1. We shall study the application of measurement re-

quired for the desig: and fabrication of the basic
types of patterns developed by the paper box industry.

2. We shall analyze and study the dimensioning of patterns
using actual commercially-made patterns.
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3. Related to dimensioning, we shall study the use of
tolerance of measurement used in folding-box designs.
This will apply to our work with corrugated board.

4. We shall construct cartons from folding box board
and corrugated board.

a. Supillied a local manufacturer.
b. We shall use hand-scoring tools, as used

by designers.
5. We shall expect groups of students to work together

on developing cooperative projects in packaging.

Introductory Project.
A. Students are to learn the basic concepts involved in

fabricating a paper box by applying their knowledge from
earlier work.

1. The students should, upon completion of the project,
realize the inadequacy of their knowledge when applied
to this new study.

B. Classwork assignment:
1. Students design and fabricate a paper box from folding

boxboard to hold a wooden dowel (cylinder or jar) with
diameter and height given. (Suggest d=2", h=5".)

a. Introduce pattern design for a paper box as
"a length of square duct with ends attached",
from folding box board.

i. Students will tend to make
flaps too narrow.

ii. Call on students who may have
investigated package design ov
their own.

b. Teacher purposely avoids teaching special
techniques.

c. Teacher and students discuss and sketch a
pattern for the box including all flaps.

I. Top and bottom are purposely
attached to same lateral face.

ii. All lines for fices are drawn
in only two directions
(perpendicular).
Note: The terms length, width,
and depth are always given in
that order.if.............

1 1

I

I

I

2
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Lesson 1 (cont'd)

d. Remind students to score all lines.
i. Use handle of spoon or coin.

Score the lines to be cut also.

Assignment: Using regular instruments: T-square and triangle
is possible, draw pattern for a box to hold a
dowel with base diameter 2' and depth 5". Score
and cut out.
1. Find the area of the pattern by finding area of

parts. Treat flaps as though they were rectangles.
2. Find area of smallest rectangle from which

pattern can be cut.
3. Find the surface area of the box. Find volume

of the box.
4. Find the volume of the cylinder and the volume

of the space remaining inside the box.

Lesson 2

I. Introduction to paper box design.
A. Review homework.

1. All calculations and related sketches on the board.
a. Compare area of pattern and total area of box.
b. Compare volumes of cylinder and box.

2. Students glue side and bottom flaps. Check
measurements.

a. Teacher checks by setting several boxes on desk
top and compares heights.

I. Teacher and students can readily spot
dimensions which are "off".

3. Tei.cher and students observe and analyze problems in
their design and fabrication.

a. Do all folds have a sharp radius bend?
i. Teacher reviews use of scoring die and

hand tool for creating a sharp radius
bend.

b. Are all faces flat? Do top and bottom fit

flush?
c. Does box wobble when face is placed on desk top?

I. Edges are not parallel, opposite edges
are not parallel.

ii. Adjacent edRes not perpendicular.
d. Does the cylinder fit snugly in the box without

bulaing?

3
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Lesson 2 (continued)

e. Would the
cylinder?

i. Let
the
box.

f. Note that the sides e the box are rigid, but

the top and bottom can be easily bent in before

the box is glued together.
i. Show the strength and rigidity of paper

when creased and folded.

ii. Stress the need for a flap at top and

bottom of the box to "tuck in, as found

commercially-made boxes.

bottom, unglued. hold the wooden

it drop through once to demonstrate

need for "locks' on the covers of a

l

Assignment: If the first pattern was not satisfactory, construct a

second pattern to fit the same object.

1. Pattern should have tuck flaps at ends.

2. Find the area of the smallest rectangle from which the pattern

can be cut.

3. Find a way to fit copies of this pattern on a rectangular sheet

of paper 18" by ar. tlake a sketch.

4. Extra credit. Sketch four (4) other patterns for the same box

and determine the dimensions of the smallest rectangle from

which the pattern can be cut.

5. Fabricate one of the patterns in 114.

4
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Lesson 3

I. Introduction to first pattern: The Regular Slotted Carton.
A. Review homework

1. Sketches on board showing how to fit patterns on
18" x 20" rectangle. Students can demonstrate with an
actual sheet.

2. Sketches on board showing variety of patterns for the
same box.

a. Show overall dimensions.
3. Students complete gluing second pat 'rm. Check by

comparison with other boxes.
B. Students and teacher examine a commerical sample of a

Regular Slotted Carton, made of corrugated board.
1. Note use of large flaps on each end of side panels.

a. For rigidity and strength, and to keep box square.
2. All edges are straight lines. All lines go in either

of two perpendicular directions.
a. Describe that these box patterns are made in two

operations, passing the pattern through rollers
and then through a die board.

3. Do not consider the type of scores or allowances for folds.
C. Pass out boxboard (not corrugated).

1. Students assigned to fabricate a box to hold a object
using the Regular Slotted Carton design.

a. Students receive a copyof the pattern.
b. Give dimensions of the object.

D. Show students a variation of a regular Slotted Carton used
for milk containers.

I
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Lesson 3 (cont'd)

Extra Credit. Design and construct a pattern for the variation

of the RSC shown in the lesson. Use your own

measurements. Determine how to fold and fabricate

this pattern.

/\ ,

e

<--- W ----->\\/<

I- .

\ \/
-----JL

,

esson

I. Introduction to the Reverse Tuck pattern.

A. Review homework.
1. Glue boxes together at sides only.

2. Calculations and related sketches on board.

a. Show comparisons in area of pattern and box.

b. Show comparisons in volume of cylinder and box.

3. Display designs of variation of pattern for RSC.

a. Discuss the amounts of material needed for the

different designs.

B. Teacher demonstrates samples of Reverse Tuck Box pattern.

1. Students make observations.
a. Reverse tuck has flap or top on all but two edges.

b. Dust flaps (at top and bottom of box) are not

rectangular, as on the slotted carton.

i. Reason? To keep dirt and dust out.
Demonstrate idea of a lock later.

o. Top and bottom faces are attached to opposite sides

of the box, causing top and bottom to be "tucked in"

in opposite, or reverse, directions.

C. Reasons for wide spread use of the Reverse Tuck design.

1. Rigidity of sides, due to folds and flaps.

6
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Lesson 4 (cont'd)

2. Economy of material in fabrication.

a. Demonstrate the placement of several copies of

a Reverse Tuck pattern on a large sheet of paper.

b. If possible, show dieboard or picture of a

dieboard for Reverse Tuck patterns.

3. Discuss the design of locks on the dust flaps.

a. Offset of flaps at corner to put pressure on the

tuck flaps.

b. Measurement must be carefully made.

Classwork and assignment:
1. Students design and fabricate a reverse tuck box to hold a

cylinder with diameter 2" and height 5".

2. Find the area of the pattern, surface area of the box.

3. Find the number of patterns which could be cut from a

rectangular sheet of paper 18" x 20".

4. Compare results to those for first pattern of Lesson 1.

1'

Lesson 5

I. Reverse Tuck design.

A. Quiz.
1. Teacher gives isometric drawing of box and its dimensions.

Students are to make a sketch of a Reverse Tuck pattern,

indicating dimensions. Or students dimension a pattern

supplied by teacher.

B. Students analyze projects from homework.

1. Students glue only side gluing flaps. Ends tuck in.

2. Compare dimensions of boxes by matching.

3. Area and volume sketches and computations on board.

a. Compare area of pattern to that of earlier pattern.

7
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Lesson 5 (cont'd)

b. Compare number of patterns which can be cut from an

18" x 20" sheet.
c. Discuss overall cost and possible loss.

4. Teacher demonstrates the use of flaps, locks, and their

design.
a. Place a brass or heavy dowel of given dimensions in

a box whir-a-Vas not well fabricated. (Watch your

toes)
b. Dramatically stress the need for flaps and locks

which fit snugly enough to hold a heavy object.

c. Demonstrate and discuss various lock designs.

i. Slit on flap at top. Butter cartons (1 lb.)

Offset on flaps.

iii. Mailing flaps.

d. Note different types of locks used on bottoms of boxes.

i. For convenience in opening the correct end.

C. Assign students to measure a flask from the Science Department

and form a pattern for a Reverse Tuck box pattern to hold the

flask securely.
1. Find the area of the pattern.

2. Find the area of the box.

3. Find the volume of the box..

Extra credit. Estimate the volume of the flask. Base your technique

on volume of a cone with the same base.

A
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Lesson 6

I. Interliners to protect contents.
A. Review homework.

1. Calculations and sketches on board.
2. Some students demonstrate the number of patterns which

can be fitted on a rectangular sheet 18" x 20".
3. Students glue side flaps only. Close top and bottom.
4. Check measurements of boxes by matching a set of them.
5. Stress the importance of obtaining the greatest possible

number of patterns from each sheet.
B. Discuss the use and design of protective inserts.

1. To keep neck of bottle from rattling.
2. To cushion the bottom of the bottle.

C. Discuss the design of a box to include cushioning and protective
inserts.

1. Students begin planning, sketching patterns.
2. Discuss allowances which must be-made to have inserts fit.

Assignment: Plan and sketch a pattern of a Reveise Tuck design to hold
a flask, including protective cushion and a protective top. Use the

same flask as used for today.
1. Find the area of the pattern. Do not account for holes

in the protective insert.
2. Find the surface area of the box.
3. Find the volume of the box.
4. Using the volume of the flask determined today, find the

volume of the space not used (outside the flask.)

Extra credit: Design a pattern for a box and all inserts from one
piece of paper. Do this in place of the required pattern if yoirThink
you have a workable idea.

Lesson 7

I. Quiz.

A.

B.

Give students a hectographed page displaying the layout for a
Reverse Tuck pattern. Give the dimensiona of the box.

1. Students are to write in all dimensions for the pattern,
if it is to be made from foldina box board.

2. Find the volume of the box and the surface area of the
box.

Review quiz.

II. Review homework assignment.
A. Calculations and sketches on the board.

1. Compare areas and volumes of this carton with those of
the first carton for the flask.

9



Lesson 7 (cont'd)

B. Students display samples of one-piece patterns.

C. Students glue side flaps only, place inserts and test
function of box with flask.

1. Discuss the different methods of cutout for protective

inserts.
a. Circular hole with slots radiating from edges.

b. Perpendicular slots so that corners can be
pushed into the neck of the flask.

Introduce the pattern far the "Tuck Top with 996 Bottom" design.

A. Purpose: to create an especially strong bottom with a

strong lock.
1. Students receive a mimeographed draving of the pattern.

B. Challenge students to devise a method for fabricating the

pattern.
1. Glue side flap first. All other panels fit together if

correct steps are used.
2. Present a commercially-made pattern and challenge

students to follow the sequence of steps which they
developed.

Assignment: Construct a second pattern for a Reverse Tuck box with

protective inserts.

Extra credit: Design and fabricate a Tuck Top with a 996 Bottom to
hold a cylinder having a base diameter of 2" and height

of 5". Use 5" as length and 2" as depth. Find the area

of the pattern.

;

ij
hi;
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Lesson 8

I. Introduction to estimation of material.
.

A. Review homework assignment.
1. Students glue side gluing flap only.
2. Teacher compares boxes for dimensions by matching.
3. Students demonstrate their designs for inserts.
4. Extra credit projects demonstrated.

B. Teacher poses problem encountered in the paper box industry.
1. How many sheets of folding paper board will be required

for a given job?
a. Refer to problems from earlier homework

assignments.
b. Name the various patterns and the number of each

which can be cut from an 18" x 20" sheet.
2. Present one type of problem.

a. If we can cut x patterns from each sheet, how many
patterns can bilicut from y sheets? (x and y are
integers.)

C. Classwork: Give each student either a set of commercially-
made patterns or set of hectographed copies of
various sizes and shapes.

1. Students are to determine the number of each pattern
which can be cut from an 18" x 20" sheet.

2. Some students should trace each type of pattern on 18" x

20" paper.

Assignment: Determine the number of each pattern which can be cut from
each of the following numbers of sheets of 18" x 20" paper:
2, 5, 10, 50, 100, 1,000

Pattern
from
Lesson

#

1

2

3

4

*5

Number of 18" x 20" sheets

2 5 10 50 100

11
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Lesson 9

I. Introduction to estimation for materials needed.

A. Review homework calculations and sketches on board.
1. Some students demonstrate their layout of patterns

on 18" x 20" paper showing the maximum number obtained.

B. Introduce problem of estimation used in industry. '

1. If we are required to cut m patterns and we can cut x
patterns from each sheet, Fow many sheets will be
required?
a. Discuss 'feasibility of selecting larger or smaller

sheets of paper to minimize waste.
b. Discuss feasibility of cutting other patterns

from the same sheet to minimize waste.

C. Classwork: Find the number of sheets required for each
given number and type of pattern.

1. Use the patterns from the homework assignment.
2. For each pattern determine the number of sheets needed

to produce each of the following number of sheets:
a. 30, 200, 1,000, 15,000, 40,000

3. Refer to these problems. If each sheet costs $.05,
find the cost of cutting each number of patterns.

a. Relate this concept to other industries.
i. Wood, metal, plastics, clothing.

Assignment: Refer to the patterns used in last night's assignment.
Determine the number of sheets 18" x 20" to cut the following
number of patterns: 100, 5,000, 25,000, and 35,000.

Find the cost of paper if each sheet costs $.04.

Pattern

for
Lesson

1

2

NuMber of patterns
30 I 200 1,000 15,000 40,000

4

12
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Lesson 10

I. Half-period test.

A. How many patterns of a Regular Slotted carton with
1=3 , w=2., and d%14. can be cut from boxboard measuring
16- x 21 ?

B. Pow many patterns can be cut from 400 sheets of boxboard
if 15 patterns fit on each sheet of paper?

C. We can fit twelve patterns on each sheet of paper. How
many sheets will be needed to cut at least 23,000 patterns?

Review test and homework.

A. Calculations on board.

III. Introduction to the use of corrugated board in paper box
fabrication.

A. Discuss special uses of corrugated board.
1. Protection in transit, ease of stacking (staring).
2. Savings in cost compared to wood or metal.

3. For transporting larFe and/or heavy items.
4. When waterproofed, for vegetables, frozen foods, meats.
5. Reusable boxes, due to chemical treatment.
6. For cushioning or protection when made in layers.
7. For displays in stores

a. Show a sample
8. Corrugated paper is used to hold light bulbs.

a. Discuss reason for direction of fluting.

B. Introduce problem of measurement with corrugated board.
1. Each student receives two strips of corrugated board

approximately 11 by 3 from B flute (1/8 *. thick),

a. Fluting runs lengthwise on one piece, along width
on other.

Assignment: Score each piece in such a manner that it will form
a sieve which will fit snugly, without bulging or
binding, on a 2 x 4- block of wood. Actual dimen-
sions are 1 3/4 by 3 3/4".

-
Note: Teacher may need extra strips for those who make errors.

13
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Lesson 11

I. Introduction to the use of corrugated board in paper box
fabrication.

.

A. Review homework: Teacher anticipates that students did not
make allowances for losses in folding corrugated board.
1. Teacher seeks students who were able to make corrugated

board fold and fit correctly.
a. Discuss why some students failed.

i. Lack of effort and thought.
ii. Did not allow for shrinking of material when folded.

2. Teacher keeps first attempts for a demonstration of
strength of the material in later lessons.

B. Teacher presents composition and characteristics of corrugated
board.
1. Construction: fluting, liners, glue.

a. Technique of making fluting at the mill.
2. Kraft paper: classified by weight per 1,000 sq. ft.

a. Show samples.
3. Classification of corrugated boand.

Number of
Corrugations

Type Thilekness per foot.

A 36
1/8" 48-52
5/32" 42
1/16" 96

a. Show examples of these as used in commercially-made
cartons.

C. Students are asked to re-measure the dimensions on each piece

of B flute.
1. Next fold the board at one fold and measure each panel

which has the fold line as an edge.
2. Note that each panel loses 1/16" when folded.

a. Where does the 1/16" go? Into the fold.

3. Measure outside dimension of each panel which
has the fold as an edge.
a. Note the panel gains approximately 1/16" when folded.

D. Students should observe these characteristics of B flute
regardless of the direction of the fold.
1. Inside panel loses 1/16" at each fold.
2. Outside of panel gains 1/16°1TE-each fold.

14
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Lesson 11 (cont.)

E. Classwork and assignment:

1. Using pieces of B flute 3" wide and about 12" long

measure, score, and fold the board to form a sleeve

which will fit around a 2" x 4" board (actual

dimensions 1 3/4" x 3 3/4").

2. Make a sketch of the sleeve showing the inside

dimensions and outside dimensions of the sleeve when

it is folded.

3. Make the sleeve so that the ends but-join on one face

of the block of wood.

4. Find the
easy way

S. Find the

easy way

Lesson 12

1

inside area of the sleeve. Develop an

to find this?
outside area of the sleeve. Develop an

to find this?

Continue s-:-.1.16y of allowances for folding corrugated board.

A. Students present sleeves and discuss problems.

1. Test sleeves by fitting them to a 2 x 4 block.

B. Students show sketches and dimensions of pattern.

1. Show calculations for area.

a. Quick way is to find total area of pattern and

area of part lost due to folding and subtract.

2. Dimensions of pattern.

7 1 33 .1. 1

if IT
3 1

1_. +
4 -Er

3
LI

1 7 4. 1

if If .11-

3. Dimensions of inside of sleeve.

15
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Lesson 12 (cont.)

4;
4 i

3 1. 4
31.

7

-8-

3

4

13_
4

TI

4 Dimensions of outside of sleve.

3 1 I 7 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 7 1
+

-§-+-8- 31-3+1-r 4 4 4 IT 11 +
+ 3 +

r
13 1 j

r
5. Again calculate inside area and outside area by

finding the total length of each and multiply by 3.

a. Students will need help with addition and multiplication
of fractions.

b. Compare results with other methods.
c. Discuss the fact that the total outside area of

the sleeve is greater than the total inside area.

C. Classwork: Show sketches and dimensions for a pattern of
sleeve to fit around a block 1" x 4" (actual).
Calculate the area inside and outside.

1. Dimensions of the pattern.

2 + 1 4 + 1 1 + 1
2 +1

15
16 IF lf

2. Dimensions of the inside of the sleeve.

311

2" 1"
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Lesson 12 (cont.)

3. Dimensions of the outside of the sleeve.

11
4

1 12 + 1 +
8 4

1 1
4 + 1+ 2 +

'

D. Teacher generalizes, with students, the dimensions for
sleeve based upon length and width of block.

1=3"

4.1Pig
1 V/ +3. 1

118 if

1 11+
8 -Er '11 1 1

/
2 + 16

Assignment: Teacher demonstrates a sample of a book mailing package
made as two sleeves, each of which butt-join on a face,
folding at right angles to each other so that all edges
of the book are covered.

Make sketches of an outer pattern for the sleeve made
in class to fit a block of wood 1" x 4" x 3".

Draw, score, cut out, and fold the outer sleeve from
B flute.

Find the inside area and outside area of each sleeve.
Find the area of each pattern.

17
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Lesson 13

I. Making allowances for folding corrugated board.
A. Quiz.

1. Sketch a pattern and show the dimensions for each
panel to fit a sleeve around a block 2" x 3" with
a butt joint on one face of the block.
a. Make a sketch showing the inside dimensions of the

sleeve.

b. Make a sketch showing the outside dimensions of the
sleeve.

B. Review quiz.
C. Review homework.

1. Sketches and calculations on board.
2. Students demonstrate the fitting of one sleeve around

the other.

D. Teacher can demonstrate the strength of corrugated board.
1. Select four sleeves of B flute (Lesson 11) having

the fluting in the short direction. Place them,
nested, on the floor with the long edge down and folded
as sleeves.
a. They should hold the teacher's weight.

2. Select four sleeves having the fluting in the long
direction. Nest them and place them on the floor with
the long edges down.
b. The teacher's weight should easily crush them.

3. Conclusion: corrugated board has great compression
strength in the direction of the fluting.

Assignment: Teacher challenges students to design a sleeve having
a gluing flap at one edge to fit a rectangular block. The

block is to fit snugly without bulging the sleeve. The

flap is to fit inside the pattern.
1. Sketch the block and dimensions ( 2 3/4" x 3 7/8").
2. Sketch pattern for a sleeve and list dimensions of each

panel.
3. Draw pattern, score, and cut out pattern from B flute.

18
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Lesson 14

I. Review homework.

A. Students glue sleeves at gluing flap. With flv inside
adjacent edge.
1. Teacher anticipates poor choices of allowances in

dimensioning of sleeves.
a. Sleeves will be trapezodial in cross section.

i. Teacher checks to see if block fits in sleeves.

Ic__ 37"
8

3112
4

%Li

f----- 8
af._

23 1 1 37 + 1 _3
24 16 8 8 8 4 + 4 + is

flap: 1 1
16

b. Required dimensions of pattern from B flute.
i. Teacher helps students analyze dimensions.

ii. Students should check the dimensions on their
sketches.

.iii. Note a space (on left side of sleeve above).
iv. The sleeve has the shape of trapezoid.

2. Students should make a second sleeve if the first was

not satisfactory.
a. Develop allowances for flaps with the class.
b. Flap is to fit inside.

B. Teacher introduces third type of sleeve design with flap
fitting outside adjacent side.
1. To avoid putting sleeve out of square allowance must be

made on the panel:to which'the flap is attached.
a. Cross section of sleeve.

i. Allow for thickness of panel adjacentsto the flap.

19
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3 Lesson 14 (cont.)

El

El

a

El

B

Assignment: Complete the sketch for sleeve, draw, score, and cut
out pattern for sleeve to fit block 2 3/4" x 3 7/8",
having gluing flap outside the adjacent panel. Use

a B flute.

Quiz Tomorrow.

A .

3'
In

IF

Fie

: I

A

C 3"2
4

i

I

i
f

1!---. --... ...

3 12 +
4 16
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Lesson 15

I. Quiz.

AP

A. Sketch pattern of a sleeve to fit a block 1 1/2" by 4" and
indicate allowances for a flap which is to fit inside. Use
B flute.

II. Repeat study of allowances for folding corrugated using C flute.

A. Teacher demonstrates patterns made from C flute.
1. Thickness is 3/32".

B. Each student receives a rectangular piece of C flute with
dimensions 3" x 5".

1. Measure 1" in from eath short edge.
2. Mark, score, and fold.

1" 311 1"

3. Measure each panel where folds were made.
Hold panels perpendicular.

4. Note loss of dimension is a little less then
1/16" on each panel at each fold. (This

can be only approximate).
5. Note gain of measawement on outside of each panel

is a little less than 1/16" at each fold.
C. Students should recognize same generalization:

1. Half of the thickness of the corrugated is lost
on each inside panel at each fold.

2. Half the thickness is gained on the outside of
the panel at each fold.

D. Classwork: Each student sketches pattern, draws, scores,
and cuts pattern for sleeve made from C flute
to fit a 2" x 4" block. (2 3/4" x 3 3/4").
Make pattern with ends which butt join on one
face.

Assignment: Draw, score, and cut out two more patterns to fit the
same block.
1. With flap fitted inside adjacent panel.
2. With flap fitted outside adjacent panel.

21
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Lesson 16

Review humcwvvh.

A. Teacher tests a few sleevte. u. A etermine fit.

1. Notes where panels are short or 1.,..

2. Helps students analyze dimensioning or

II. Classwork: Students design two sleeves from C flute so

that inner sleeve will fit a block of wood 4"

x 3".

A. Second sleeve fits at right angle to first so

is covered on every end.

1. Refer to the book mailing package of past

2. Students must make allowances for folding

a. Pattern for the inner sleeve with the

glued to outside of adjacent panel.

1 + 3 4 + 3
64 32

A A

x 1"

that block

lesson.
of C flute.
flap

3
1 + 3.2

b. Pattern for flap glued to outside outer sleeve.

A

1+9
64

A

6 6

3 + + 32

D.

...

L .
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Lesson 16 (cont.)

Assignment: Complete two sleeves, score, and cut out.
Calculate the area of the outer surface of the inner
sleeve and the outer surface of the outer sleeve.

Lesson 17

I. Quiz.

A. Sketch a pattern for a sleeve and indicate the allowances to
fit a block 2" x 3" with a flap fitting inside the adjacent
panel.
The material to be used is E flute - 1/16" thick.
1. Sketch on regular paper.

II. Review quiz and homework.

A. Students glue flaps, teacher tests sleeves by attempting to
slide block into each.
1. Students compare dimensions. Sketch made on board.
2. Calculations for area on the board.

III. Analysis of designs for patterns from corrugated board.

A. Each student receives a copy of a commercially-made pattern
from C flute (3/32" thick.)
1. Reverse tuck design.
2. Each student is to measure all outside dimensions of every

panel of the pattern.
a. Write each dimension on the pattern as one would on a

plan.
b. Also measure the gaps in the pattern and indicate

these. (Gaps for locks on the dust flaps.)
3. Next students write below each of the (above) measures

the corresponding dimension when the box is to be folded.
a. Compare results with their predictions.

Assignment: Complete dimensioning of the panels of pattern and your
predictions for dimensions when the pattern is folded.

Repeat the classwork procedure in determing dimensions
of each panel of the box if the box were to be made of
A flute (3/16").

23
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Lesson 18

I. Further.analysis of corrugated box patterns.

A. Review homework.
1. Students predict- inside dimensions of panels.

2. Students predi: inside dimensions of the box.

3. Students fab,...cate the box and trace the outline
of all overlapping parts onto the panels which they touch.

4. Open pattern and examine the pattern.
a. Analyze the effect of two or three layers of corrugated

board have in offsetting the outside measurements of
the box.

B. Observations and analysis of the pattern.
1. Note: on C flute 3/64" is lost by each panel at-

each fold.
2. Note the direction of the fluting to give greatest

strength to the box for stacking.
3. Note the way flaps are made to create locks on the

tuck-top box.
a. Note how loss in dimension caused by folding a dust

flap caused the gap to be reduced in width, creating
a lock.
i. Example: Gap of 3/32" on the pattern will be

diminished to 3/64" when flap is folded over.
This causes a tight fit for the tuck top and creates
lock. (See diagram below.)

4. Note offset in scoring of edges of side panels so that
flaps will fold under top and top will fold flush.
a. Estimate amount of offset in these scores.

i. Use previously learned knowledge in gains and
losses of corrugated according to thickness.

C, Classwork and assignment: Each student receives a second box

pattern made by a commercial manufacturer. Use C flute.

1. Reverse tuck with a slit lock bottom.
2. Measure all edges of each panel. Write the dimensions on

the panel as you would on a plan.
3. Measure the gaps which provide for locks.
4. Determine the inside dimensions of each panel and

those of the box.

3 n

'52
.....
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Lesson 19

I. Review homework.

A. Students discuss various aspects of the pattern given for
homework as discussed in Lesson 18.
1. Be especially careful of allowances for the panels.

a. Note allowances for offset of fold lines to provide
for neat folds of one panel upon'another

2. Observe allowances for gaps for locks.
a. Note loss of 3/64" in gap when dustflap is folded.

at right angles for C flute.
3. Students preduct inside and outside dimensions of the box.
4. Students fabricate box and trace outline of all over-

lapping parts onto adjacent parts.
a. Students measure inside and outside dimensions and

compare with predicted measures.

II. Teacher challenges students to design and fabricate a. Tuck Top
Slit Lock Bottom carton to fit inside the carton used for home-
work.

A. The materLal must be C flute.

B. Students make sketch of the pattern, including dimensions.

Assignment: Complete design, cutting and scoring of TTSLB box to next
in original box used in homework.

1. Material must be C flute.
2. Find the dimensions of the smallest rectangle from which

the pattern can be cut.

25
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Lesson 20

I. Quiz

A. Write in the required dimensions of a pattern for a Reverse
Tuck design made from B flute. The inside dimensions of the
box are indicated on an isometric view. The gluing'flap is
to fit on the inside of the adjacent panel.

1. Drawing on hectrograph.

II. Review quiz and homework.

A. Students glue flaps and test their pattern for fit into the
commercially-made carton.
1. The teacher helps them check their design and construction.

B. Some students will be required to make a second attempt.
1. Students should compare their patterns with others by

matching.

Assignment:

Extra credit:

Those students whose design was not satisfactory should
make a second attempt.

Those whose designs were satisfactory should design two
boxes which fit, side-by-side in the commercially-made
box.

Use folding box board instead of corrugated board.

Determine the number of these patterns which can be cut from a
rectangular sheet 18" x 20".

26
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Lesson 21

I. Review homework..

A. For extra-credit work: Students demonstrate the design and
fabrication of the boxes to nest inside the large one:.
1. Sketches and dimensions on the black board.
2. Number of patterns cut from a sheet 18" x 20".

II. Review of allowances required in proper dimensioning for folding
corrugated board.

A. Each student receives an undimensioned drawing of a Bumper
End Book Folder.
1. Students predict method of folding, purpose of the design.
2. Obtain such a box pattern for demonstration.
3. If the pattern is made from B flute, determine the inside

dimensions.
a. Teacher assists in the process of analyzing the

dimensions.
4. Note the type of lock, called a Mailing Lock.
5. Note protective features of the design.

a. All corners of the contents ( a book ) are protected.

Assignment: Teacher assigns two more problems. Give inside
dimensions for a Bumper End Book Folder.

1. Students are to determine the dimensions of the pattern:
a. made from B flute; inside dimensicas: 2" x 6" x 5".
b. made from B flute: inside dimensions: 2 1/2" x 8" x 6".

2. Each problem is to be presented on a different copy of the
drawing for the pattern.

27
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Lesson 22

I. Review homework.

A. Sketches and dimensions on board.
1. Teacher helps students analyze an actual pattern, to

determine the dimensions of the pattern to give the
desired inside measurements.

II.. Generalizations in dimensioning patterns for design in corrugated.

A. Each student receives an unmarked drawing of a Bumper End Book
Folder.
1. Based upon the last assignment, dimension each panel

for general dimensions 1, w, and d of the contents.
a. Note which dimensions are not dependmt upon 1, w, d.

2. Represent the outer dimensions of the smallest rectangle
from which the pattern can be cut.
a. Note that these should be developed in general terms.

B. Each student receives an unmarked drawing of a Reverse Tuck design
1. Based upon the thickness of the fluting used (B flute)

and the general dimensions 1,w, and d, of the contents,
represent the dimensions of each panel.
a. Note which dimensions are not dependent upon 1,w, or d.

2. Represent the outer dimensions of the smallest rectangle
.from which the pattern can be cut.
a. Note that these should be developed in general terms.

C. Classwork and assignment.
1. Dimension all patterns given in these drawings based upon

the general dimensions 1, w, and d, of the contents. Assume
the material is B flute.
a. Students receive an unmarked drawing of a Regular

Slotted Carton
b. Students receive an unmarked drawing of a Tuck Top

Slit Lock Bottom Box
2. For each pattern represent in general terms the dimensions

of the smallest rectangle from, which each pattern can be
cut.
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Lesson 23

I. Representing algabrically th-3 overall dimensions of a pattern.

A. Review homework.
1. Sketches and dimensions on the board.
2. Test the overall dimensions reprasented algebrically

by comparison with the actual patterns used in earlier
lessons.
a. Substitute measures from pattern and evaluate algebraic

expressions for dimensions of pattern.
b. :easure overall dimensions of pattern and compare

results with (a).
c. Add measures of panels to obtain overall dimensions

and -,mprre results with (a) ndd (h).
3. Repeat Lnis process with other box patterns.

Assignment: Use the drawings of patterns used in Lesson 22 to represent
the overall dimensions of the pattern using algebraic
variables for 1, w, and d.

Follow the same steps used in class to test that your final
expressions for overall dimensions are correct.
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Lesson 24

I. Quiz.

A. Each student receives an unmarked drawing of'a Bumper End
Book Folder.
1. Determine the dimensions indicated based upon the inside

dimensions of the box and the use of B flute.

II. Review quiz and homework.

A. Algebraic expressions on board and calculations of overall
dimensions for comparison.

III. Introduce plans for cooperative projects for the next ten
lessons.

A. Part of each period will be used for the study of introductory
algebra based upon the concepts introduced in the last two
lessons.
1. Homework assignments will be made on hectographed pages.

Reference will be made to the textbook.

B. The remainder of each period will be devoted to cooperative
planning by small groups of students.
1. Each group will be expected to complete at least two

projects.
a. Plan must be first approved by the teacher.
b. Sketches in isometric and sketches of patterns must be

made by each student.
c. Students must agree upon the type of paper board to use.

2. Each group must submit the first project, completed,
within one week, including:
a. Drawings carefully done, with dimensions.
b. Objects fabricated and fitted to specifications.
c. 'Pages of calculations, complete with explanations.
d. Above set up ready for display.

IV. Teacher describes possible projects for the first week.

A. Carton made of three pieces, one for each student.
1. Bottom made of B flute, with open top.
2. Top, made of B flute, open at the bottom.
3. Sleeve, made of C flute, fitting full height of the box.

a. Sleeve fits tightly inside other parts.

B. Large carton which folds two smaller cartons.

30
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Lesson 24.(cont.)

1. For a group of three students.
a. Large carton of B flute.
b. Smaller boxes of C flute. These cannot be the same

size. The two smaller boxes nest inside the larger
bcx.

C. Similar to part (B) with the use of trapezoidal patterns
for paper boxes which nest.

D. Develop three inter-lining sleeves to protect two thick
books. (May use our large Shop Mathematics textbook.)
1. Inner lining wraps around side edges and binding of

the books. Made of B flute.
2. Middle lining wraps around bottom and top edge of books.

Made of C flute.
3. Outer lining wraps around edges and binding of book

and encloses the first two liners.
4. Each lin!Ing has a gluing flap.
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Lesson 25.

I. Further experience with addition of algebraic expressioni.

A. Each student is given a hectographed page of a different pattern
for a paper box.
1. Students analyze the pattern to determine how it is

fabricated.
2. Students then attempt to fabricate an actual copy of the

pattern.
3. Students represent the dimensions of each panel of the

pattern algebraically in terms of 12 w, and d of the inside
dimensions of the box.

4. Students represent the overall dimensions of the box in
terms of 12 w, and d.
a. Note which panels are not dependent upon 12 w, or d.

II. Continue plans for cooperative project.

Assignment: Complete part I (above).

Lessons 26 through 29. Follow similar plan to Lesson 25.

Lesson 30.

I. Quiz on areas and allowances for folding of patterns for paper boxes.
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